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PREFACE 

This book is a revised and expanded version of a series of talks 

given in Hanoi at the Vi%n Toan h9c (Mathematical Institute) in 

July, 1978. The purpose of the book is the same as the purpose of 

the talks: to make certain recent applications of p-adic analysis 

to number theory accessible to graduate students and researchers in 

related fields. The emphasis is on new results and conjectures, or 

new interpretations of earlier results, which have come to light in 

the past couple of years and which indicate intriguing and as yet 

imperfectly understood new connections between algebraic number 

theory, algebraic geometry, and p-adic analysis. 

I occasionally state without proof or assume some familiarity 

witn facts or techniques of other fields: algebraic geometry 

(Chapter III), algebraic number theory (Chapter IV), analysis (the 

Appendix), But I include down-to-earth examples and words of 

motivation whenever possible, so that even a reader with little 

background in these areas should be able to see what's going on. 

Chapter I contains the basic information about p-adic numbers 

and p-adic analysis needed for what follows. Chapter II describes 

the construction and properties of p-adic Dirichlet L-functions, 

including Leopoldt 1 s formula for the value at 1, using the approach 

of p-adic integration, The p-adic gamma function and log gamma 

function are introduced, their properties are developed and compared 

with the identities satisfied by the classical gamma function, and 

two formulas relating them to the p-adic L-functions LP(s,X) are 

proved. The first formula--expressing L;(o,x) in terms of special 
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Values of log gamma--will be used later (Chapter IV) in the discus

sion of Gross' p-adic regulator. The other formula--a p-adic Stir

ling series for log gamma near infinity--will be a key motivating 

example for the p-adic Stieltjes transform, disc'ussed in the Appen

dix. 

Chapter III is devoted primarily to proving a p-adic formula 

for Gauss sums, which expresses them essentially as values of the 

p-adic gamma function. The approach emphasizes the analogy with 

the complex-analytic periods of differentials on certain special 

curves, and uses some algebraic geometry. The reader who is inter

ested in a treatment that is more "elementary" and self-contained 

(but more computational rather than geometric) is referred to [62]. 

Chapter IV discusses two different types of p-adic regulators. 

One, due to Leopoldt, is connected with the behavior of Lp(s,X) at 

s=l; the other, due to Gross, is connected with the behavior at 

s = 0. Conjectures describing these connections between regulators 

and L-functions are explained and compared to the classical case. 

The conjectures are proved in the case of a one-dimensional char

acter X with base field Q (the "abelian over Q" case). The 

proof of Gross' conjecture in this case combines the formula for 

L~(O,x) in Chapter II and the p-adic formula for Gauss sums in 

Chapter III, together with a p-adic version of the linear indepen

dence over Q of logarithms of algebraic numbers (Baker's theorem). 

This proof provides the culmination of the main part of the book. 

The Appendix concerns some general constructions in p-adic 

analysis: the Stieltjes transform and the Shnirelman integral. I 

first use the Stieltjes transform to highlight the analogy between 

the p-adic and classical log gamma functions. I then give a com

plete account of H. M. Vishik's p-adic spectral theorem, This 

material has been relegated to the Appendix because it ~as not yet 

led to new number theoretic or algebra-geometric facts, perhaps 

because Vishik's theory is not very well known. 

I would like to thank N. M. Katz, whose Spring 1978 lectures at 
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Princeton provided the explanations of the algebraic geometry and 

p-adic cohomology given in Chapter III; R. Greenberg, whose seminar 

talks at the Uri.iversity of Washington in October 1979 and whose 

comments on the manuscript were of great help in writing Chapter IV; 

B. H. Gross, whose preprint [35] and correspondence were the basis 

for the second half of Chapter IV; and M. M. Vishik, whose preprint 

[95] is given in modified form in §§3-4 of the Appendix. 

I am also grateful to Ju. I. Manin and A. A. Kirillov for the 

stimulation provided by their seminars on Diophantine geometry and 

p-adic analysis during my stays in Moscow in 1974-75 and in Spring 

1978; and to the Vietnamese mathematicians, in particular Le-v~n

Thi€m, H8-huy-Kho8.i, VtrO'ng-ng9c-Ch8.u and n3-ng9c-Di.ep, for their 

hospitality, which contributed to a fruitful and enjoyable visit to 

Hanoi. 

Seattle 

April 1980 

fRONTISPIEGE: Artist's conception of the 
2-adic number system as an inverse limit. 
Fomenko of Moscow State University. 
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I. BASICS 

In some places in this chapter detailed proofs and computations 

are omitted, in order not to bore the reader before we get to the 

main subject matter. 

example, [53]). 

These details are readily available (see, for 

1. History (very br·ie-F) 

Kummer 
and Hensel .....• 

1850-
1900 

Minkowski ...••.• 1884 

Tate ••••..•...•• 1950 

Dwork .....•••... 1960 

(Kummer •...•• , , , 1851 

Kubota-Leopoldt 1964 

Iwasawa, Serre, 
Mazur, Manin, 
Katz, others 

past 
15 
years 

introduced p-adic numbers and developed 
their basic properties 

2 2 
proved: an equation a1x1+ .•. +anxn = 0 

(a. rational) is solvable in the. rational 
nuffibers if and only if it is solvable in 
the reals and in the p-adic numbers for 
all primes p (see [13• 84]) 

Fourier analysis on p-adic groups; pointed 
toward interrelations between p-adic num
bers and L-functions and representation 
theory (see [59]) 

used p-adic analysis to prove rationality 
of the zeta-function of an algebraic vari
ety defined over a finite field, part of 
the Weil conjectures (see [ 25, 53] ) 

congruences for Bernoulli numbers--but he 
approached them in an ad hoc way, without 
p-adic numbers) 

interpretation of Kummer congruences for 
Bernoulli numbers using p-adic· zeta-function 

p-adic theories for many arithmetically 
interesting functions 
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Dwork, 
Grothendieck and 
their students 

past 
15 
years 

p-adic differential equations, p-adic 
cohomology, crystals 

2. Basic concepts 

Let p be a prime number, fixed once and for all. The "p-adic 

numbers" 
m 

amp 

where the 

integer. 

are all expressions of the form 
m+l m+2 

+ am+lp + am+2P + 
ai E {0,1,2, •.. ,p-1} are digits, and 

These expressions form a field (+ and 

m is any 

x are defined 

in the obvious way), which contains the nonnegative integers 

n = a0 + a1p + .•. + arpr ("n written to the base p"), 

and hence contains the field of rational numbers Q. For example, 

-1 = (p-1) + (p-l)p + (p-l)p2 + ... ; 

as is readily seen by adding 1 to the first expression on the 

right and multiplying the second expression on the right by 1-p. 

An equivalent way to define the field Qp of p-adic numbers 

is as the completion of Q under the "p-adic metric" determined 

by the norm I J : Q-+-nonnegative real 
p 

numbers, defined by 

, I 
1~1 = 

p 

ord b - ord a. 
p p p 101 = 0, 

p 

where ordp of a nonzero integer is the highest power of p 

dividing it. Under this norm, numbers highly divisible by p are 

"small", while numbers with p 

For example, 12501
5 

= 1/125, 

is multiplicative, because 

ordp{xy) = ordpx + ordpy. 

in the denominator are "large". 

11/2501 5 • 12s. 

behaves like 

Clearly, ! [p 

log: 

Also note that )nip~ 1 for n an integer. 

It is not hard to verify that the completion of Q under the 

p-adic metric 

expansions" 

can be identified with 
m m+l 

amp + am+lp + ..•• 

7 

the set Qp of "p-adic 

The norm I JP is easy to 



evaluate on an 

if x = ampm + 

element of 
mH 

am+lp + 

written in its 

with a of 0, 
m 

p-adic expansion: 

then lxlp = p-m. 

is obtained from in the same way as the real Thus, Qp 

number field R is obtained from the usual absolute value 

as the completion of Q. In fact, a theorem of Ostrowski (see 

[13] 

I I 
or [53}) says 

or to [ Ip 

that any norm on Q is equivalent to the usual 

for some p. Hence, together with R, the 

various Qp make up all possible completions of Q: 

R 

Often, a situation can be studied more easily over R and Qp 

than over Q; and then the information obtained can be put 

together to conclude something about the situation over Q. For 

example, one can readily show that a rational number has a square 

root in Q if and only if it has a square root in R and for all 

p has a square root in ~· This assertion is a special case of 

the Hasse-Minkowski theorem (see §1 above). 

In addition to multiplicativity, the other basic property of a 

norm I I on a field is the "triangle inequality" ]x + yf < 

so named because in the case of the complex numbers 

C it says that in the complex plane one side of a triangle is 

less than or equal to the sum of the other two sides. The norm 

I Ip on Qp satisfies a stronger inequality: 

Ix+ Yip :'. max ( lxlp' IYIPJ · (2.1) 

This is obvious if we recall how to evaluate lxlp for x 
m m+l 

amp + am+lp + ••. (see above). A norm that satisfies (2.1) 

is called "non-Archimedean'', Inequality (2 .1) is sometimes called 

the "isosceles triangle principle", because it immediately implies 

that, among the three "sides" lxlp' IYIP and jx+ylp; at least 

two must be equal. Thus, in non-Archimedean geometry "all triangles 

are isosceles". 
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Here is another strange consequence of (2.1). 

a non-Archimedean norm I jp, define 
In a field with 

Da (r) = {xj lx-ajp 5 r} ("closed" disc of radius 
r centered at a) 

Da(r-) {xi fx-ajp < r} ("open" disc of radius 
r centered at a). 

(2. 2) 

Then if b E Da(r), it follows from (2.1) that 

(Also, if b E Da(r-), then Db(r-) = Da(r-).) 
Db(r) = Da(r). 

Thus, any point in 
a disc is its center! In particular, any point in a disc (or in 

its complement) has a neighborhood completely contained in the disc 

(resp., in its complement). Therefore, any disc is both open and 

closed in the topological sense. That 's h h -d-" ,,--
i w y t e wor s open and 

"closed" in (2.2) are in quotation marks; these words are used 

only by analogy with classical geometry, and one should not be 
misled by them. 

In it is not hard to see that all discs of finite radius 

are compact. The most important such disc is 

zp d~f DO(l) = {xj [xlp 5 l} = {x = ao +alp+ a2p2 + ••• }. 

z 
p is a ring, whose elements are called p-adic "integers". 

is the closure of the ordinary integers 

other discs 

pmZ 
centered at 0 are 

z in '),. In 

p 
{x = a pm+ a pm+l + } 

m m+l ·•• for m E Z. 

Zp is a local ring, i.e., lt has a unique maximal ideal pZP, and 

Fp = Z/pZ. 
its residue fJeld is the field of 

The set of invertible elements in the ring 

z~ d~f {xi lxl =ll 
p 

alp+ a2p2 + ••• j ao # 

p 

z 
p 

elements 

O}. 

There are p-1 numbers in Z* 
p 

which play a special role: 
the (p-1)-th roots of one. For each possible choice of 
1, 2,. •• ' p-1, there is a unique such root whose first 

ao = 
digit is 

aO; we denote it W(a0) and call it the Teichmiiller representative 
of For example, for p = 5 
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w(l) 1 

w(2) 

w(3) 

w(4} 

2 + 1·5 + 2•52 + 1•53 + 3•54 + 

3 + 3•5 + 2•52 + 3•53 + 1•54 + 

4 + 4•5 + 4•52 + 4·5
3 + 4•5

4 
+ 

-w(2) 

'-1. 

Except for w(±l), the Teichm~ller representatives are irrational, 

so their p-adic digits do not repeat, and can be expected to be 

just as random as, say, the decimal digits in 12. 

If E Z*, we set w(x) = w(a0). 
P ord x 

Any 

X E Qp 

write 

can be written as x = p p XO for XO E z~. Then we 

x 
ord x 

p P w(x
0

) <x
0

>, 

where <xo> d~f xo/w(xo) 

lx-1lp < i. 

is in the set of x such 

that 

The · z is the inverse limit ef the rings Z/pnZ with ring P 

respect 

m ~ n. 

0 for 

Z/p 2z, 

n,, / mz to Z/pnZ for to the map "reduction mod p from Z p 

This suggests that, if we want to solve an equation f(x) 

x € zp' we should first solve it in Z/pZ = Fp' then in 

Z/p3z, and so on. An important condition under which a 

solution in F 
p 

can be "lifted" to a solution in z is given by 
p 

Hense 1 's lemma. Suppose that 

and f 1 (a0)f.O 

polynomial f). 

(mod p) (here £' 

f(x) € Zp[x], 

is the formal 

f(a0) = O (mod p), 

derivative of the 

Then there exists a unique 

such that f(x) = 0. 

Hensel's Lemma is proved by Newton's method for approximating 

roots (see [59,53]). 

For example, when f(x) = xp-l - 1, any 

satisfies f(a
0

) = O (mod p), while f'(a0) = 

(mod p); so Hensel's Lemma tells us that a0 
Teichmiiller representative w(a0) E Z~. 

a
0 

E {l, ... ,p-1} 

(p-l)ag-z f. 0 

has a unique 

Unlike in the case of R, whose algebraic closure C is only 

a quadratic extension, Qp has algebraic extensions of arbitrary 

10 

degree; its algebraic closure 

Can be extended from 
Qp has infinite degree over 

to Q? 
p 

Well, suppose 

algebraic over Q and satisfies 
d d-1 p 

the minimal polynomial f(x) = 

x + ad-lx + ... + a0. It is not hard to show that a multi-

plicative norm on Qp extending I Ip would have to be unique. 

So the value of this extended I Ip on " and each of its conju-

gates would be the same (because we can also get an extension of 

by composing our first extension of J Ip with a field 

conjugate). Therefore, the taking to the .automorphism of Qp 

only possible value for l•I p 
is the d-th root of It 

turns out that this definition 

(N denotes field norm) 

does in fact give a norm on Qp. 

satisfies the triangle inequality 

But the fact that this J Ip 

is not trivial to pr~ve. The 

extension of to 

facts about p-adic numbers; 

and [53]. 

We now define the ord 
p 

is per.haps the hardest of the basic 

for two different proofs, see [13] 

function on Qp by ord a = -log lal , 
p p p 

so as to agree with the earlier ordp on Qp. (Here logp is the 

ordinary "log to base p", not to be confused with a p-adic 

logarithm which we shall introduce shortly.) Clearly, if [K:Qp] 

d, then the 
1 dz, and so 

image of K under ordp is an additive subgroup of 

ord K = !z for some e dividing d. This positive 
P e 

integer e is called the index of ramification of K. There are 

two extremes: 

(1) e = 1. Then K is called unramified. An example is 
N 

K = Qp(;i'f) for N not divisible by p. In fact, it can be shown 

that every unramified K is contained in some cyclot~mic field, 

so the "unramified closure" of Qp is Qunr "" LJq (/f), 
p p(N p 

(2) e = d. Then K is called totally ramified. An example 

is K = Qp(t) for tll a p-th root of one, i.e., a root of 

xp-l + xp-2 + ... + x + 1 = O. To show that K is totally rami-
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fied, it suffices to find A E K such that 

-A= ~-1. Since A satisfies: O = [(x+l)P-1] 

ordpA = l/(p-1). Let 

[(x+l)-1] = xp-l + 

1 p-2 1 p-3 
px + zp(p-l)x + ... + p, it follows that ordpA = p-l ordpp 

• 1/ (p-1). 

then «p (") 
More generally, if S is a primitive pn-th root 

is totally ramified of degree pn-pn-l and 

of one, 

ordp(S - 1) n 
p 

1 
n-1" 

- p 

(2. 3) 

The set of all totally ramified extensions is harder to describe 

than the set of all unramified extensions. And, of course, "most" 

extensions are neither unramified nor totally ramified, In the 

general case we write d e•f, 

The significance of f is as follows. If K is any field with 

a non-Archimedean norm I ]p, we let 

OK= {x' Kl lxlp '.'_ 1), I\= (x E Kl lxlp < 1). 

OK is called the "ring of integers" of K, and MK is the unique 

maximal ideal in OK. If K is algebraic over ~· then the resi-

due field OK/~ will be algebraic over F . 
p 

If K has degree d 

and ramification index e, then this residue field has degree f 

d/e over F 
p 

(see [59]), 

Let us return to the case of K unramified, of degree d = f. 

Let q =pf, so that OK/MK is the field of q elements Fq. 

Then, using Hensel 1 s Lemma (generalized to OK)' we see that every 

nonzero element 

such 

aQ E 

that 

F has a unique Teichmiiller representative 
q 

w(a
0
}q-l = 1 and w(a

0
) mod MK is a0 • If 

F , then K = Q (w(a0)). a 0 generates Fq 

These Teichmiiller 

as an extension of 

representatives are 
p p 

a natural choice of "digits" 

in K: every x E K can be written uniquely as the limit of a sum 

x 

(we agree to let 

venient to choose 

o, 1, 2, ...• p-1. 

where ai E {w(a)} a E F 
q 

w(O) = O). Even in Qp 

0, w(l), w(2), ••. , w(p-1) 

it is sometimes con-

as digits instead of 

12 

Since the complex number field C is a finite dimensional 

R-vector space, it is complete under the extension of j I to C, 

However, Qp turns out not to be compl~te under I Ip' For exam

ple, the convergent infinite sum Exip , where the x
1 

are a 

sequence of roots of one of increasing degree, in general is not 

algebraic over Qp. 

a larger field than 

Thus, in order to do analysis, we must take 

0 
p 

Qp, We denote the completion of 

means completion with respect to 

Q is algebraically closed, as 
p_ 

0 ' p 

It is not hard to see that 

well as complete, that o
0 

/M
0 

p p 
= Fp' and that ordPQP = Q. Some-

times Q is denoted C in order to emphasize the analogy with 
p p 

the complex numbers (i.e., both are the smallest extension field of 

Q that is both algebraically closed and complete in the respective 

metric). But in some respects Qp is more complicated. For 

example, it is a much bigger extension of Qp than C is over R 

(in fact, Qp has uncountable transcendance degree over Qp)' and 

it is easy to see that 0 • 1 11 "p is~ oca y compact. 

3. Power series 

An infinite sum 

large N, M > N. 

(2.1), 

Lai has a limit if EN<i<M ai is small for 

Because of the isosceles-triangle principle 

--+O, 

in QP this occurs if and qnly if a
1
-o. 

or equivalently, ordpai--oo. Thus, the 

i.e., 

question of con-

vergence or divergence of a power series i 
Laix depends only on 

no "conditional There is lxl p' 
convergence". 

not on the precise value of x. 
i Thus, every infinite series Laix has a radius of 

convergence r such that one of the following holds: 

converges 

or 

converges # x E D(r) 

An example of the first alternative is Exi (where r = l); an 

13 



example of the second is the derivative 

also r = 1). 

An important example is the series 

its radius of convergence, we must find 

x 
e 

ord (i!). If 

i 
Lxp (here 

To determine 

power of p, it is easy to see that 
P n-1 

ord (pn!) = p + 
p 

i is a 
n-2 

p + 
. .. + p + 1 (i-1)/(p-l) . More generally, if we write the posi-

tive integer i to the base p: i 

denote the sum of its digits, then 
i - s. 

l (3.1) ordp(i!) 
p - 1 

Since 1 .:::_Si< (p-l)(logpi + 1), it follows that asymptotically 

ord (i!) ~ ___L, 
p p-1 

and so 

ord (xi/i!)-co 
p 

ord x > - 1-
P p-1 

1-
X E D(y). > 1. 

Thus, ex converges in a disc smaller than the unit disc. In the 

classical case the i! 

everywhere, but in I Ip 

The poor convergence of 

in the denominator makes 
x 

e converge 

it has a harmful effect on convergence. 

ex causes much of p-adic analysis, e.g., 

differential equations, to involve subtleties which are absent in 

complex analysis. 

To obtain a series convergent in D(l-) instead of D(~-). we 

can replace ex by eTIX where TI (not to be confused with the 

real number TI= 3.14 •.. ) is any element of Qp such that ordpTI 

= L/(p-1). The best choice of TI is a (p-1)-th root of -p, for 

reasons that will become clear later. 

We can analyze more closely why ex converges so poorly if we 

use the formal power series identity 

x 
e in Q[ [x]], 

where the MObius function µ is defined by 

14 

(3. 2) 

n; 
µ (n) lo if there is a prime whose square divides 

(-l)k if n is a product of k diStinct primes. 

The identity (3.2) is easily proved by taking log of both sides 

and 0 other-and using the fact that if Il = 1 

wise, 

Most of the terms in (3.2) -- those for which ptn -- have 

fairly good convergence, because the binomial series 

(1 + Y)a = 2(~) Yi, 

has coefficients 

(~) E ZP for Ct E Z • 
p 

(Namely, this is trivial for 

(~) 

a 

a(a-l)•·•(a-i+l) 
i! 

a positive integer; 

(3.3) 

fact that the positive integers are dense in zP.) 

Pfn, ~(1-xn)-µ(n)/n E Z [[x]] and so converges for 
p 

then use the 

Thus, for 

The bad convergence of (3.2) comes from those n 
lxl < 1. 

p 
which are divis-

ible by p. So, to get better convergence, we can define the 

"Artin-Hasse exponential" 

E (x) 
p 

n (1-xn)-µ{n)/n 

p/n 
where the last equality of formal power series is proved in the 

same way as (3.2). 

in D(l-). 

Then is in and so converges 

If we make the change of variables Ep (nx), where 

n(x - xP). 

Tip-1 = -p, 

The expression the first 

xp 

two terms in the eArponent are 

x - plays a key role in much of p-adic analysis, since in a 

field of characteristic p 

x E the prime field Fp # x - xp = O; 

also recall that the Teichmiiller representatives {w(a)}aEF 
p 

are 

solutions of this equation in 

precisely so that root of -p 

for E {TIX) 
p 

become a multiple of 

15 

is chosen to be a (p-1)-th 

first two terms in the exponent 

x - xP. 



Since 

E (nx) fl.> 2 p 1-

e
11"(x-xP) 

the convergence of 

i . 
-(lTX)p /pi 

e ' 
(3.4) 

is determined by the worst convergence 

that occurs on 
y = pl/(p-1)), 

the right. E (nx) converges on D(y-) (recall 
p 

and it is easy to compute that the worst series is 
2 2 2 

the first one in the product, exp(-nP xP /p ), which ~onverges 
-(p-l)/p2. Th ·f e let y = p(p-l)/p > 1, it for ordpx > us, i w 1 

lT(x-xp) D( -) a disc strictly follows that e converges on Y1 • 

bigger than D(l). 

is a "correction" which improves Thus, the -xp 

the convergence of 

the expansions of 

in 
ox 

e We can see how this works if we look at 

TIX 
e and 

TI(x-xp) P h e out to the x -term, t e 

first term where the two series differ. In the expansion 
ox 

e 

the xP-term is the first one in which 

i.e., the first term containing a P in the denominator. Thus, 

lnP/p!IP = 1-n/(p-l)!IP = lnlp 

-p). But the coefficient of 

TI lT(-p/p! - 1) 

(the first equality because 

lT(x-xp) 
in e is 

(p=~)! (1 + (p-1)!). 

p-1 
TI 

A simple fact of elementary number theory (Wilson's theorem) says: 

coefficient of (p-1)! _ -1 (mod p). Hence, the p-adic norm of the 

in is bounded by 

has the effect 

IPTII = lnpl • 
p p 

of canceling the 

Thus, the correc

p in the denom-

inator of (lTx)P/p!. 

TI(x-xp) f d ·th E (x)) · 
( ) (not to be con use wi We denote ElT x e p 

Note that ElT(x) must first be expanded as a power series and then 

evaluated. If [x[p < 1, the result will be the same as if we 

first substituted x in lT(x-xp) and then took the exponential. 

But if lxl > 1, that exponential will not converge unless 
p - 11 'n general give jx-xP[ < 1, and even in the latter case wi ~ 

the wr~ng value; for example, ElT(l) # 1 = e
0 

(see §III.S). 
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Another important series is 

L
"' (-l)i+l i 

log(l + x) --.-- x , 
i=l J_ 

(3.5) 

which is easily seen to converge on D(l-). 

gence than ex! Since the identity 

It has better conver-

log(xy) log x + log y (3.6) 

L(-l)i+lxi/i + holds as a formal power series identity, i.e., 

L (-l)i+lyi/i L (-l)i+l(x+y+xy)i/i in Q[[x,y]], it follows 

that (3.6) holds in ,Q as long as jx-11 < 1 and jy-11 < 1. 

In particular, since ls-11 < 1 for S ~ny pn-th root o~ one 
p 

(see §2), we can apply (3.6) to conclude that log S = O. 

The p-adic logarithm has a natural extension to .11* = 
p 

which we shall denote ln with 
p 

classical log-to-the-base-p; 

(so as not to confuse it 

however, in the literature 

is normally used rather than lnp), 

Proposition. 
such that 

There exists a unique function ln: r.l*-Q 
p p p 

(1) lnp(l + x) is given by the series (3,5) if 

(2) (3.6) holds for all x, y E Q~; 

lxl < l• 
p 

Tb.e third condition is a normalization, which is necessary be

cause, as mentioned before, Ord 
p 

behaves like a logarithm. Thus, 

if ln 
p 

is any function satisfying (1) and (2), then for any 

constant c E Qp the function lnp + c•ordp also satisfies (1) 

and (2). 

I won't prove this proposition, but will discuss concretely how 

choose "pm/n,,' one computes a logarithm. 

to be any root of xn - pm 

for some nonzero x E Qp. 

ordpx. Since [x0 1P = 1, 

First, for every ~ ' Q n ' 
= 0. Now suppose we want to find ln x 

p m/n First write x = p x
0

, where m/n = 

its reduction modulo MQ is a nonzero 
p 

element x0 E Fp. 

XO. Then 

Let w(X°
0

) be the Teichmiiller representative of 
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ord x 
x P P w(~o) <xo>, where I <x > - ii < i. 

0 p 

we have 

ln x 
p 

For example, 

ln5 (,io) 

and (3.6) implies that ln (any root of 
p . 

1•5 + 2·52 + 1·5
3 + 3·5

4 
+ ... ) 

2 

1) 

3.52 + 0•53 + 4•54 + ... )i/i. 

(
2 + 

1n
5 

:2::(-l)i+l (3•5 + 

0, 

Note that a function such as ordp' which is locally constant 

on Q* (i.e., for every a E Q* there exists r such that ordpx 

p for but i~ not constant, could not exist on 
= ord a x E Da(r)) 

p h h of analytic continuation is more C*. For this reason, t e t eory 

complicated on Q*. Unlike the classical log, lnp is not ob

tained by "analytic continuation" of the series (3.5); any of the 

functions lnp + c•ordp would also be locally analytic and agree 

with (3.5) on D
1 

(1-) • 

There is a notion of p-adic global analyticity, due to Krasner 

[57], such that two globally analytic functions which agree, say, 

on a disc, must agree everywhere. Namely, let D c Qp be a so-

d" the roost important examples of which called ''quasi-connecte set, 

are discs from which finitely many smaller discs and/or compact 

subsets have been removed. Then a function f: D-to-Qp is said to 

be Krasner analytic if D is a union of open sets Di• Di c Di+ l' 

flD. 
~~ a uniform limit of rational func-such that for each i, ~~ 

· Di ln is E£!_ Krasner analytic on 
tions having no poles in i' p 
Q*. Later we shall see examples of interesting Krasner analytic 

p 
functions. For example, the second derivative of the p-adic log 

t to be Krasner analytic on the complement gamma function turns ou 

of z : D = Q - Z (see p. 134) · 
p p p 

A final remark about lnp: it has 

since lim [(ln (x + E) - ln x)/E] 
e--o P P 

the expected derivative 

lim ! ln (1 + ~) and 
E p X ' 

1 
x' 

ln (1 + ~) is given by the usual series as soon as 
p x 

[o[ < [x[ • 
p p 
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4. Newton polygons 

a. Classical case 

i j 
For f(X,Y) = EaijX Y E R[X,Y], let Mf be the convex hull 

of the following set of points in the (i,j)-plane: {(i,j)I aij#O}. 

Mf is called the Newton polygon of f. If two polynomials f, g 

E R[X,Y] have no common factors, then the two curves determined by 

f and g intersect in a finite number N of points (counting 

multiplicity): {(x,y)I 

{z = x + y j x € Mf, y 

N < area(Mf + Mg) 

f(x,y) g(x,y) = O}. Let 

E Mg}. Then it can be shown 

- area(Mf) - area(Mg). 

b. The p-adic case: polynomials 

Let d 
f(x) = ao + ... + adx € Qp[x]. The Newton polygon Mf 

of f is defined to be the convex hull of the points (i, ordpai) 

is the polygonal (where we agree to take 

line obtained by rotating a 

vertical line through (O, ordpa
0

) 

counterclockwise until it bends 

around various points (i, ordpai), 

and eventually reaches the point 

i.e., 

(d, ord ad). This is similar to the classical case (where we take 
p j 
Zj aijy and ordYai =the least j for which aij # O), a. = 

' except that we only take the lower part of the convex hull. 

It is not hard to prove the following 

Proposition. If a segment of Mf has slope A and horizontal 

length N (i.e., it extends from (i, ordpai) !.£ 

(i+N, AN+ ordpai)), then f has precisely N roots ri with 

ordpri =-A (counting multiplicity). 

Examples. (1) The Eisenstein irreducibility criterion: if 
d-1 d f(x) = a0 + ••• + ad_

1
x + x E Q[x], and if there exists a prime 

p such that ordpai ~ l for 0 2_ i < d and ordpaO = 1, then f 

is irreducible over Q. In fact, using the Newton polygon Mf, we 

can quickly see that f is even irreducible over Namely, the 
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conditions on 

from (O, 1) to 

ord a. 
p 1 

(d,O). 

imply that 

Hence f 

consists of the line segment 

d roots all of ordinal ~

If f factored over each root r would have degree d 1 < d 

d lz, Th or pr E ";r' . us, is over and hence we would have f 

irreducible. 

(2) Later we'll want to study the curve yp - y 
d 

x If this 

curve is considered over a field of characteristic p, there are 

~ E F , Suppose we 
p p obvious automorphisms xi-+-x, yi--+-y+a, 

want to find similar automorphisms x~x. y~y+a when the curve 

is considered over Qp. For example, let us fix y E Qp and look 

for 

yi--+-y+l in the sense that a= 1 + z with lzl < 1, p 

a_ 1 (mod MQ ). It is convenient to suppose that 
p 

where 

pl/{p-l) > 1. We must choose z so that 

(y + 1 + z)p - (y + 1 + z) 

or, if we write this as a polynomial in z, 

zp + LI:~ (:~_) (y+l)i zp-i + (p(y+l)p-l_l)z + 

+ [(y+l)p - yp - 1] = o. 

The constant term a
0 

= (y+l)p - yp - 1 E (p)yi satisfies 
l.:::_i<p i 

ordpaO 2:_ 1 + min(O, (p-l)ordpy), which is greater than zero, since 

we have assumed that ordpy > -1/(p-l). On the other hand, ordpal 

= ordpap 0 and ordpai.?:. 0 for 1 <ti< p. Hence, the Newton 

polygon of this polynomial in 

z is as shown in tbe diagram 

to the right. The only nonzero 

slope is the first little seg-

ment, with slope 

with 

A = -ordpa0 • 

in fact, with 

gives the unique lifting to n 

characteristic p. The other 

Thus, there is exactly one root 

ord z 
p 

of the 

-A = ordpa0 • 

automorphism 
p 
p-1 roots ' have 

This root 

the corresponding maps yl'--+-y+l+z lift the other automorphisms 

yi-+-y+a, a ' 
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in 

and 

c. The p-adic case: power series 

The Newton polygon Mf for a power series f(x) = Eaixi 

E Qp[[x]] is defined just as for polynomials, except that now it 

extends infinitely far to the right. Also, it is possible for the 

Newton polygon to include an infinitely long segment without any 

points (i, ordpa1.) far to the right. F or example, the power 

series 1 + E pj-lxpj j2'_1 has simply the x-semiaxis as its Newton 

polygon, although ord a. > O for 1' > p. p i Here is the case p = 2: 

• I 
I 

' I 
I 

The following theorem is the p-adic analog of the Weierstrass 

Preparation Theorem. 

Theorem. Let f(x) =a xm + .•• c Q [[xJ], a # 0 m A p m , be a 
power series which converges on D(p ) L ( _ • ~ N, ordp~) be the 

.!!g_ht endpoint of the last segment of Mf with slope ~ A, if 

thi~ N is finite. Otherwise, there will be a " last infinitely 

long segment of slope A and only f1'n1'tel · _ _ y many points 

on that segment. In that case let N be the last such 
(i, ordpai) 

i (for 

example, in the above illustration N = 2). Then there exists a 

unique polynomial h(x) of the form b xm + b m+l N m m+lx + ••• + bNx 

with bm = a and a unique power series ( ) hi h m A - g x w c converges and 

is nonzero on D(p ), such that 

f(x) h(x) A 
g(x) on D(p ). 

In addition, ~ 

(N, ordp 8N). 
coincides with Mf as far as the point 

Corollary l. With· th i f in e reg on o convergence of f, the New-

ton polygon determines ordp of the zeros of f in the same way 
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as for polynomials. 

Corollary 2. A power series which converges everywhere and has 

no zeros is a constant. 

For proofs of these facts, see, 

Examples. (1) The power series 

verges on D(l), has precisely p 

(2) For the log series f(x) 

for example, [53]. 

j-1 pj 
1 + Ej>l p x which con-

zeros, a11 with I I = 1. 
p 

Mf is the 

polygonal line connecting the points (pj,-j), j = O, 1, 2, ••• 

The picture for p = 2 is given below. We may conclude that in 

I~ 
the function lnp vanishes at points 1 + x for exactly 

pj - pj-l values of x 

are precisely x = S - 1 

(see (2.3)). 

with ordinal l/(pj - pj-l). These 

for ~ a primitive pj-th root of 

x'• 
one 

Remark. Some specialists prefer another definition of the New

ton polygon. Instead of the points (i, ordpai)' they look at the 

lines _ti: y = ix+ ordpai with slope i and y-intercept ordpai. 

Then Mf is defined as the graph of the function mini ti (x). The 

x-coordinates of the points of intersection of the ti which appear 

in Mf give ordp of the zeros, and the difference between the 

slopes i of successive ti which appear in give the number 

of zeros with given ord For example, Mf log 

f(x) = E (-l)i+l xi/i is shown in the drawing on the next page. 

for the series 

It somewhat resembles the usual graph of log, especially near the 

y-axis. This type of Newton polygon was used in H.9.-huY-Khoai's 

thesis [39], which contains a detailed discussion of such Newton 

polygons, as well as a new generalization of Newton polygons 
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tions of power series. 

("Newton sequences") which 
can be used for more refined investiga-
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II. p-ADIC ~-FUNCTIONS, L-FUNCTIONS, AND f-FUNCTIONS 

1. Dirichlet l-series 

moment to review the basic facts about 
We leave p-adies for a 

f z-+ c be a periodic 
Dirichlet L-series (see [13,41]), Let : 

d ', f(x+d) f(x). Then we define function with period 

L(s,f} 
_, 

n 

SE C, 
for Re s > 1, 

and extend by analytic continuation to other 

The generalized Bernoulli numbers are 

k!•coefficient of tk in 
""d-1 f(a}teat 

L.a=O edt - 1 

It can be shown [41] that for k a positive integer 

L(l-k,f) 

For example, for the Riemann zeta function ~(s) = L(s,l) 
having period 1) 

1 denotes the constant function 1, 

(1.1) 

(1. 2) 

(where 

B = k!•coefficient of 
k 

k 
t 

in __ t __ , 

et - 1 

is a character, i.e., a homomorphism x: (Z/dZ)* 
When f = x 

of integers mod d {where X 
-c• from the 

is extended by 

multiplicative group 

xCn) = o for all n having a common factor with 

d)' 1 the fol lowing "Euler product" if 
the L-series equa s 

n ~ - X~!)f 
where the product is taken over all primes 

L-functions occur in many situations in number theory. 
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Re s > 1: 

(1. 3) 

To give 

a simple example, the class number h of an imaginary quadratic 

field Q(/:d) of discriminant -d is given by 

h 

where 

w /d L(l ) 
21T .x 

w = 2, 4, or 

x(a). 

6 is the number of roots of unity in 

Q(r-d), and x: (Z/dZ)*---+-{±1} is the Legendre symbol (quadratic 

residue symbol). 

Dirichlet formula 

of the simple sum 

By the way, 
1 

h -a: L: a 

L: a x<a). 

no elementary proof (not using the 

x(a) ) is known for the nonvanishing 

Later (Chapter IV) we shall study 

generalizations and p-adic analogs of the formula L(l,x) = 

21Th/w/cf. 

We shall also want to consider "twisted" L-functions, Let r 

be a positive 

of one. Let 

integer, 
d 

and let 

Then let 

E of 1 be any nontrivial r-th root 

Z = E. 

L(s,f,z) 'ro n L,n=l f (n) z 

Since the function nr+-f(n)zn 

_, 
n 

has period dr, this is a special 

case of the L-series considered above. In particular, if we replace 

k by k+l and f(a) by zaf(a) in (1.1) and (1.2), we obtain: 

L(-k,f,z) = k!•coefficient of in 

k!•coefficient of in 

We now proceed to the p-adic theory. 

2. p-adic measures 

L f{a)eat8bdt 2 a+bd 

o:::a<d 1 - erdt 
o:::b<r 

'\:"'" f(a)zaeat 
L, dt . 

o:::a<d 1-ee 
(1.4) 

Let d be a fixed positive integer, and let 

x 
all x ' x 

for M > N is reduction 

is simply z . 
p 

which map to 

By 

a under 

where the map from Z/dpMZ to 

mod dpN In the special case 

a + dpNZP we mean the set of 

the natural map X---+-Z/dpNZ. Without loss of generality, we may 

agree always to choose a so that 0 < a < dpN Note that 
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x LJ 
05a<d 

a + dZ 
p 

is a disjoint union of d topological spaces 

isomorphic to 

a + d NZ p p 

z 
p 

Also, 

LJ (a+bdpN) + 
O.::;b<p 

d N+lz 
p p 

(disjoint union). (2.1) 

show that any open subset which is compact 
It is not hard to 

(i.e., closed, since 

open sets of the form 

compact, for example, 

X is compact) is a finite union of compact

a + dpNZ . (Warning: Not all open sets are 
p 

Definition. An 

X-{O}.) 

Q -valued ~ µ on X 
p 

is a finitely 

ucx 
additive bounded map from the set of compact open to Q • 

p 

f · µ only on the sets 
If we are given the values of a unction 

dpNZ , such a µ 

if and o~ly if these values are bounded and for all a 
a+ 

extends to a measure on all compact-open u 

N Ip-1 µ((a+bdpN) + dpN+lZP)' 
µ(a+ dp Z 

P boeO 
only check additivity for the disjoint unions 

(2. 2) 

(2 .1). 
i.e., we need 

· • a bounded linear 
An equivalent definition of a measure is. 

f 
'·~Jfdµ on the Q -vector space of locally constant 

functional ,...--,-- p 

f 
. on X (i e functions which are a finite linear combi-

unctions · ·, 
f · f compact-open sets). 

nation of characteristic unctions 0 

ht ·f f: x--np is any 
A routine verification shows t a • 1 

f as a uniform limit of locally 

Jfidµ 
continuous function, and we write 

h th limit of the Riemann sums 
constant functions fi, t en e J 

f 1 . f dµ For example, 
exists and depends only on f: fdµ = im i · 

we can evaluate Jfdµ as the limit 

f " ( ) ( + dpNZ ) · fdµ lim L., N f a µ a p 
N-"" O:;a<dp 

(2. 3) 

n -valued measures form an Q -vector space. 
Clearly, the "p p 

For more detailed proofs, see, for example; [53]. 

Remark. Much more general p-adic measures have been defined: 

x (Mazur, Manin, 
measures on more general types of p-adic spaces 
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Katz), measures which take values in spaces of modular forms (Katz) 

or spaces of operators (Vishik), unbounded measures (Manin, Vishik), 

Basic example. Fix z € Q so that is not in 
N P 

Then ]EP -11 > 1 for all N. The most important case 
d p N 

E z is a root of one which is not a p -th root of one 

for any N, Define 

µ (a + dpNZ ) 
' p 

This gives a measure, since boundedness is ensured by stipulating 
N 

that Ep is not close to 1, and the verification of additivity 

reduces to summing a geometric progression: 

,p-1 
Lb=O µz(a+bdpN 

,p-1 

Lb=O 
b N 

E p 

,p-1 
Lb=O 

a+bdpN 
' 

An especially simple case, considered by Osipov [78], occurs 

when d = 1 and 

the denominator 

z = e: 
N 

1 - e:P 

is a (p-1)-th root of one, in which case 

= 1 - E is simply a constant. 

Since the space X "brings together" Z/dZ 

two natural sources of continuous functions on 

and 

x. 
Zp' we have 

(1) Any 

f: z-....np having period d c~n be considered as a continuous 

(in fact, locally constant) function on X by setting f(x) = f(a) 

for x € 

back to 

a + dZ • 
p 

(2) 

X by means of 

Any continuous 

the map from X 

f: Zp~np can be pulled 

to ZP which "forgets 

mod d information" (i.e., the map which is the inverse limit of 

the projections reduction mod· pN: Z/dpNZ__...Z/pNZ). 

We shall look at the following example of the second type of 

continuous function on X. 

(namely, ordpt > l/(p-1)). 

Let 

Then 

be any small fixed value 

E tixi/i! is a continuous 

function on X; its value at. an x E X is determined by approxi-
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mating x by a for which x € a + dpNZP 

Now let f be a function of period d, and consider the func

tion etxf(x) on X. We can integrate this function using (2.3) 

and summing the geometric progression. We shall write dµ (x) 

' 
to 

remind ourselves that x (and not t) is the variable of integra

tion. We have: 

lim 
~00 

__ l_ 
N 

1 - Ep 

Since approaches 1 as N~co, 

obtain 

fetxf(x) dµz(x) 

a at 
_ :Ld-1 f(a)z e 

- a=O 
1 

_ Eedt' 

lim 
!l""+-OO 

lim 
N~oo 

the limit is 1, and we 

(2. 4) 

Notice that the right side of (2.4) is the same function that 

appeared in the expression for L(-k,f,z) in §1, except that in 

(1.4) the values of z and f were complex, while in (2.4) they 

are p-adic. The most important case of (1.4) occurs when 

algebraic values, for example, when f = x: (Z/dZ)*--+C* 

f takes 

is a 

character. Thus, suppose that in (1.4) both z and the values of 

f are contained in a finite extension K of Q. If we imbed K 

in Qp' we can identify z and f(a) simultaneously as complex 

or as p-adic numbers. 

To construct such an imbedding, choose any prime ideal P of 

K dividing p. Introduce the "P-adic" topology on K in the same 

way as the p-adic topology was introduced on Q: x € K is con

sidered to be small if the fractional ideal (x) is ·divisible by 

a large positive power of P. Then complete K 

Since Pj (p), the resulting complete field KP 
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in this topology. 

contains and 

is an algebraic extension of Qp. For more details, see [59]. In 

what follows, we shall suppose that such an imbedding tp: K~Qp 

has been chosen once ·and for all, so that any expression involving 

complex numbers which all lie in K can be simultaneously viewed 

as a p-adic expression. 

In particular, L(-k,f,z) can be considered p-adically. Then, 

comparing (2.4) with (1.4), we obtain "00 k 
L'.:,k=O L(-k,f,z) ~! = 

Since this holds for all 

coefficients and obtain 

L(-k,f,z) Jxkf(x) 

t with 

dµ (x). 

' 

dµ (x) 

' 
ordpt > l/(p-1), we can equate 

(2. 5) 

As an application of (2.5), one can now study p-adically the 

values at -k of the Riemann zeta function, since, if we take any 

positive integer r prime to p, we have • 

n-a1r-l 
-1 

if rln 
if rtn 

= (rl-s - 1) l;;(s). 

Thus, for d = 1, X = Zp, and µ defined as the sum of 

over all E with Er = 1, E # 1, we have 
µE 

1 S(-k) 
k+l 

r 
J xk dµ(x). 

- 1 
(2. 6) 

Remark. the relation between this µ and Mazur's measures 

(see [ 53]) i.s that 
µ = f.1.iazur,a for a= l/r. 

3. p-adic interpolation 

For simplicity, we first treat the case of the Riemann zeta 

function, and take d 

c(l-k) 

1, X = Z . We know that the values 
p 

1 f k-1 
rk - 1 x d)l(x) (3.1) 

are rational numbers (we have replaced k by k-1 

would be nice to find a continuous p-adic function 

in (2.6)). It 

SP: zpqp 
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which agrees with ~ on all 1-k. Since the set {1-k} is dense 

exists if in Zp' there can be at most one such 'p" 

and only if 

Such a 

k
1 

close to k
2 

p-adically 

~ ~(l-k1 ) close to '(l-k2) p-adically. 

This is not the case, however, and we must first modify the zeta 

function. 

We define a new complex analytic function by setting 

s*<s) = L t n-s c1 - P-s) c<s) 
P n 

for Res> 1 (and for other s € C by analytic continuation). 

i;;* is obtained from i;; in a similar way to how the Artin-Hasse 

exponential was obtained from ex in §I.3 (see the identity (~.2) 
in Chapter I; the terms with p]n are omitted to define E (x)). p 

This procedure is often called "removing the Euler factor at p", 

because 
-s n 1 

(1-p ) i ----=s 
1-t 

n,"p _1_. 
T 1-i-S 

There is yet another way to view '*· Let us return to the 

measures µE. It is easy to see that there does not exist a trans-
such lation-invariant (bounded) p-adic measure, i.e., a µ 

that 

However, the measures µE on z 
p 

closest possible property, namely: 

(for any 

on Z 
p 

have the 

µEp(a + pNZP) µE(ap + PN+lZP), 

as follows trivially from the definition. This implies that for 

any continuous function f on zP 

J f (x) dµE (x) J f (px) 
pZP Zp 

dµ (x) 
Sp 

(where for U c X, J f of course means 
u 

to X - U) ), Now let Er 1, p f r. 

(3. 2) 

J<f]U extended by zero 

Since raising to the p-th 

power permutes r-th roots of one, we have (where we again let µ = 
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l: µE ) : 

f Xk-1 
dµ(x) 

z• 
p 

Dividing by rk-1, 

_ f )xk-1 
pZ 

p 

dµ(x) 

f Xk-1 dµ(x) J (px)k-1 
z zP p 

(1 - p'-1) f k-1 x dµ(x), 
z 

p 
we obtain by (3.1) 

1 f k-1 -k-- x dµ(x) 
r - 1 Z* 

p 

dµ(x) 

1;;*(1-k). (3.3) 

Thus, removing the Euler factor is equivalent to restrictj@g the 

domain of integration from z 
p 

to Z* p' 

Now suppose that two values k1 and k2 are close p-adically, 

and are also in the same congruence class mod p-1, that is, sup

pose that k
1 

- k
2 

= (p-l)pNm, m € z. Then we compare the in

tegrand in (3.3) for k
1 

and k
2

: 

xp-l ::: 1 (mod p) (because for a ' 

and it is easy to see (using the binomial expansion) that 
N 

(xp-l)p m ~ 1 (mod PN+l). (3.4) 

Thus, and X
k2-1 

are close together p-adically. Hence, 

their integrals over the compact set Z~ are also close together; 

in fac_t, it is easy to see that 

If we further assume that k
1 

~ O (mod p-1), and if we take 

be a primitive (p-1)-th root of one modulo p (so that p f 
r to 
k 

r i-1), 

kl k2 N+l then we have: l/(r 1) ::: l/(r - 1) (mod p ), Multiplying 

these two congruences and using (3.3) and (3.1), we obtain the 
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Kummer congruences. If k
1 

= k2 (mod (p-l)pN) and (p-l)~k1 , 

k -1 
(1 - p 2 ) 

where both sides of the congruence are rational numbers in 

(i.e •• without p in the denominator). 

z 
p 

Thus, the Kummer congruences, which were originally thought to 

be merely a number theoretic curiosity, are now seen to arise 

naturally from the simple fact that: if two functions are close 

together, then their integrals over a compact set are also close 

together. 

We can now define the p-adic zeta function i;; (s) 
p 

by letting 

1-k approach s p-adically, but fixing a class modulo p-1, i.e., 

fixing kO E {O, 1, ••• , p-2} and only choosing k which are con

gruent to k
0 

(mod p-1). Thus, we define 

i;; k (s) lim i;;*(l-k) 
p, O 1-k--s, k=k

0 
(mod p-1) 

1 f xk-1 dµ(x) lim 
1-k--s, k=k0 

(mod p-1) rk - 1 Z* 
p 

1 

1-s ko 
<r> w(r) - 1 

J <x> -s w(x)ko-l dµ(x), 

Z* 
p 

where w is the locally constant function on Z* which takes a 
p 

p-adic integer to the Teichmiiller representative of its first digit, 

and as before <x> = x/w(x) = 1 (mod p). (Thus, <x>-s is well 

defined for p-adic s, see (3.4).) i;;p is a p-adic function with 

for k
0 

= o, 1, .•• , p-2. p-1 "branches'' c p,ko 

Remark. The classical Mellin transform of a measure 

f(x)dx is the function 

g(s) . I 
0 

xs f(x)dx. 

µ 

For example, the gamma function is defined as the Mellin transform 

of e-xdx/x: co 

J -x s-1 
r(s) = e x dx. 

0 
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Thus, i;;p is the p-adic "Mellin-Mazur transform" of the measure 

µ = z: µ 
E.r=l, sill s 

which we shall soon 

l\.iazur,l/r" Strangely, the p-adic f-function, 

study, is not any type of p-adic Mellin trans-

form, so far as we know. 

4. p-adic Dirichlet L-functions 

A Dirichlet character x: (Z/dZ)*~C* takes values in a fin

ite (cyclotomic) extension K of Q. Recall that we can consider 

K to be imbedded in Qp if we choose a prime ideal P of K 

dividing p and take the completion of K in the P-adic topology: 

lp: K~QP. We shall still use the letter X for lpoX, 

X denotes either a complex or p-adic valued character. 

A Dirichlet character X is said to be primitive of conductor 

d if there is no character x': (Z/d'Z)*___....C*, d' a proper 

divisor of d, such that x(n) = x'(n) for all n prime to d; 

equivalently, X is primitive if it is not constant on any sub

group {x[ x = 1 (mod d')} in {Z/dZ)*. 

and x, are two primitive Dirichlet characters of 

conductor d1 and d2 , respectively, then x1x2 denotes the 

primitive Dirichlet character such that x
1
x2(n); x

1
(n)x

2
(n) 

whenever n and d
1
d

2 
have no common factor. This is not the 

same as the character _n~x1 Cn)x2 (n), which is often imprimitive. 

For example, if x
2 

= x1 is the conjugate character, then x
1

x
2 

is identically 1, while x
1 

(n)x
2
(n); 0 if g.c.d.(n,d

1
) > O. 

Note that the conductor of divides the least common multi-

If x is a 

values in 

primitive Dirichlet 
-k 

we let xk ; xw 

character of conductor d 

where w: nr+-w(n) is the 

with 

Teichmiiller character, which has conductor p. Clearly, the con~ 

ductor of pd if p I d, and is either d or d/p if 

p I d. 

Let X b_i;,a primitive Dirichlet character of conductor d. We 
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use the relation (2.5) for f = x: 
f X k-1 

X (x) dµ (x) . x , L(l-k,x,z) 

(We have replaced k by k-1 in (2.5).) We want p-adically to 

interpolate this function of k, i.e., to l~t k approach 1-s ~ 

ZP and get an 

first make two 

n -valued £Unction 
p 

modifications: (1) 

LP{s,x,z). 

"remove the 

To do this, we must 

Euler factor" by 

restricting the integral to 

LJ a + dpZ 
O<a<dp, pta p 

x• d~f 

(X* is the inverse image of 

tion" map); (2) replace x 

z• 
p 

by 

under the "forget mod 

<x> = x/w(x) in xk. 

define 

d€:f f <x>k/x X(x) dµ
2 

(x) 
X* 

J <x>k-l X (x) dµ (x) 
X* 

1 , 

J k-1 
x Xk(x) dµ

2
(x) 

X* 

d informa-

We thus 

J k-1 J k-1 ( ) x xk(x)dµ (x) - (px) xk(px)dµ x 
X z X zp 

(see (3.2); the argument is the same for X as for Zp). Bring

ing the p outside the second integral and using the above expres

sion for L(l-k,x,z), we conclude that 
k-1 p 

LP(l-k,x,z) L(l-k,xk,z) - p xk(p)L(l-k,xk,z ). (4.1) 

We thus have the following 

Proposition. For x a character of conductor d, the continu

ous function from Z to Q 
p - p 

Lp(s,x,z) d~f f <x>-s x1 (x) dµz(x) 
X* k-1 p 

interpolates the values L(l-k,Xk,z) - p Xk(p)L(l-k,Xk,z ). 

This proposition can be used to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem (Kubota-Leopoldt [58] and Iwasawa [41]). There exists 

a unique p-adic continuous (except for a pole at 1 when X is 
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the trivial character) funct"ion_ L (s,x), s E 

k-1 p 
LP(l-k,X) (1 - Xk(p)p )L{l-k,Xk). 

Proof. Let r > 1 be an integer prime to pd, 

such that 

and let 

(4.2) 

r , 
1, z I 1. We first note that the ordinary classical L-function 

can be recoV'ered from the "twisted" L-function L(s,x,z) by means 

of the following relation, which follows immediately from the 

definitions: 

r I L(s,x,z) 
z =l, z#l 

Using this for s = 1-k 

roots of unity z (which 

r I LP (l-k,x,2) 
z =l, z#l 

So we define 

(r1-sx(r) - 1) L(s,x), S E C. (4. 3) 

and summing (4.1) over nontrivial r-th 

are only permuted by z~zP), we have 
k-1 ' (1-Xk(p)p ) r .L_, L(l-k,Xk,z) 

z =l, z#l 

( k k-1 
r xk(r)-1)(1-xk(p)p ) L(l-k,xk) 

k k-1 
(<r> x(r)-1)(1-Xk(p)p )L(l-k,Xk) (4.4) 

1 
LP(s,x) d~f -~1~~-

<r> -sx(r) - 1 

1 

where µ is the sum of 

J<x>-s ( ) ( ) x
1 

x dµ x , 
X* 

over all z with 

The equality (4.2) in the theorem now follows from (4.4). 

(4.5) 

z I 1. 

The 

continuity of Lp(s,X) (more precisely, local analyticity) follows 

because we are taking the integral of a continuous (actually, 

analytic) function of s and then dividing by an expression which 

can only vanish if s 1 and x(r) = l; r can be chosen so that 

xCr) I 1 unless x is trivial. This concludes the proof of the 

theorem. 

defined in §3 is pre-Notice thaf ,:/he function l;;p,k (s) we 

cisely Lp(s,w 0). Also note tha~, while it was necessary to choose 

r in order to construct both l;;p k (s) and L (s,x), these 
' 0 p 

functions are in fact independent of r. 
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5. Leopoldt's formula for LP(l,x). 

Recall [13] the classical formula for L(l,X), which can be 

derived by Fourier inversion on the group G Z/dZ, Let S be a 

fixed primitive d-th root of 1, and define 

f(a) 2:bEG f(b) ,-ab 

for a function f on G. Then 

f(b) ~ IaEG f(a) Sab. 

Applying Fourier inversion (5.1) to fs(b) = Ln~b (mod d) 

(suppose Re s > 1) and using the definition of L(s,x) 

L(s,1,z) we have 

(5 .1) 

-s 
n 

and 

L(s,x) 2:0~b<d X(b) fs(b) 
1 ' A ab -d ,_, b X(b) f (a) S a, s 

~ Ij x(j)Sj Ia XCa) fs(a) (where ab) 

- ~ - a - d Ia x(a) L(s,1,S- ) , 

where g = Lx(j)Sj is the Gauss sum. Letting s-Jo-1 and noting x 
that 1(1,1,z) = -log(l-z), we obtain 

L(l,X) ?- 2o<a<d X<a) log(l - ,-a). (5.2) 

We now proceed to the p-adic case. 

Theorem (Leopoldt [64]). 

( ) -(1-=p( l) ~d LP l,X I: x(a) (5. 3) 
O<a<d 

The purpose of this section is to prove this theorem. 

Note that (5.3) differs from (5.2) in two respects: the ex

pected "removal of the Euler factor", giving the term (1-X(p)/p); 

and the replacement of log by ln . 
p 

formula (5.3) might 

ment of log(l-S-a) 

seem 

by 

surprising at 

ln (1- ,-a), 
p 

The validity of the p-adic 

first because.of the replace

since the formal series for 

the former does not converge p-adically, i.e., we need properties 

(2) and (3) of the proposition in §I.3 in order to evaluate 
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lnp(l-S-a). But the proof of Lemma 1 below shows that the same for

mal series, along with the p-adic version of analytic continuation, 

really do lie behind Leopoldt's formula, despite first impressions. 

Lemma l. If 

11 (a + pNZ ) 
' p J ! dii- (x) 

Z* x z 
p 

z ~ D1 (1-) and µz is the measure on 

a N 
z /(1-zP ), then 

1 ln (1-z)p 
p p 1-zP 

Proof. If Jzl < 1, then the left side is (the 
p 

omission of indices divisible by p): 

z 
p 

denotes 

lim 
'\:'' zj 1 
L., ~ ---:N 

O<j<pN J 1 - zP (
' ,j lim L., - -

N....,.__oo O<j<pN j 
2 ,Pj) 

O<j<pN-1 PJ 

1( p -- ln (1-z) -
p p 

lnp (1-zp)). 

We now use analytic continuation to extend the equality from 

lzlp < 1 to all z' 0
1
(1-). As we remarked at the end of §I.3, 

a function is said to be Krasner analytic on the complement of 

n1 (1-) if it is a uniform limit of rational functions with poles 

in n1 (1-). The basic fact we need about such functions (see [57]) 

is that if two Krasner analytic functions on the complement of 

D
1

(1-) are equal on a disc, then they are equal everywhere on the 

complement of 0
1

(1-). Thus, if we show that the two sides of 

Lemma 1 are each Krasner analytic functions of z on the comple-

ment of 0 1 (1-), then, since they are equal on the disc 

they must be equal for all z 4 n
1
(1-). 

Note that by writing 

1--~-_1_ 
1-z-p 
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if 

if j ,j > 1, 
p 



its distance from 1 is ~ l/p), Hence, the right side of the 

equality in the lemma is the uniform limit of the rational functions 

(with poles in o
1

Cl-)) 

N j 

~ I (.l)l ((1-z)P - i) 
P j 00 l j 1-zp 

and the left side is the uniform limit of the rational functions 

(with poles in n
1

(1-)) 

L' zj __ 1 __ 

O<j<pN j 1 - zPN 

This concludes the proof of the lenuna. 

Lemma 1 will be applied when z is a root (but not a pN-th 

root) of unity. 

Remarks. 1. If z is a (p-1)-th root of 1, the ,right side of 

Lenuna 1 becomes -(1-1/p)lnp(l-z). For example, setting 

gives the following p-adic limit
1 

for lnp2; 

1 2 - ___I'__ lim 2= <-~)j. 
np 2(p-l) N--oo O<j<pN J 

z = -1 

2. Lenuna 1 is the key step in our proof of Leopoldt's formula 

for Lp(l,x). As mentioned before, the subtlety in Leopoldt's for

mula is that ln (1-z) is not given by the same formal series as 
p 

since z is outside the disc of convergence of log(l-z), 

ln (1-z). 
p 

Frobenius" 

However, Lemma 1 shows that if we "correct by the 

in the 

place (1-z) by 

Dwork style (see, e.g., (28]), i.e., if we re

(1-z)P/(l-zP), then the resulting series~ 

globally analytic out to roots of unity. (We shall see further 

examples of "correcting by the Frobenius", e.g., in §6.) The 

effect of this step on the formula for 

the Euler factor (1 - X(p)/p), as we 

L (l,x) is to bring out 
p 

shall see below (in (5.4)). 

The other ingredient in the proof of Leopoldt 1s formula is the 

analog of the Fourier inversion (5.i) used in the classical case. 
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Lemma 2. Suppose that X is a primitive Dirichlet character 

mod d, S is a fixed primitive d-th root of unity, gX ~ EX(j)~j. 

z I 1 is an r-th root of unity, where r is prime to pd, and 

£: x-n 
p is any continuous function. Then 

J x f 
x 

dµ 
z 

5t 
d I 

O<a<d 
x<al f, 

x 
dµ 

-a 
' z 

To prove Lemma 2, by linearity and continuity of both sides it 

suffices to prove it when 

j + dpNZ, i.e., to prove 
g - P . N 
~ r X(a)zji';-aJ /(1-zdp ) • 

f is the characteristic function of 
. N 

that X(j)zJ/(1-zdp) 

But this reduces to~ 

Proof of the theorem. We first prove an analogous formula for 
the "twisted" 

Note that, if 

(also denoted f) 
f: X__.Qp comes from pulling back a function 

on Zp using the projection (uforget mod d 

information") from X 

J f dµ , where µz on x z 

to ZP, then we can replace X by Zp in 

Zp is defined by the same formula as on 

x N . N with d replaced by µz (j + To see p Zp) = zJ/(1-zP ). 

this, one reduces to the case when f is the pull-back of the 

which is checked easily. characteristic function of N 
j + p Zp, 

Applying Lemma 2 and 

f(x) =!•(characteristic 
x 

the preceding remark to the function 

function of X*), we obtain 

5t J xhl dµ 
X* x z d 

I 
O::s;a<d 

X<a) ! 
p 

I 
O:Sa<d 

x<•l f 
Z* 

p 

! d).l 

x -· 
' z 

by Lemma 1 

(5.4) 

Since r > 1 is any integer prime to pd, we may choose r 

so that x(r) # 1 and then use (4.5) with s = 1 to express 

Lp(l,X) in terms of the Lp(l,x,z). We obtain 
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LP(l,x) ( ~ 1 L L (1,x,z) 
X r - zr=l, z#l p 

- :X.(1-x!&J[~ L x(a} . r L ln (H-a,)]. 
d P xCr) 1 o<8<d z =l, z#l P 

Since the inner summation is equal to ln (1-S-ar) - ln (1-S-a), 
p p 

the term in square brackets is immediately seen to equal 
- -a 

LO<a<d x(a)lnp(l-S ), as desired. 

This completes the proof of Leopoldt's formula. 

We shall later prove one more formula for the p-adic L-function, 

which relates its behavior at 0 to the p-adic ganilna function. 

But first we take up the p-adic gamma and log gamma functions. 

6. The p-adic gamma function 

First recall some properties of the classical gamma function: 

(1) It is a meromorphic function on the complex plane with 
poles at o, -1, -2, -3, .... 

(2) r(x+l) = xf(x)' r(k) = (k-1) ! 

21Ti 7rix 
(3) r(x)·f(l-x) 

(4) r(x} lim 

e 
e21fix _ 1 

~~l~· 2:'c·-·-·~(n7-~l~}~~ n x 
x(x+l) • • • (x+n-1) 

(5) Gauss multiplication formula: for m 

m-1 
nr(x+h) 

h=oO m 

for example (x 1) 

m-1 

(Z1T) (m-1)/2 

n r(") (ZTI) (m-1)/2 -1/2 
m 

h=l m 

r(x), 

1, 2,. " 

so that if we divide these two equations we obtain 

nm-1 r(x+h) 
h=O m 

nm 1 r(") 
r(x) h=l m 

1-x 
m 
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(6.1) 

We now proceed to the p-adic theory. For simplicity, we shall 

assume that p I 2. (Minor modifications are sometimes needed when 

p " 2.) 

Proceeding naively, we would like to construct a function 

on zp which interpolates f(k) i.e., so that 

approaches fp(s) as k runs through any sequence of positive 

integers which approaches s p-adically. However, r(k) is 

divisible by a large power of p for large k• hence rp(s) 

would have to be identically zero, which is useless. So, as in the 

case of the zeta function, we must modify the values r(k). 

We might improve the situation if we eliminate the j's which 

are divisible by p, much as we "removed the Euler factor at p" 

from C(s) to get S*(s). Thus, suppose we take r*(k) = 

which is an integer prime to p. Now we can find a 

continuous function r 
p 

integers if and only if 

on Zp which agrees with r• on positive 

kl close to k2 p-adically ::::::r- r*(kl) 

i.e., if and only if 

whenever k 2-k
1 

is highly divisible by p. 

close to f* (k
2

) 
p-adically, 

To check this, take 

for example k
2 

case the quotient 

n k
1 

+ p But it is easy to show that in that 

r*(k2)/r*(kl) rrkl$j<k2' pfj is congruent 

to -1 mod pn. (Namely, in any finite abelian group G we have 

IlgEG g = Ilg=g-1 g; apply this to G = (Z/pnZ)*.) So the sign is 

wrong, and we have to make one final modification. We define 

r (k} 
p 

<-1)k n j, 
j<k, pfj 

r (s) 
p 

lim 
k~• 

r (kl. 
p 

Using the generalized Wilson's theorem cited above: 

fl j - -1 (mod pn), 
k'.>j<k+pn, Pij 

(6. 2) 

it is simple to check that the limit in (6.2) exists, is indepen

dent of how k approaches s, and determines a continuous function 
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on Z with values in Z*. 
p p 

We verify some basic properties of 

(1) rp(O) = 1, and 
r (x+l) 
__L_ 

rp (x) 

r ' p 

l
-x 

-1 

if 

if 

x E Z*; 
p 

x E pZp. 

To prove the second equality, since both sides are continuous on 

Zp' it suffices to prove equality for the positive integers 

(which are dense in Zp)' and then it is obvious from (6.2). 

(6.2) and this equality, we can compute the first few values 

x = k 

Using 

r (2) 
p 

1, rP(l) = -1, rP(OJ 1. 

(2) For x € zp, write x = x
0 

+ px
1

, where x0 E {1, ••• ,p} 

is the first digit in x, 

Then we have 

unless in which case ,x0 = p. 

In fact, to show that the continuous function f(x) = 
XO 

(-1) rp(x)• 

equals 1 on it suffices to show that f(k) = 1 

for positive integers k. Clearly f(l) = 1, and a simple verifi

cation using property (1) shows that f(k+l)/f(k) = 1. 

(3) For any positive integer m, p r m, we have (here x0 
and x

1 
are as in property (2)): 

m-1 

n r (x+h) 
h=O P m 

(6.3) 
m-1 

r (x) n r (!>) 
P h=l P m 

(Note: Since m-(p-l) : 1 (mod p), it follows that 

is a well-defined function of p-adic x1 .) To prove property (3), 

let 

and 

f(x) be the left side and g(x) the right sid~ of (6.3). 

g are continuous, and f(l) = 1 = g(l). Next, 

f (x+l) 
f(zj 

r (x) 
_L_ 
rP cx+1J 

r("+1) Pm 
r (x/m) 
p 
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if X E z;; 
if 

f 

while 

g(x+l) 
g(x) 

= 11/m if 

1 if 

x E Z~, since then 

since then 

This proves property (3). 

(x+l)
0 

= x
0
-(p-l), 

(x+l)
1 

= x
1
+1. 

We now discuss an interesting special case of property (3). 

Suppose that r 
x = --p-1 

whose denominator divides 

is a rational number between 0 and 

p-1. Then XO = p-r, X· = -E_ - 1 = 
1 p-1 

1 

·c1-x
0

) I (p-1). Note that the left side f (x) of (6. 3) is congruent 

l-x0 (1-x)(l-p) 
to m = m mod p. In addition, 

P 1 (mP-1)(1-xo - xl(p-1)) 
f(x)- =l. 

Thus, f(x) is the (p-1)-th root of 1 congruent to m(l-X)(l-p) 

mod p: 

f(x) w(m(l-x)(l-p)), 

Now the classical expression fc
1

(x) which is obtained from 

f(x) by replacing 

K = Q(S), where S 

r by r, 
p 

is equal to ml-x e Q(~). Let 

is a fixed primitive 

The.n Gal (K(~) /K) ~ Z/ (p-l)Z, with 

(p-1)-th root of unity. 

a : tlrror+-sa tlrm 
a 

for a ' Z/(p-l)Z, Choose a prime ideal P of K(.£::!.rm) which 

p-l r 
divides p. Then P determines an imbedding lp: K(~m) c:...+-

o-1 r 
'), (..____,m). There exists a unique "Frobenius element" Frob e 

Gal (K(~) /K) such that Frob(x) : xP (mod P) 

algebraic integer x in K(if-l;;). 

We then have for x = r/(p-1) 

1-x 
fcl(x)l-Frob m : m(l-x)(l-p) 

Frob ml-x 

and, since elements of Gal(K(tl~)/K) multiply 

of unity, we conclude that 
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for every 

(mod P}; 

1-x 
m by roots 



(f ( )1-Frob) 
lp cl X I fp-adic(x). 

This phenomenon -- that a classical expression raised to the 

1-Frob, where Frob is a p-th power type map, can be identified 

with a p-adic analog of the classical expret:sion -- occurs in other 

contexts. For example, let 

E: y
2 

= x(x-l)(x-A), A E z, 

be an elliptic curve whose reduction 

E: y
2 

= x(x-l)(x-A), X° E Z/pZ, 

fa nonsingular, Further suppose that E is not ''suj:iersingular'' 

(which will be the case if " is not a root of the polynomial ' 
z<p-1)12 2 (<p-!)/2) ~n). It is known [67 ,43] that the period n=O 

of the holomorphic differential dx/y on the Riemann surface 

(torus) E, as a function of the parameter A, satisfies the 

differential equation 

A(l-A)f" + {1-2/..)f' - ~£ o, 

whose solution bounded at zero is the. hypergeometric series 

f (A) = 'oo (-1/2) 2 An 
L'...n=O n ' Q[ [A]]. 

f 

Although when we consider f(A) as a p-adic series it converges 

only on D(l-), it turns out that the power series 8 = fl-Frob 

defined by 0(A) = f(A)/f(Ap) converges on D(y) for some y > 1. 

Now it is well known that the zeta-function of 
((number of F n-points on 

Z(i/Fp) = exp 2\ n 

is of the form 

Z(i/F ) = 
p 

(1 - aT)(l - pT/a) 
(1 T) (1 pT) 

where 

Thus, 

ordpa =_O. Dwork [43] proved the following formula for 

G(w(A)). 

a can be thought of as a sort of "p-adic period". 

"' 

In Chapter III we shall study another analogy between classical 

formulas for periods of a curve considered over C and p-adic 
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formulas for the roots of the zeta function of the curve ~onsidered 

over a finite field. 

This concludes our discussion of elementary (easily proved) 

properties of r ln Chapter III we shall prove an algebraicity p 
result for certain r values and products of values, for example, p 
the algebraicity of rpm if dlp-1. (More precisely: (rpm)d 
~ Q(E./f).) But the proof of this fact uses p-adic cohomology. It 

would be interesting to find an elementary proof of this algebra

icity. After all, the assertion can be stated very simply (here we 

write r 
Ci = 1 

s 
- p-1 ) : 

lim 
(s+sp+ ••• +spn+spn+l) t 

n 
I?'""+"-"" (s+sp+ •.. +spn) ! ps+sp+ ••• +sp 

' Z* p 
is algebraic over 

For example, the theorem in SIII.6 will give us the following 

5-adic formula: 

= 3 + 4w(2) 3 + 4,/:'l E'. Z* 
5 

~ 2 3 - 4 (where v-1 = w(2) = 2 + 1•5 + 2•5 + 1•5 + 3.._5 + ••• o:: z
5

) 

the f0llowing 7-adic formula: 

n n+l 
1 

3 
... + 4•7 + 4•7 ). ) 

+ 4• 7n) ! 74 + ••• + 4• 7n 
-r,@' lim ( <4 + 

n-+-oo (4 + 

~·l + 3,1.:3 
2 1 + 3w(4) ' 

No elementary proof is known for either of these equalities. 

7. The p-adic log gamma function 

and 

\Je start by describing another approach to the p-adic zeta and 

L-functions, which was the original point of view of Kubota and 

Leopoldt [58]. 

It is not hard to prove the following p-adic formula for the 
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Q. 



k-th Bernoulli number (see [41]): 

lim P-n I jk. 
n-co 0$.j<pn 

(7 .1) 

More generally, if f: z-QP has period d,' and if Bk,f 

defined for p-adic valued f in the same way as for complex 

f (see (1.1)), then we have 

valued 

Bk,£ lim __!.__ I f(j) jk. 
n..,._00 dp0 O:'.S_j<dpn 

The simplest examples of (7.1) are: 

-n '\:" -n p0 (p0
-l) 

lim p j~n lim p 2 
1 -, 

-n lim p 
pn(pn-1)(2pn-l) 

6 

This type of limit 

other f(x) besides 

lim 
-n 

p In 
O~j<p 

f (j) 

1 
6 B2. 

(7. 2) 

can be used for 

Definition. Suppose that a subset U c Qp has no isolated 

points. A function f: U--+-Q 
p 

is called locally analytic if for 

every a € U there exist r and such that for all x in 

D (r) n U 
a 

f(x) 

It is easy to check that a locally analytic function f can be 

differentiated in the usual way: 

f(x+E)-f(x) "'· ( )i~l E = L,.1a1 x-a for x e: Da (r) n U. 

Lemma. If 

-n ' lim p L 
n_...oo O~j<pn 

f is locally analytic on then the limit 

f(j) exists. 

To prove the lenuna, one easily reduces to the case_ when f(x) 

on D(l). (Thus, Then we need to show that 

converges, but this follows because IBklp :: p. 

if p-ltk, 

(More pre

and one can cisely, we have already seen that 
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similarly use the p-adic integral formuia 

k J xk-1 ---k dµ(x) 
1 - r Z 

p 

to show that pBk e: Zp if p-ljk.) 

The approach of Kubota-Leopoldt is based on this lemma and the 

formulas (7.1) and (7.2). In order to obtain a· p-adic function out 

of (7.1) as k approaches some p-adic s, we must omit the j 

which are divisible by p and also restrict to k = k
0 

(mod p-1) 

for some fixed k0• If we write j <j>w(j) for prj, then we 

obtain for k _ k
0 

(mod p-1) (see §3 for the definition of ,_t;."'.<): 

t;.*(1-k) k-1 ( Bk) (1-p ) - k 

-n(' lim P L 
n-+- oo O~j<pn 

lim 
n...-oo 

k' ··) P L ' O< .< n-1 -J p 

k 
<j>k w(j) O 

We can now define t;. k {s) by replacing k by 1-s and applying 
p, 0 

k 
the lemma to f{x) = <x>l-s w(x) 0 (we take f(x) = 0 on 

Similarly, the p-adic L-function for a Dirichlet character 

(Z/dZ)*-Q* 
p 

LP{l-s,x) 

can be defined by setting 

1 

' 
lim 

n_..oo 

_l_ 

dpn 
(7. 3) 

This approach to the construction of and L 
p 

can be 

generalized as follows. Let 

a function f(x,s) on x xu 

X = lim 
N 

{where u 

as in §2. 

is a subset of 0 
p 

isolated points) locally analytic if every {a,b) E x x u 

i j 
E aij(x-a) (s-b) • Then it is easy to show that 
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f(x,s) = 

We call 

with no 

has a 



F(s) lim 
n_._ro 

_l_ 
dp" 

""' f(j ,s) L n 
O::>:j<dp 

exists and is a locally analytic function of s E U (see [22]). 

In the case of L (s,x), 
p a 

j<xo> x<x) 
f(x,s) \ 

we had U = Z and' 
p 

if x E X*• 

otherwise. 

A special case of this construction leads to the p-adic log 

gamma function. 

f(x + s) with 

We start with a function on 

U now a subset of Q which 
p 

translation by zp 

Z x U of the form 
p 

is invariant under 

Lemma. Suppose that f(x) is locally analytic on s + Zp for 

some fixed 

F(s) 

S E Q • 
p 

lim 
n~ro 

Let 

-n 
p I f(s+j). 

O::;j<pn 

Then F is locally analytic on 

F(x + 1) - F(x) f' (x). 

The proof is easy; tht last assertion follows because 

F(x + 1) - F(x) = lim (f(x + pn) - f(x))/pn. 

The classical log gamma function satisfies log f(x + 1) -

log f(x) = log x. So, by the lemma, the natural way to obtain a 

p-adic analog is to let f'(x) = lnpx' i.e., 

(see the remark at the end of §I.3). Thus, J. 

his p-adic log gamma function as 

f(x) = x lnpx - x 

Diamond [22] defined 

G (x) = lim p -n I (x+j) lnp (x+j) - (x+j) 
P n~co O::;j<pn 

(7. 4) 

for x E Qp-zp. Thus, 

G (x + 1) 
p 

G (x) 
p 

ln x. 
p 

(7.5) 

Note that it is inevitable that a continuous p-adic function 

satisfying (7.S) not be defined on zp. Namely, lnpO, and hence 

either Gp(l) or Gp(O), is not defined. It then follows by 
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induction that Gp cannot be defined either on the positive inte-

gers or the negative integers, both of which are dense in z . 
p 

The other possible c8-ndidate for -~ p-adic log gamma function, 

namely 

when 

lnprp, is defined on ZP, 

x E z; (see property (1) of 

but it only satisfies (7.5) 

rP). 

The two functions G and lnf p p p are related as follows. 

First note that G (x) 
p 

(7.4) (after replacing 

+ Gp(l-x) = 0, as follows immediately from 

j by pn-1-j). I now claim: If 

then 

(7.6) 

i.e., we omit the one value of 

defined because (i+x)/p E Zp" 

i for which Gp((i+x)/p) is not 

To prove (7.6), we note that both 

sides vanish when x = 0, since Gp(i/p) + Gp((p-i)/p) = O; and 

both sides of (7.6) change by the same amount when x is replaced 

by x + 1, namely by ln x 
p 

if X E Z* 
p 

and by 0 if x E pZp. 

Since the nonnegative integers are dense in Zp, we have (7.6) for 

all 

We discover an interesting relationship between G 
p 

and the 

zeta function if we expand in powers of 

Suppose lxl > 1. 
p 

We have 

lim p -n I (x + j) ln x 
n-+-co O:S:j<pn P 

+ 

x lim 
n~oo 

-n '\:' 
P L n 

O:S:j<p 

1 p-n '\:' (x--)ln x - x + x lim ,t_, 
2 p n~oo 0Sj<pn 

(x-.!)ln x - x + 
2 p 

I Bk+l x-k 
k=l k(k+l) 

x+-1 ____ 1_+ 
12x 360x3 

where we used (7.1) and the fact that Bk= 0 
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l/x for x large. 

2 (-l)k+l(i)k+l("-....!....) 
k=l x k k+l 

(7. 7) 

for odd k L 3. 



Hence, 

(x - !) ln x 
2 p 

- x - ! 
k=l 

-k 
r,;(-k) T 

Roughly speaking, one might expect that, Since c(-k) 

integral of k 
t , 

-k 
is essentially - L Jtk 1\z- dµ(t) Gp (x) 

is an 

Jln (1 - !) dµ(t). We shall later look more carefully at this 
p x 

possibility (see §8 and the Appendix). 

Remark. In the classical case, Stirling's 
n 8/12n 

n! l2Tffi 1!_ e 0 < 8 < 1, 
n 

e 

gives 

log r (x) 

l2ir 
1 

(x - 2) log x - x + 
e 

12x 

formula 

is actually the analog of log er (x) / ,/2Tf) • (From a number Thus, G 
p 

theoretic point of view 

function by dividing by 

it is often natural 

/frf. For example, 

to normalize the gamma 

f(~)//ZTT = 1/12 is 

algebraic; also, the right side of the Gauss multiplication formula 

becomes simpler, see property (5) at the beginning of §6.) Note 

that in the classical case the series (7.7) is only an asymptotic 

series. We cannot simply evaluate (7.7) at x € C, since it 

diverges for all x: IBk[ grows roughly like kl, in contrast 

to [Bkjp' which is bounded. 

Finally, we note the following "distribution property" of Gp, 

which follows irmnediately from the definition (7.4) and the fact 

2: for 
O::;i<p 

8. A formu1a for Lp{o.x) 

x ' n - z • 
p p 

( 7. 8) 

The purpose of this section is to prove a formula for L~(O,X) 

which is analogous to a classical formula of Lerch (see [97], p. 271): 

so 

L' (O,X) Bl,X log d + L X(a) log f(a/d) 
o<a<d 

-L(O,x) log d + 2 X(a:) log f(a/d). 
o<a<d 

We start by defining a twisted version of G : 
p 

G (x) 
p,z lim 

n-+oo 

1
n 2 zj(x+j)(ln (x+j) 

rp OSj<rpn P 
- 1)' (8.1) 

where r 
z 1, xcQ-Z, 

ing properties of 

properties of G . 
p 

p p 
G 
p,z 

are 

In particular, Gp,l 

proved in the same way 

Gp. The follow

as the analogous 

Proposition. 

fies: 

The limit (8.1) exists for x € Q - Z and satis-
p p 

z G (x + 1) G (x) ln x for x l z · p,z p,z p 'I p' (8.2) 

p-1 

G (x} L zi G (x + 1) for x 4 Z · 
p,z i=Q p,zP p p' 

(~.3) 

~ (-l)k -k 
Gp,z(x) Bl,z lnpx + it..., ~-k~ x L(-k,l,z) 

k=l 
(8.4) 

for lxlp > 1, where Bl,z = l/(z-1) -L(O,l,z). (See formula 

(1.4) with k = O, f trivial, d = 1, z = s; in (8.4) we are 

supposing that z # 1.) 

We now give an expression for G 

Proposition. 

G {x) 
p,z J lnp (x + t) dµz ( t) 

z 
p 

in terms of the measure 
p,z 
is the measure on 

x € Q -z. 
p p 

z 
p 

defined 

(8.5) 

G ex> p,z 
Proof. Let denote the function on the right in {8.5), 

Then for lxl > 
p 

G Cx) 
p,z 

1 we have 

- J ln x dµ (t) 
z p z 

p 

-lnpx µz(Zp) + 2k<::l 
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dµ ( t) 
z 

-k 
x 
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-L(O,l,z) lnpx ""' (-l)k -k + L'..,k~l -k-- x L(-k,l,z) 

by (2.5). Thus, by (8.4), G (x) = G (x) p,z p,z for 

Now let 

" - z p p 

u 
n 

{xEQ I jx-jl > p-n 
p p 

Un. We prove that 

for all j E Z } . 
p 

G (x) = G (x) 
p,z p,z 

Then 

for x EU 
n 

by induction on n. We just proved this equality for n = O. If 

we show that like satisfies (8.3), then the induc-

tion step will follow, since x E Un+l ~ (x+i)/p E Un for 

i = o, 1, ... , p-1. But the change of variables u = pt + i gives 

dµ (t) 
zp 

f 
i+pZP 

ln (x + u) dµ {u) 
p z 

if we use the fact that 

in (3.2)). The property 

proposition is proved. 

lnpp = 0 and the definition of µz (as 

(3.4) then follows for Gp,z' and the 

Remark. If we 

g(x} = J f(x + t) 

zP 

define the convolution g of f 

f 

with µ by 

dµ(t) for x E Q such that 
p 

is continuous 

on x + Zp' then it follows from (2.3) and the definition of µ
2 

that zg(x+l} - g(x) = -f(x} when µ = µz. Thus, if we take the 

preceding proposition as the definition of Gp,z' then property 

(8.2) follows from this equality with f = -lnp. 

Corollary. 

G(k) (x) 
p,z 

c-1}k(k-l} ! I 
z 

p 

XE Q -z , 
p p 

k~l. (8.6} 

Theorem (Di amend [22] and Ferrero-Greenberg [ 29]). Let X be 

a nontrivial character of conductor d. Then 

L'(O,X) = L x1 (a) G (ad) - LP(O,x) lnpd. (8.7) 
p O<a<pd, pja p p 

Proof. In order to relate twisted and untwisted Gp, we need 
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a lemma, As usual, r is any positive integer prime to pd. 

Lemma. Let O<a<pd, pya, and define a', 

0 <a'< pd, by: ra' =a (mod pd). Then 

(8. 8) 

To prove (8.8), we use (8.1) to write the left side as 

lim 
n~oo 

where 0 < 

= r lim - 1
-
n n......_oo rp I " O~j<rp 

j=-a/pd (mod r) 

lim 
n-.m 

a" < r, a":: -a/pd (mod r). Since 

a" +rj) - i), 
~(-"- + r pd a") a' 

pd' 
we find that the left side of (8.8) equals 

r lim (:~ + j) ~npr + lnp (;~ + 

lnpr + GP(:~)). 
We now proceed to the proof of the theorem. First, a twisted 

version of (8.7) (for z f 1) follows immediately by differenti

ating under the integral sign in the definition 

and then setting 

f <x>-' () d () x
1 

x µ
2 

x 
x• 
s = O. Namely, we have: 

-~ lnpx x1 (x) dµz(x) 

-ln (pd) J x1dµ - 2 x1 (a) J ln (xd)dµ (x) 
p X* z O<a<pd a+pdZ p p z 

pfa P 

-LP(o,x,z)lnpd- L x1 (a)zaJ1n(ad+t)dµ d(x) 
o<a<pd z p p zp 

p(a P 
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2 
O<a<pd, 

Now let A denote the right side of (8.7). We must show that 

L' (O,x) =A, 
P r 

Summing the twisted version of (8.7) over z ' 1 

with z = 1, and adding 

A + l1•co.x,z) 
zr=l p 

A+ L;(o,x) to both sides, we obtain 

~ L (O,x,z) ln -d 
zr=l p p 

+ L X1 (a) 2 zaG pdtaa). 
O<a<pd zr=l p,z P 
p/a 

Note that the relation (4.5) between the twisted and untwisted L 
p 

gives 

<r>1- 8 x(r) L (s,x) 
p 

and, if we differentiate, 

(B.9) 

(B.10) 

Using (8.9) with s = 0 

A+ LL' (O,x,z) 
zr=l p 

and the lemma (8.8), we have 

+r 2 x1 ca/c("~)+("~-~)lnr). O<a<pd \Pp p p 
p/a 

Note that <r>x(r) = rx1Cr) and x1Ca') 

(8.10) with s = O, we obtain 

A+ rx
1

Cr)L;(o,x) - rx1(r)lnpr Lp(O,x) 

rxl(r)L (O,x)ln d + rxl(r) L 
p P O<a'<pd, 

+rx
1
(r)lnr 2 x1(a')

8
: 

P O<a'<pd, pja' P 

Since the last sum on the right equals 

eel that term and obtain 
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x
1
(a/r). Now using 

= _1;co.x> -

x1 Ca')G (a:) 
pfa I p p 

we can-

A + r x1 (r) L;(o,x) 

using the definition of A, 

L;(o,x) + r x
1
(r) A, 

Since rx
1

(r) # 1, this gives 

L;(o,x) =A, and the theorem is proved. 

Corollary. 

L;<o,x) 2 x1 Ca) in r (a) - LP(o,x) lnPa. 
O<a<d p p 

(8.11) 

The corollary follows imrhediately by using the relation (7.6) 

between Gp and lnprp in the formula (8.7). 

Remark. In a very similar manner one can express the values 

of LP at positive integers in terms of special values of the 

successive derivatives of ln r (See [23], [56]). If Dk denotes 
p p 

the k-th derivative, one has: 

(-d)-k '\' ~ k. )(") 
(k-1). L x(a) D ln r d -

. O<a<d p p 
for k ~ 1. 
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III. GAUSS SUMS AND THE p-ADIC GAMMA FUNCTION 

1. Gauss and Jacobi sums 

Let F be ·a finite field, let K be a field (such as C or 
q 

let 

F--+-K* 
q 

be an additive character, i.e., a nontrivial homomorphism from the 

additive group of 

x: F*-K* 
q 

F 
q 

to the multiplicative group K*, and let 

be a multiplicative character, i.e., a homomorphism from the multi-

x plicative group F~ to K*. (Warning: Characters 

should not be confused with the Dirichlet characters on 

on F* 
q 

(Z/ dZ) * 
which were considered in Chapter II and were also denoted X·) The 

Gauss sum (in K) of X and t is defined as 

If x1 and x, 

2 xCx) WCx). 
XEF* 

q 

are two multiplicative characters of 

the Jacobi sum of Cx
1

.x
2

) is defined as 

J(x1 .x2) 2 x1 (x) x2Cl-x) • 
XEFq' x#0,1 

then 

(The Gauss and Jacobi sums are usually defined without the minus 

sign before the summation, but this definition is more convenient 

for our purposes.) 

The Gauss and Jacobi sums satisfy the following elementary 

properties: 
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(1) If X is not the trivial character, and if 

notes the conjugate character, then 

xC-l)•q. 

(2) If x is nontrivial and K c, then 

fg<x.•JI .lq. 

(3) If X1X2 is nontrivial, then 

J(X1,X2) 
g(x1 •• ) g(x,.•) 

g(x1x,.•l 

-1 x = x de-

(1.1) 

Note that the expression in property (3) does not depend on the 

choice of (nontrivial) additive character ~. 

on 

Remark. g(x,W) is the analog for 

R. Namely, 

F 
q 

of the gamma function 

r (s) -x dx e -
x 

i.e., r(s) is the "sum" over the (positive) multiplicative group 

of the field (i.e., the integral with respect to its Haar measure 

dx/x) of the product of a multiplicative character x j--+-xs and 

an additive character 

' r(s) r(l-s) = sin(Tis)' 

-x xi-e • 

in which 

The analog of property (1) is: 

TI plays the role of q and 

sin(Tis), which is essentially eTiis = (-l)s, plays the role of 

x<-1). 

B(r,s) 

J(X1•X2) 
1 

is the analog of the beta-function 

r xr-l (1-x) s-l dx 
Jo 

r(r) f(s) 
r(r+s) (1. 2) 

As an illustration of this striking analogy, compare the proof 

of the expression (1.1) for the Jacobi sum in terms of Gauss sums 

with the proof of the formula (1.2) for the beta-function in terms 

of the gamma function. Both proofs are easy, so let's write them 

side-by-side: 
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B(r,s) r(r+s) = 

i 

~ xr-l(l-x) 8
-

1dx 
0 

i 00 

00 

J ro+s-1 -y 
y e dy 

0 

J(Xi•X2l g(XiX2,W) 

2 Xi (x)x2 Ci-x) 
XEFq 

= ~~ r-1 s-1 -y 
(xy) [(1-x)y] e ydxdy 2 Xi (xy)X

2
CCi-x)y)$(y) 

x,yEF q 

Joo J~ r-1 s-1 -u-v 
= u v e dudv 

0 0 
00 

change of variables 

u = xy, v = (1-x)y 

u y=u+v x = u+v ' 

2 X1 (u)X2(v)ljJ{u+v) 
u,vEFq 

2 x
1 

(u)ljJ(u) 2 x2Cv)ljJ(v) 
uEF vEF 

Joo r...,.l -u 
= u e du f s-i -v v e dv 

0 0 q q 

f(r) f(s). •<xl'wl •<x,.wl 

The analogy between Gauss and Jacobi sums and gamma and beta 

functions goes deeper. The purpose of this chapter is to show that 

Gauss sums are essentially values of the p-adic gamma function. 

2. Fermat curves 

Let K be a field containing d d-th roots of unity, for 

example~ c or 0 or F when q = 1 (mod d). We let µd de-
p q 

note the set of d-th roots of unity. If K is of characteristic 

p, we must have p I d. The projective Fermat curve F(d), 

d ' 2, is defined by xd +Yd= zd. The affine curve F(d)aff 

is defined by xd + yd = 1 

µd x µd operates on F(d) 

(f,;,F,;')(x,y) 

(x = X/Z, y = Y/Z). 

and F(d)aff by 

The group 

(2. i) 

We first consider F(d) over C and study the groups H1 (F{d),Q) 
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and ~R(F(d)/Q), and the action of ___ ;µdxµd on these groups. 

To describe the homology H1(F(d),Q), start with the path 

y
0

(t) = (t, ~). 

Fix a primitive d-th root of unity F,;. Let 

Y = Y0 - <i.sJy0 + <s.slYo - <s,iJy0, 

so that y 

to (O,F,;), 

(O,l). 

goes first from (0,1) to (l,O), then from (1,0) 

then from (O,S) to (f,;,O), then from (f,;,O) to 

Note that F(d) is a nonsingular plane curve of degree d. 

From algebraic geometry we know the following 

Fact. The 2g = (d-l)(d-2) differential forms 

w r,s 
r-1 s-1 dx 

x y d-1' 
y 

1 $ r, s $ d-1, r+s .J d, 

form a basis for 

{differentials of the second kind} 
{exact differentials} 

alld the 

forms in 

g forms with 
i 

HDR(F(d)/Q). 

r+s < d form a basis for the holomorphic 

Note that for 

<S.S')* w r,s 

CS,S') € µd x µa 

sr-li;,s-1 _s_ w 
r,;•d-1 r,s 

so that wr, s is an eigen-form for µ d x µ d, which acts by the 

character Xr,s: (f,;,I;') f---- SrS,s, i.e., 

n* w 
r,s 

Remark. 

= X (a) w 
r,s r,s 

for 

The above assertion about w with r + s < d 
r,s form-

ing a basis for the holomorphic differentials is true for any non

singular plane curve of degree d (see [87], p. 171-173). The 

assertion about differentials of the second kind can be proved as 
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follows. 

First note that the points at infinity F(d) - F(d)aff are given 

in the coordinates u = Z/X l/x, v = Y/X y/x by u=O, v=~, 

where C runs through the d d-th roots of -1. Consider the 

(d-1)-dimensional vector space of differentials on F(d) of the 

form H(x,y) ~:1 , where H(x,y) = xd-ZP(y/x) is a homogeneous 
y 

polynomial_ of degree d-2. In the (u,v)-coordinates, 

dx 
H(x,y) cr=T 

y 

which has residue 

-x (x/y)d-lP(y/x)(- d~) 
x 

_!P(v) du 
u vd-1' 

1-d 
resC = -C P(C) = CP(C) = IO<i<d at 

the point at infinity (O,C). The sum of the residues is clearly 

zero, but the residues cannot all be zero unless H(x,y) = O, since 

Thus, the map from the (d-1)-dimensional 

vector space of H's to the (d-1)-dimensional vector space of 

possible residues at infinity whose sum is zero, is surjective, 

i.e., any differential form on F(d)aff differs from a differential 

of the second kind (i.e., one with all residues zero) by a differ

ential of the form H(x,y)dx/yd-1. So for suitable H(x,y), 

homogeneous of degree d-2, we can write 

wr,s - H(x,y) 
dx 

yd-1 

applying (S,S)* gives 

a differential of the second kind; 

Sr+sW - H(x,y) dx 
d-1 = 

y 
another differential of the 2nd kind. 

r,s 

If r + s '!- 0 (mod d), we can subtract and conclude that 

a differential of the second kind. Finally, to show that 

w 
r,s 

the 

differentials w with r, s < d are linearly independent 
r,s 

is 

2g 

modulo exact differentials, it suffices to use the fact that they 

are not exact (see (2.2) below) and they are eigen-forms for 

µd x µd with distinct characters. 

We can thus write 

"i';R(F(d)/Q) 0 
l:~r,s<d, r+s#d 
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x 
H~R(F(d)/Q) r,s, 

where the space 
1 x 

llj)R(F(d)/Q) r,s of forms on which acts 
by is one-dimensional and is spanned by wr,s· 

After establishing these facts about Hl ( ( )/ DR F d Q), it is not 

hard to show that the classes of the paths {(C c•) } 
"' y (f; f;') ' i::µdxµd 

span the homology Hl (F(d) ,Q), 

We now compute: 

Jw f wr,s f w + J w J w y r,s 
(l,f;)y 0 

r,s 
(f;,f;lyo 

r,s 
(f;,1Jyo 

r,s 
0 

J (1 - (l,S)* + ((,f;)* - (f;,ll*)w 
Yo 

r,s 

(1 - Ss + E;r+ s - Sr) J w 
t,s 

Yo 

(1-Sr)(l-E;s) J r-1 s-1 dx x y 
yd-1 

Yo 

But 1 f r s-d dx 

~ tr(l-td)s/d-1 dt x y 

Yo 
x t 

1 

~l ll 
r/d (l-u)s/d-1 du (here u = td) 

ll 

1 r s 
d B(d'd) (see (1.2)). 

Thus 

f wr 8 

(1- E;r) (1-i;s) r s 
y , d B(d'd). (2. 2) 

3. L-series for algebraic varieties (not to be confused with 

Dirichlet L-series) 

Let be a separable algebraic variety of finite type over 

Fq' and let V be obtained from v
0 

algebraic closure F : v = v fx'.F 
q ov q' 

by extending scalars to the 

The Frobenius map F: V ........ V 

is the map which raises coordinates to the q-th power (in terms of 
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coordinate rings, it raises variables to the q-th power and keeps 

coefficients fixed). Thus, the Fq-points of v0 
points of the Frobenius F in V. 

are the fixed 

of 

If 

g 

g E: End V, let 

on V. Thus, 

I tix(g) I 
lvoCF n)I 

q 

denote the number of fixed points 

I fix(Fn) I . 

Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of v0 over Fq• 

let p: G-+-GL(W) be a finite dimensional representation of G in 

a vector space W over a field K of characteristic zero, and let 

X Tr(p). Then we define 

(3 .1) 

'K[[T]]. 

For example, if G = {l}, then this is merely 

exp 

We shall be interested in the case of Fermat curves. Let v0 
be the Zariski open subset of F(d) where none of the coordinates 

vanish: 

v
0 

= {(x,y) I xd+yd=l, xy/O}. 

As always, we suppose q:: 1 (mod d), so that µd c Fq. Let K 

be an extension of Qp 

by the TeichmUller map 

on by (2.1). Let 

values in K, i.e., Xi 

containing 

x ~w(x). 

o c4). 
p 

Let G 

We imbed µd in K 

which acts 

and x
2 

be two characters of µd with 
a. 

is of the form x ~w(x) l. (i = 1, 2). 

Let p = X x
1 

x x
2

• Let j{i (i = 1, 2) be the character on 

F~ given by xl--+-xi(x(q-l)/d). 

Claim. The coefficient of T in the exponent in (3.1) is 
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equal to 

To prove this claim, note that (x,y) E V is fixed by 

Fo(l;,I;') whenever (l;xq,S'yq) = (x,y). Thus, the inner sum in (3.1) 

for n =1 is 

2 "X1 (xq-1) Xz(Yq-1). 
(x,y) E: V 

q-1 q-1 
x EUd' y E:µd 

But xq-l, yq-l E µd if and only if d v=y are in 

F*. 
q 

(u,v) 

In that case x
1

(xq-l)x
2

(yq-l) 

there are IGI pairs (x,y) 

X
1

(u)X2 <v). Since for each 

with u = xd, v =yd we obtain 

2. X1 (u)X2 Cv) 

u, V EF~ 

u+v=l 

2. X1 (u)X 2<1-u) 
uEF~, u#O,l 

-J(j(l,j(2). 

We shall also be interested in the case of so-called "Artin

Sch.:-eier curves". Just as the Fermat curve is connected with Jacobi 

sums, similarly the Artin-Schreier curve 

d x , PI d, 

is connected with Gauss sums. Let A(d,p) 

nonsingular model of the plane curve (3.2). 

(3. 2) 

denote the complete 

Note that here p 

appears in the form of the equation. This is related to the fact 

that Gauss sums, unlike Jacobi sums, depend on an additive character 

•· 
In the Gauss sums we study, the additive character lj.I is always 

• assumed to be of the form lj.I: F-1'.!:.+- F--2+-K* for some character 
q p 

ip0 of FP, 

acter of F 
p 

i.e., it is obtained by pulling back an additive char-

by means of the trace map from Fq 
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The curve A(d,p) is a degree d covering of the y-line which 

is totally ramified over the p solutions of yp - y 0 and over 

the point at infinity, and is unramified elsewhere. It follows from 

the Hurwitz genus formula (see, e.g.,[40], p. 301) that 2g-2 = 

-2d + (p + 1) (d-1), so that 2g = (d-1) (p-1). 

Over a field of characteristic p containing µd, the curve 

A(d,p) has two types of automorphisms: 

x !--+-l;x, y ~y, 

and 

x ~x, yl--+-y +a, a E F • 
p 

(3.3) 

(3. 4) 

We shall see that the first type corresponds to the multiplicative 

character X and the second type to the additive character ~ in 

the Gauss sum. Note that, as in the case of F(d), the number 

2g = (d-l)(p-1) is the number of pairs (X,~) with both X and 

Let v
0 

and let p 

C1aim. 

nontrivial. 

!cx,yJ I yp-y= d 
x • G µdx Z/pZ, xf. O}, let 

The coefficient of T in the exponent of (3.1) is 

This claim is proved in a manner similar to the previous one: 

L: x-1
(1;,a) 

(!;,a), (x,y) 

yp-y=xdf. 0 

(x,y) = (Sxq,yq+a) 

I 
(x,y) 

yp- y = Xd = u EF* 
q 

= lei L X1 (u) ~O(TrF /F u)' 
uEF~ q p 
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as desired. 

We now look more closely at L-series of this type. In particu

lar, we show that the "bad" points of F(d) and A(d,p) that were 

omitted in v
0 

(the points where a coordinate is zero) can in fact 

be included without changing the L-series, if our characters are 

nontrivial. 

We return to the general case of a variety V 0 • The Frobenius 

F acts on the F q -points of V 
0

, A closed point x of V 
0 

is the 

same as an orbit of F; deg x is the number of points in the 

orbit (equivalently, the degree over 

the coordinates of the F q -points in 

F 
q 

the 

of the field containing 

orbit). 

Now suppose that v
0 

is quasi-projective, and G ls a finite 

group of automorphisms of v
0 

over Fq (hence commute with F). Let 

X0 = V0/G with the induced Frobenius endomorphism. 

We first consider the case when G has no fixed points, i.e., 

for all g1::G and all vEV0 (Fq)' if g#-1, then gvf.v. To 

every closed point x0 in x
0 

of .degree N, we associate a 

as follows. 

lying over 

First choose an 

x. Then ;N~ 
x 

also 

conjugacy class Frob(x0) in G 

in the orbit x
0 

and a vE v
0

(Fq) 

lies over x, and so equals gv for some unique g E G. Changing 

our choice of x in the orbit XO or our choice of v lying over 

x only chB_nges g by conjugation. Hence we obtain a conjugacy 

class Frob(x
0

) in G depending only on x0 . (In our application 

later, G will be abelian, so that Frob(x
0

) will be a well

defined element.) 

Let p be a representation of G in a finite dimensional 

vector space W over a field K of characteristic zero, and let 

X = Tr p. Then 

Claim. 

n 1 

( ( deg x 0) Det 1 - p(Frob x0))•T 

where the product is taken over all closed points x0 Qf x 0 . 
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To prove this claim, we take the log of both sides and use the 

Tn n 
fact that log Det(l-MT) =-In Trace(M) for any matrix M. 

Then we need only show that 

i " -1 I n - L.,X(g ) fix(F g 
IGI g'G 

on V) I 

is equal to f rdegx0 r 
n • coefficient of in 2 L., "T~-r-- Trace p(Frob(x

0
)), 

x
0 

r=l 

which can be written 

2= 
XO of degree 

and this equality follows easily by writing the first sum as the 

sum of X(g) over all g and v with Fnv = gv and then using 

the definition of Frob(x
0
). 

let 

Now 

Now let us allow G to have fixed points. For v E V0(Fq)' 

I 
v 

I 
WV 

= {g<:: GI gv=v}, the "inertia group" of 

{w<::Wlp(g)w=w for all g EI } . 
v 

v. Let 

Frob(x
0

) is only defined up to multiplication by elements of 

Iv' as well as conjugation; nevertheless, the determinant of 

deg x0 1 - T •p(Frob(x
0
)) 

I 
acting on W v 

and it is not hard to show that 

( 

deg n Det 1 - T 

"o 

still depends only on x0; 

(3. 5) 

In our example v
0 

= F(d), G = µd x µd, the fixed points occur 

(1) when Y o, in which case 

(2) when X o, in which case 

(3) when z o, in which case 
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I 
v 

I 
v 

1 x µd; 

µd x l; 

is the diagonal in µd x µd • 

If our character has the property that xr' 

and XrXs are all nontrivial (i.e., 0 < r, s < d, r+s f- d), 

then in all cases Iv acts nontrivially on the one-dimensional 
I 

space W, Hence W v = O, and there are no contributions to 

(3.5) from the points with zero X, Y or Z coordinate. 

Similarly, when v
0 

= A(d,p), G = -µdx Z/pZ, the fixed points 

are 

(1) the point at infinity, where I = G; 
v 

(2) the points with x= O, where Iv= µd x {O}. 

Again there is no contribution to (3.5) when the characters are 

nontrivial. 

We now return to the general case of a variety v
0

. 

be the regular representation of G. We have 

if g = l; 
Trace preg(g) 

if g,,. 1. 

It is immediate from the definition that 

L(v0/Fq,G'preg) = z(v0/Fq) = exp 2~n 
and also 

L(Vo/Fq,G,ptrivial) 

Since trivially we have 

it follows that the decomposition 

P (i)pdegP, 
reg = 

(recall x
0 

Let 

where the summation is over all irreducible representations of G, 

gives a corresponding product decomposition of Z(v
0
/Fq): 

I n deg P 
Z(Xo Fq) L(Vo/Fq,G,p) • (3.6) 

where the product is over all nontrivial irreducible representations 
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p. 

Suppose v
0 

is a projective, 

nected curve over Fq' of genus 

v
0 

by G, is also nonsingular, 

nonsingular, geometrically con

g. Then x
0

, the quotient of 

say of genus g'. We have 

polynomial in Z[T] of degree 2g 
(1 - T) (1 qT) 

Moreover, if p is irreducible and nontrivial, then 

L(VO/Fq,G,p) is a polynomial in T. 

·1 · the 1940's, but it is only a This was proved for curves by Wei in 

conjecture in the general case of higher dimensional V0 • It then 

follows that 

2g-2g', 

where the summation is over all irreducible nontrivial representa-

tions p. 

4. Cohomology 

Let 2
unr 0 {xioQunrl lxl ::; 1}; thus, 2unr 

fa 
p Qunr p p p 

p 
the ring extension of z generated by _all N-th roots of unity 

p 

with p { N · 

Fact. For every prime 

projective nonsingular \ 
geometrically connected 
curves of genus g 
over F 

q 

there exists a functor 

!
free modules (of rank 

!
ZQ, if £.#p 

over Zunr if Q, = p 
p 

(namely, Hl - . (V /Zunr) H~tale (V' ZQ,) for tip and crystalline p 

'), = p)' m -, . th " defined over such that if V = V &p wi 'o 
0 q q 

F is the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism, then 

Trace(F*IH
1

(v)) 
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2g) 

( 4 .1) 

This fact implies that 

exp 

exp 

00 L Tnn 
n=l 

00 

2 ~n 
n=l 

"I 1 Trace(F* H (V)) 

• -
1
- • -

1
- Det(l- T•F*I H1 (v)). 1 - T 1 - qT 

Here the Det term is a polynomial which is clearly in Z[TJ. 

Similarly, for L-series one can construct for 

variety V' 
0 defined over F 

q 
such that V'0 F 

0 Fq q 

g E G a "twisted" 

::o!_ v 0 F = v, 
0 Fq q 

while the Frobenius for vo is Fog (P is the Frobenius for 

V0). Thus, (4.1) implies that 

(4.2) 

Now let p be an absolutely irreducible representation of G 

in a vector space over a field K which we assume contains Z'), or 

Zunr. Then the subspace of H1(v)@K on which G acts by p is p 

(-1~1 2: x(g-1) g) (Hl(V)@K), 
geG 

and, using (4.2) and (3.1), one easily shows that 

(4. 3) 

We now apply (3.6) and (4.3) to our examples F(d) and A(d,p). 

It follows from (4.3) that the coefficient of T in 

L(V0/Fq,G,p) is -Trace F*ICH1 (V)G)K)P, In the case v
0 

= F(d), 

G = µdxµd, P = XrxXs with O<r, s<d, r+s#d, we showed that 

Since the 2g spaces 

x xx 
(H

1
(F(d))@K) r s are nonzero, it follows that each of them is 

one-dimensional, and we have the direct sum decomposition 
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x xx 
H1 (F(d))GJK 0 (H1

(F(d))GJK) r s. 
r,s X xx 

Moreover, the eigen-value of F* on (H
1

(F(d))@K) r 
8 

Trace F* 

the projective line) gives 

1 
(1- T) (1 - qT) 

as Weil explained in his famous 

Next, let VO = A(d,p): yp 

n (1 - J <i<r ,j(s)T)' 
1$.r,s<d 
r+s/d 

paper in 

d 
- y = x 

1949 

over 

[99]. 

F 
q' q = 1 

is 

(mod d); 

G = µd x Z/pZ. We have shown that each of the 2g = (d-1) (p-1) 

characters p = Xx tjJO with X and ip
0 

nontrivial gives nonzero 

Trace F*[ (H
1

(A(d,p))@K )
xx •o Thus, we again 

have the decomposition 

( )
xx ip

0 0 H
1 (A(d,p))0K 

x. 1jJ
0 

nontrivial 

into one-dimensional eigenspaces with F acting by gCX, tjJOoTr) 

on the Xx 1.j!
0

-component. We conclude: 

1 n (1 - g(j(, •ooTr)T). 
x. tjJ

0 
nontrivial (1-T)(l qT) 

We obtain a number theoretic corollary if we replace F by 
q 

and replace gCX,tjJ) by the corresponding Gauss sum over 

gF (j(,tj>) 
n 

q 

Namely, we have 

- :2.: XCNF /F x) 
xo::F* qn q 

q" 

action of the qn-power Frobenius 

on (H1 (A(d,p))0)K)xx~o 
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xx"' F*"I (a1
(A(d,pJ)0K) o 

(gF ()(, ~OoTr))n• 
q 

which is known as the Hasse-Davenport relation for Gauss sums. 

5. p-adic cohomology 

By explicitly constructing a p-adic H1 

derive a p-adic expression for 

for A(d,p), we shall 

F• I (H10 K) X"'Vo, 

showing how special values of the p-adic gamma function arise as 

eigen-values of Frobenius. For simplicity, we shall assume p > 2, 

A key role will be played by the function e1T(x- xP) considered 

in §I.3. As before, we denote E1T(x) = e 
ir(x - xp) 

Proposition. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 

(p-1)-th roots 1T of -p and nontrivial additive characters ~O 

of Fp such that 

We then have 

a E F • 
p 

(Recall that w(a) denotes the Teichmiiller representative.) 

p p1T(x-xp) 
Proof. For x E D(l) we have: E1T(x) e = 

2 (pi~) i (x - xp) i. (Thus, because of the p in the exponent, we 

can evaluate E1T(x)p by first evaluating the exponent and then 

expanding.) Hence, if x E: D(l) satisfies x- xp = 0 

words, if x = w(a) for some a E F 
p 

then E (x)p = 1. 
rr 

in other 

Thus, 

each E1T(w(a)) is a p-th root of 1. It follows from the expan-

sion 1 2 2 
E1T (x) 1 + 1fx + 2 1T x + . . . that E1T(w(a)) :: 1+1Ta 

(mod 1T
2
). The proposition now follows easily. 
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One similarly shows that if ~ = ~0°TrF /F 
q p 

character on F 
q 

where q 

to ~0 • 

=Il 
O-;:_i<f 

pf and 

and if then 

is the (p-1)-th root of 

is the additive 

-p corresponding 

Let V be a nonsingular algebraic variety over a perfect field 

k of characteristic p. In our application V will be the curve 

A(d,p) and k will be Fq. Let R be a complete discrete valu

ation ring with maximal ideal MR and residue field k, and let 

K be its fraction field. For us, R will be the ring of integers 

in where 
p-1 

lT = -p. 

Washnitzer and Monsky [75] constructed an explicit version of 

p-adic Hi which to a so-called "special affine open set" associ-

ates a K-vector space. If u is a covering of v by 

then defines a special affine open sets, 

Zariski presheaf Hi of K-vector spaces on V, such that the 

cohomology conjecturally abuts to a 

"good" p-adic cohomology (in the sense of §4). This has been 

proved in the case when V is a curve. We shall only need the 

Washnitzer-Monsky H1 for curves. 

Theorem (Washnitzer-Monsky). The functor 

V l--+-H1(v) d~f HO(v,H 1) (global sections) 

on complete nonsingular geometrically connected curves V satis

fies the properties: 

2 genus(V); 

Trace(F*[H
1

(V)) q + 1 - lfix(F) I, 
for some v

0 
defined over 
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F ' q 

·is the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism of V. 

The basic type of ring which goes into the construction of Hi 

which is defined as 

{EAwxw E R[ [x
1

, ..• ,~] J j for some real 
E> 0 we have 

number B and 
ord A ;;:. eiwj+B}, 

p w 
where w w 

x Jwl = Ewi, Equiva-

lently, 

R<<x
1

, ••. ,~>> = {fER[[x1 , •.• ,~]JI 3r>l, f converges 
for x1 , ... ,xNED(r)}. 

It turns out that H1 for the p-adic "affine line" will be 

R<<x>>QK I~ R<<x>>QK 
dx O, as expected. 

Remark. In p-adic analysis D(l) can often be thought of as 

the affine line, since it is the smallest disc containing the 

Teichmiiller representatives of the points of the affine line over 

F • 
p One might ask why the simpler ring A = {f EK[ [x]] [ f con-

verges on D(l)} cannot be used. In fact, d/dx is not surjec-

"' j . a = L,PjXp -1 = d~ LxpJ 

d~ of any element of A.) 

tive on A. 

L xpj I A, 

(For example, E A, but 

so a is not In fact, 

rank(A/ d~A) rather than 2·genus(line) = O. However, 

d 
dx is surjective on R<<x>>0K. 

For simplic.i.ty, suppose that the nonsingular curve Vaff is 

given by one equation f(x,y) = 0 (as will be the case in our 

application to A(d,p)). Consider the coordinate ring of the 

Zariski open subset U of Vaff where the tangent to the curve 

is not vertical: 

k[x,y,t]/(f(x,y), t~~-1). 

Such an affine open set is called a "special affine" open set u 

over k. We now define the "dagger ring" for U to be the 

quotient 
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aF 
R<<x,y,t>>/(F(x,y), t 0Y-l), 

where F(x,y) is any fixed polynomial in R[x,y] whose reduction 

modulo MR 

3f 

f(x,y). Note that At(U)/MRAt(U) k[x,y,t]/ 

Cf, tay - 1), i.e., At (U) "lifts" the coordinate ring of the 

special affine open set u. (Of course, is not unique, 

since F(x,y) is not unique.) 

In our example V A(d,p), where f(x,y) = yp-y-xd, we 

have ~ = 
8y 

-1. We can take F(x,y) = yP-y-xd, so that OF/Oy 

pyp-1_ l, which is invertible in the ring R<<y>> (since 

1 "" j (p-l)j ) Thua, for U = A(d,p)aff -1 = ,{_, p y • 
A(d,p) -

1- pyP 

{point a·t infinity}, we have 

/ (U) 

Because U = V - {point}, we are in an especially convenient 

situation for computing H1 (V). Namely, if V is a complete, non

singular geometrically connected curve over k such that V -

{point} is a special affine u, then 

Hl(V) = H1 (V- {point}). 

Roughly speaking, this is because, if v1 , ••• ,vs are finitely many 

points of V, then 

H1 (v) ~Hl(V-{vi}) 

can be identified as the subset whose 

ishes. Since the sum 

this subset is all of 

of the residues 
1 H (V-{vi}) if 

residue at each point van

vanishes in H1 (V-{vi}); 

s = 1. 

We now state a general fact (see [75]) about lif~ing a 

k-morphism ¢
0

: u1~u2 of special affine open sets to a morphism 

¢: At(u
2

)____._A+(u
1

) of their dagger rings. For simplicity of 
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notation, we suppose that there is only one x variable, as will be 

·the case in our application. Suppose that 

lJ. 
i 

''< Spec k[x,y,tJ/(fi(x,y), tay-1), i = 1, 2. 

First of all, such a lifting ¢ exists (¢ is .!!Q.£ unique). Next, 

suppose that we fix an element ¢(x) E At(u
1

) which reduces to 

¢0(x) modulo MR. Then there exists a unique choice of ¢(y) 

and ¢(t) lifting ¢
0

(y), ¢
0
ft). Finally, let 

r.!
0 

At(U) 0 At(U)dx 
•ccuJ 

with differential d, and let 
1 • 

H(O+ @K) 
A (U) 

Then H
1

(U.) is independent of the 
i 

choice of lifting and ¢*: H
1

(u
2
)---+-H

1
(u

1
) is indepen-

dent of the choice of ¢ lifting ¢
0

. 

convenient lifting. 

Thus, we may choose any 

We show how to choose a convenient lifting of ¢
0 in the case 

U = U = U = A(d )aff l 2 ,p and y 1--+-y +Ci.' a ' 

{O,l, ...• p-1}. We want to construct an endomorphism ¢ of 

which reduces to ¢
0 

modulo MR. It is simplest to choose ¢(x) 

= x. Then the above fact asserts that there exists a unique 

'(y) ' A+(u) h h •( ) M "' sue tat "'y :: y+o, mod R" To see this con-

cretely, we note that z = ¢(y).-y- o. must satisfy 

(z + y + a)P (z + y+a:) 

in other words, 

+ ~p 
i=l (;) 

+ (p(y+o.)p-l_ 1) z 

+ (y+o,)P-yP -a o. (5 .1) 
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See example (2) in §1.4.b, where we saw that if 

so that A ord ( (y +a.) P - yp - a) > 0, then there is a unique 
p 

solution z with 0 < ordpz = A. This z , can be expressed as a 

power series in y by first solving (5.1) mod p
2
A 

(p(y+a)p-l_l) z + (y+a)P-yP-a = O, 

then substituting the approximate solution in place of all higher 

powers 
2 p 

z ••.• ,z in (S.l) and again solving the resulting linear 

equation for z, and so on. The result is a power series in y 

with coefficients in Zp c R which converges for 

Hence, $(y) = z + y + a € R<<y>> c At (U} is the desired 

lifting of $
0

(y} = y +a. 

Of course, the other type of automorphism 4>0 : x f---- Sx, 

y 1----+-y, where !;d = 1, SE F , 
q 

can be lifted simply to 

$: xr--+--w(S)x, y~y, where w(S) ER is the Teichmiiller 

representative. 

Thus, the group G µ d x Z/pZ acts on AT (U} , and hence on 

the dagger cohomology 

6. p-adic formula for Gauss sums 

Because we claimed that the dagger 

the subspace of H1 (A(d,p)) on which 

should be one-dimensional (if 

q-th power Frobenius should act on it by 

~-th power X 
F~--"-----~ µd,--"---K*. 
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is a good cohomology, 

are nontrivial), and the 

where 

Since G acts on we can decom-

pose 

0 
all x, 

The followin8 proposition is 
~(q-1) 

due to Monsky. We let denote 

Sr-+-UJ(S)d , we let 1jJ 
triv denote the trivial character on 

and we let denote the character a~E1f(w(a)) on 

the beginning of §5). 

Proposition. The subspace of AT(U) invariant under 

F 
p 

Fp, 

(see 

{l} x Z/pZ c G is R<<x>>; "t~h~e~s~u~b~sp~a~c~e°--'o"'-f AT (U) 0K on which 

Z/pZ acts by ljJlT is 

a d 
= x R<<x >>; and 

E1f(y) (R<<x>>0K); 

x x" (AT(U)@K) a 1f 

To prove this, first note that E1f(y) 

AT(U)X3 Xl/Jtriv 

have coefficients 1·n R ( §I 3) d see . an converge on a disc strictly 

larger than D(l); hence E1f(y) is a unit in R<<y>>. In addi

tion, E1f(y) transforms by ljJ1f under the action of Z/pZ, i.e., 

Ci E F , 
p 

(6 .1) 

where $0'. i3 the lifting of y r---y+a. constructed in §5. To 

see this, note that $a.(E1f(y))/E1f(y) is a p-th root of unity 

(independent of y), because 

= 1, 

(Note that the extra p in the 

exponent allows us to evaluate the exponent first, as at the begin-

ning of §S.) To determine which p-th root, we set y = O: 
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and (6.1) is proved. 

Since At(U)G)K clearly has rank p over R<<x>>0K 

equals Q yi R<<x>>0K ) , and the subspa~e on which Z/pZ 
O::!i<p 

by 1/!'lf (resp. *triv) includes E'lf(y) R<<x>>@K (resp. 

(it 

acts 

R<<x>>0K), the first two assertions of the proposition follow. 

The assertions about the action of Xa are obvious. 

Remarks. 1. For fixed n, np-l = -p, 

units E'lf(y)i 

forms by ip'lfi 

At(U)@K 

E R<<y>>, i=O,l, ••• ,p-1, 

we could also use the 

since E'lf(y)i trans-

Note that 

under Z/pZ. Hence, 

0 
O::!i<p-1 

E (y)i(R<<x>>G)K). 
IT 

pn(y - yp) 
e 

d 
e-p'!fx R<<x>>. Thus, 

E'lf(y) is a Kummer generator of A+(U)0K over R<<x>>0K. 

2, All of this applies to any curve of the form yp - y = f (x) 

E R[x]; f(x) 
d 

= x was not needed in the specific polynomial 

analyzing the action of Z/pZ. 

Proposition. For w0 = l/!n and for x = Xa• l:::;a<d, 

xx~ 
H1 (At(U)G)K) O is a one-dimensional K-vector space with basis 

if either x or ~o is trivial, this space is zero. 

Proof, We compute: d E1T(y) = E1T(y) dlog E1T(y) = 

E (y) d(n(y-yp)) 11 E (y) d(-xd) -'IT dxd-lE (y)dx. Thus, 
IT IT IT 

( 
a d,j adx ( d d d d d) d E1T(y)x f(x )/ E1T(y)x X -11dx f(x ) + af(X ) + dx f 1 (x ) 

sothatfor a~l, 
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R<<x>>@K 

(-1Tx+ ~ + x1x) (R<<x>>@K) 

The proposition now asserts that the cokernel of 

on R<<x>>@K is K if a ~ 1. (The triviality of 

is immediate, since a: is surjective on 

R<<x>>@K; 
1 x x 1).1 

the triviality of H (A+(u)@K) triv 0 will be 

shown later.) 

We compute: 

m+~ 
d m 

= -,- x 
m+l x 

so that 

+ a(- ~m), 

I b m+l 
m+lx 2 (m+~) (m+~-1) ... m 

m=O m=O 

Because we have 

ord b (m+l)! (m+i) > 
p m+l m+l 

1T m+ 1 

while 

ord 
p 

1Tm+l 

b (m+l)! 
m+l m+l 

rr 

s _ m+l 
p-1 

(6. 2) 

(see §I. 3, 
formula (3.3)) 

(see §I.3, (3.1)), 

follows that the constant sum in (6.2) converges (since Sm+l :::; 

(p-l)(logpm + 1)). Similarly, ordp of the inner sum inside the 
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' is at least 

min ((m+l)E 
m2.n ~ > nE' + B' l+S ) m-n 

+ B - ---p:r-

for some s' > o and some real number B', Thus, any element f 

in R<<x>>@K can be written as canst + Og, g E R<<x>>0K. It 

3 g E R<<x>>@K, remains to show that 1 cannot be written as g, 

if a2.1, in which case we will have proved that the cokernel is 

precisely the constants. Then 

and comparing coefficients gives 

1 
a 
dbo 

b --"-b (n > 1) 
n n + §: n-1 

d 

(n+~) (n+l)! d 
n+l 

Thus, ordpbn ::_ (Sn+l -1)/(p-l), which is not ?: En+B for any 

E > 0 and real number B. Thus, g ~ R<<x>>®K. 

The final assertion is that the cohomology is zero when a"" 0. 

a dx 
Roughly speaking, this is because the basis E'IT(y) x X for the 

cokernel of a only makes sense when a ?: 1. More precisely, 

i t Xr · x 1/!'IT 
H (A (U)CS)K) riv 

R<<x>>@K 

(a~ - 'IT)(R<<x>>G)K) 
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To show that d 
--TI 
dx is surjective on R<<x>>@K, it suffices to 

-.1(1 -,1 ddx)-1 -- - n;=O ,,,.-n-l(ddx)n show that its formal inverse " " L.., " 

takes e series in R<<x>>®K to a series in R<<x>>®K. But this 

is easy using the same estimate for "-'-(") Tinn as above. This com-

pletes the proof of the proposition. 

Recall that our Gauss sum g(X,t/!), t/J = t/! 0°Tr, is the action 

of the q-th power Frobenius F =FF 
q 

on 
xx~ 

H1(AT{U)(3)K) o. Since 

the curve A(d,p) is defined over Fp, the p-th power Frobenius 

F0 =FF also acts on A(d,p) and hence on H1 (AT(U)(8K); and 
p f f 

we have F = F0 , where q = p = 1 (mod d). However, F
0 

does 

not commute with the action of G = µ d x Z/pZ; its matrix in the 

eigen-vectors of G is not diagonal. More precisely, we have 

Proposition. 

This is an immediate consequence of the commutation relation 

FOo(t;,0,) (x,y) = 0;PxP, yp+0,P) = u,;PxP, yp+a)"" (i;P,a)oFO(x,y), 

for (i;,a) E: G. 

Thus, if 

a (f-1) 

X Xa, 1 .'.::a< d, and if we let a', 

denote the least positive residue of 

then for some constant 

F* (E ( ) xa dx) 0 1T y x 

Then we obtain 
f-1 

A = A(a,d;rr) 

dx 
x 

n (') 
A(aJ ,d;rr). 

j=O 
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we have 

(6. 3) 

(6 .4) 



Proposition. A(a,d,n) 

This proposition, together with (6.4) and the elementary fact 
f-1 

that 

imply: 

P ~ 1 L a (j) = the sum of the p-adic digits in 
j=O 

f-1 . 

Theorem. (-pll] rP(1-<¥>J 
8
a(q-l)/d 

" 

.'!..::.! 
a d ' 

where < > denotes the least positive residue modulo 1 (~ 

be confused with our earlier meanings.of < >). 

Proof of proposition. Let R be the ring of integers in 

d -
Qp(.!:',/l,TI). First we imbed 

¢ 
At(U) R<<x,y>>/ (yP - y - xd),C...--_,~R[ [x] J (6.5) 

by sending d 
x y to the formal power series solution of 

near (O,O), i.e., with zero constant term: y = -xd + ... , To 

see that such a solution exists (and is unique), one can use aver-

sion of Hensel's lemma (§I,2) for the "x-adic topology" in R[[x]] 

(the topology which says that two series are close together if 

x). Then y=O their difference is divisible by a large power of 

is a solution mod x of f(y) = yp-y-xd = O; moreover f' (O) 

-1 # 0, so the existence and uniqueness of the desired series 

is assured. 

The imbedding (6.5) induces a homomorphism 
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which commutes with the p-th power Frobenius FQ, where F
0 

acts 

on R[[xJJ by sending x to xp and acts on At(U) by sending 

x to xP and y 

We have 

to the unique element which lifts 

--nxd a dx 
e x -

x 

and 

-Tixd a' 
e x A(a,d,n) dx 

x 
(6. 6) 

in H
1

(R[[xJ](8)K). In other words, the difference between the two 

sides of this equality lie in d(R[[x]](g)K), Note that 
00 

2: n dx a 
d(R[[x))) # n a x - fa in _, R for all n. 

n=l n x n 

Thus, 

Zi a x n dx 
< d(R[ [x] ]@K) # ord a > ord n + constant n x p n p 

for all n. 

Evaluating F* 
0 

in (6. 6) gives 

d -nxpd pa dx a' dx A 
-nx 

mod d(R[[xJ]@K). (6. 7) e x PX - e x x 

Equating powers of x 

(-TI) m 
A-

m! 

in (6. 7) 

mod 

gives 

ord (md+a') +canst 
p p 

where m is chosen so that md +a' p(nd+a), i.e., m 

~ d + pn. 

(6.8) 

We now choose a sequence of n's for which ordp(nd+a) (and 

hence ordp (md +a') ) approaches infinity. Namely, we can let n 
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approach -a/d by taking the p-adic expansion of -a/d; but it i' 

more convenient to expand -a/d in powers of 
f Letting q p 

b -rl - d a' ,0 that 0 < b < q-1, we have 

a b b + bq + bq 
2 + -d 1-q 

... 

Let b + bq + + j-1 ~ Then ord (nd +a) n ... bq - d a. p 
s 

ordp(~~) 
jSb 

Further note that 
n Similarly, c fj . p-1 p-1. 

canst. Thus, multiplying (6.8) through by 

mt(-'!T)-m and carefully taking note of and the effect on the 

congruence, we obtain 

(-TI)n-m m! 
fj - jSb/(p-1) + canst 

) - p mod p 
n! 

But j(f-~-00 p-1 
., j-+--oo (this " because b < q-1 

so has at least one digit less than p-1; thus, Sb< f(p-1)). 

Hence, 

p lim 
j-00 

where n a(qj-1)' m 
pa-a' 

pn+ d Note that I"I i 
i:S:in, Pli 

p• 2p• • "np n, 
p Il. ' 

Thus, by the definition of rp, 

r (m+l) 
p 

c-1>m+1 II i = 

i:S:m, p~i 

Hence, 

Now 

p lim 
j--00 

(-TI)n-m (-l)m+l pn f (m+l). 
p 

_ 11n-m (-p)n 
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m! 
---n· 
n! p 

and 

since 
p-1 

'Jf = -p. Since pa-a' 
pn-m = - d ; 

as j_____._oo , we conclude: 

-p ,,.,--(pa-a')/d l" r ( +l) 
" im p ID , 

m~-a 1 /d 

and the proposition is proved. 

and and 

Remarks. l. For simplicity, suppose p - 1 (mod d). Then the 

theorem reads: 

(6.9) 

Suppose l::;r,s,r+s<d, and let denote xd-a. By 

property (3) of Gauss and Jacobi sums at the beginning of this 

chapter, (6.9) gives us: 

which looks remarkably similar to the beta function value in (2.2) 

for the classical periods of the differential w r,, 

2. The above theorem also gives an analogy between the Chowla

Selberg formula for the periods of an elliptic curve with complex 

multiplication and a p-adic expression for the roots of the zeta 

function of the elliptic curve; see [37,34]. 

We have thereby shown Gauss sums to be p-adic analogs of 

special values of the gamma function. In the next section, we show 

how Stickleberger 1 s theorem on the ideal decomposition of Gauss 

sums is an immediate corollary. In the next chapter we shall see 

a subtler application: the proof that the p-adic Dirichlet 

L-function has at most a simple zero at s = o. 
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7. Stickleberger 1 s theorem 

Stickleberger's theorem gives the ideal decomposition of Gauss 

sums g(x,l/J) in Q. Let K denote the field Q(~i). Let P 

be any fixed prime ideal of K lying over p. 

ber of elements in the residue field 0/P of 

Let q be the num-

P; thus, 
f 

q = p 

is the least power of p such that 

0/P, and let 

a I q-i. We identify F with 
q 

x: F~ = (0/P)*---~µd c K 

be a multiplicative character. Let a be the integer, o:::_a<d, 

determined by X(x) mod P = xa(q-l)/d for xc 0/P. Thus, if we use 

P to imbed K in np, and -consider x to take values in np. 

then X is the rl .. a d - th power of the Teichmuller character, i. e, , 

x = xa in the notation of §§3- 6, 

The Gauss sum g(x,l/!) is obviously an algebraic integer in 

K(.E./l). By checking the action of Gal(K(.E./i)/K) 

&<x"P = - 2 x<xJ </>(x), 

on 

xcF* 
q 

we see that g{X,W)d lies in K and is independent of the additive 

character W. By property (1) 

hence, the ideal (gCx,l/J)d) in 

in §1, g(X,<i>) divides 
f 

q = p ; 

K must be a product of powers of 

prime ideals of K which divide p. Stickleberger's theorem gives 

these powers. 

We can consider 

'' K~Q (i/i:). p 

prime ideal P of 

p-adically if we choose an imbedding 

As explained before (§II.2), for our fixed 

K dividing p, we obtain such an imbedding 

l = lp by taking the completion of K in the P-adic topology; 

this imbedding allows us to identify X (strictly speaking, 
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~(q-1) 
l 0 X) with wd • The power of P dividing the ideal 

Recall that Gal(K/Q) .'.'.:'. (Z/dZ)*, where a j for 

j c (Z/dZ)*, Gal(K/Q) permutes the prime ideals of K 

dividing p, and we let Of course, p = p 
j j' 

if j/j' 

is in the subgroup of powers of p in (Z/dZ)* (the "decomposi

tion group" of P}. 

If a/b € Q with g.c.d.(b,d) = 1, let <a/b>d denote the 

least positive residue of a/b mod d, i.e., the least positive 

k such that kb - a (mod d). Let 

TI P?J 
c (Z/dZ)*/{pk} J 

be the ideal decomposition of g(x,l/J)d. 

f-1 

a. L <-al jpk>d' 
J k=O 

Stickleberger's theorem. 

where we write. 

Proof. 

( 2: <-a/j> a\ 
= p jc(Z/dZ)* d j~ 

a. 
p J 

power of P j dividing g(X,l/J)d 

power of P dividing -1 d "; g(x,</>) 

i.e., 

power of P dividing s<xc;-1) ,</>la. 

where is the character 
<l/ j > d 

x 
< I"> .s.:..!. a .1 d d 

w .But 

according to the theorem in §6, 
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f-1 

2 <-a/jpk> d, 
j=O 

Q.E.D, 



IV. p-ADIC REGULATORS 

1. Regulators and L-functions 

If K is a number field with r
1 

real imbeddings and 2r2 
complex imbeddings, a classical theorem of Dirichlet [13] asserts 

that the multiplicative group E of units of K is the direct 

product of the (finite) group W of roots of 1 in K and a free 

abelian group of rank r
1

+r
2
-l, i.e., there exist units e1 , .•• , 

e such that every unit can be written uniquely in the form 
r

1
+r

2
-l 

If 

ml m2 mr1+rz-l 
n e e •••e 1 2 r

1
+r 2-l 

n a root of 

•1· ..... rl 
denote the real imbeddings and 

1. 

denote the complex imbeddings (one chosen from each complex conjugate 

pair), then the map 

~ogl$1( JI, ... , logl$rl (JI' 

2logl$. +l( JI, ... , 2logl$ "ho (JI)' 
rl rl 2 

takes the group E/W of units modulo roots of 1 isomorphically 

to a lattice in the hyperplane in 

dimensional real space. The volume 

det(n. log 1¢.(e.)I), l::Si,j:5r1+r2-l, 
1 1 J 

where n. = 1 
1 

parallelotope 

for i::;r1 , 

(actually of 

ni=2 for i>r
1

, of a fundamental 

its projection on the x + -hyperplane) 
ri rz 

is called the (classical) regulator of K. It depends only on K, 
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not on the choice of "fundamental units" 

¢i' and it is always nonzero. 

or the ordering of the 

In this chapter we discuss two very different types of p-adic 

regulators. The first type, due to Leopoldt, takes the same units 

ej as in the classical case, replaces the imbeddings ¢i: K~C 

by imbeddings ¢i of K into the algebraically closed field Q , 
p 

Because there is no natural way of and replaces log by ln 
p 

eliminating r 2 of the p-adic ¢i the way we eliminated one ¢i 

from each complex conjugate pair in the complex case, Leopoldt fur

ther assumes that r
2 

= O, i.e., K is totally real, 

The second, more recently developed type of p-adic regulator is 

due to B. H. Gross ([35], see also Greenberg [31]), It applies to 

number fields K which are totally complex, i.e., r
1 

=O; more 

specifically, to so-called CM fields, which are quadratic imaginary 

extensions of a totally real field K+ i.e.~ K = K+(/:a) for 

some a which is positive under all imbeddings K+~R. Gross 

works not with ordinary units, but rather with "p-units". A p-unit 

is an algebraic number which has absolute value 1 at all places 

(including archimedean valuations) except for those over p. In 

other words, all of its conjugates must have complex absolute value 

1, and its ideal decomposition only involves primes dividing p. 

A key example of a p-unit is g / g, where g is a Gauss sum for 

a finite fi.eld of q =pf elements. The multiplicative group of 

p-units, if tensored with Q and written additively, is isomorphic 

to the vector space of divisors :Z::Plp Q (P-P), Among the imbed

dings ¢.: K~Q , Gross chooses one from each coset modulo 
1 p 

±(the decomposition group of p), so that each ¢i gives a dif-

ferent permutation of the divisors P - P. For a more precise state

ment, see below. Gross then takes the determinant of a ~ x~ 
2 2 

matrix, where g is the number of primes P over p. Grass's p-

adic regulator is very different from Leopoldt's. In Grass's case 

the set of units considered and even the size of the matrix vary 

completely from one p to another. 
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The basic way in which regulators occur "in nature" is in the 

expansion at 1 or 0 of S- and L-functions. First, in the 

classical case, let 

be the Dedekind zeta function of the number field K. Here the sum 

is over all non-zero integral ideals A of K, and N is the 

norm. The series converges for Res > 1 and can be analytically 

continued to a function which is holomorphic on the complex plane 

except for a simple pole at s = 1, The residue at s = 1 equals 

2 r1(21T) r2 h R 

w /fnj 
where and are, as above, the number of real imbeddings 

and pairs of complex imbeddings; w is the number of roots of 1 

in K, D is the discriminant of K, h is its class number, and 

R is its regulator. The subtlest and most elusive term in this 

formula is the regulator. 

The Leopoldt p-adic regulator occurs in a similar way. Let K 

be a totally real field, i.e., r
2

=0. Serre [85] has shown how to 

associate to K a p-adic zeta function SK,p(s) which is defined 

and holomorphic on the closed unit disc in Qp (actually, on a 

slightly larger disc) except for a possible pole at s = 1. Conjec

turally, the pole at s = 1 is a simple pole with residue given by 

2r1 h R 
___ ,p,,0L0e0o"p0ocl0d,_,_t E • 

w/D 
Here all of the terms have been defined above except for E, which 

is a product of Euler factors. (The phenomenon of "throwing out 

the p-Euler factor" can be expected to occur in all p-adic versions 

cf classical formulas for S- and L-functions.) 

case, when 

= 1, and 

K = Q, we 

E = 1- ~. 
p 

have h"' 1, w= 2, 

Note that there's an ambiguity of sign in ID. 

In the simplest 

D= ·1 • Rp,Leopoldt 

We will see 

that also Rp,Leopoldt 
is only defined up to a sign. In the 
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classical case one can normalize by taking the absolute value of the 

determinant in the definition of R and the positive square root 

of jnJ. It is harder to fix the sign in the p-adic case. 

It is also conjectured that always Rp,Leopoldt # O, i.e., 

there really is a pole at s = 1. Both the residue formula and the 

non-vanishing of the regulator have been proved in the case when 

K is an abelian extension of Q (the "abelian over Q" case). In 

that case 'K is a product of Dirichlet L-series, and the neces

sary facts were essentially worked out by Leopoldt [64] (see also 

[61]). We shall prove the non-vanishing of Rp,Leopoldt below in 

the abelian over Q case. The proof uses a theorem from transcen

dence theory, which will be stated without proof. 

But very little is known about Rp,Leopoldt in the non-abelian 

case. A partial result supporting the residue formula was obtained 

by Serre [86], who proved that for any totally real field K, if 

'r<_,p has a pole at 1, then Rp,Leopoldt # 0. 

It should also be mentioned that the "Leopoldt conjecture" 

(non-vanishing of Rp,Leopoldt) and the expected relationship 

between the p-adic regulator and the residue at 1 has been gener

alized by Serre to p-adic "Artin L-functions" associated to repre

sentations of the Galois group of k/k (k totally real}. 

Grass's p-adic regulator, we shall see, is· connected to the 

behavior near s = 0 of p-adic Artin L-functions. These are p-adic 

L-functions LP {s, p} which p-adically interpolate values of the 

Artin L-series associated with a representation p of the Galois 

group of a CM field 

order of zero 

some time (see 

mp of 

[29]). 

K over a totally real ground field k. The 

L(s,p) at s=O hasbeenconjecturedfor 
p 

Gross further conjectures that the leading 

term in the Taylor series at 0 

Rp,Gross(p) A(p) smp, 

of L (s,p) 
p 

where Rp,Gross(p) is Grass's p-adic regulator and A(p) is an 

explicitly given algebraic number, which turns out to be a product 
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of certain Euler type factors and an algebraic number which is in

dependent of p. (For a more detailed account, see below.) Note 

the analogy with the Leopoldt residue formula discussed above, in 

which the leading coefficient of the Laurent expansion (at s = 1) 

is the product of a (p-adic transcendentat) regulator, an Euler 

term, and an algebraic number independent of p. In the classical 

case, as we shall see below, the functional equation for L-functions 

gives a direct relationship between the expansion at s = 1 and the 

expansion at s = {). But in the p-adic case there is no functional 

equation, and no one has yet been able to explain the analogy 

between the Leopoldt and the Gross formulas, in the sense of provid

ing a direct link between the two types of p-adic regulators. 

Grass's conjectured formula was motivated by: Ferrero-Greenberg's 

proof [29] -that p-adic Dirichlet L-series have at most a simple zero 

at O· and a conjecture of Stark and Tate concerning the leading 

coefficient at 0 of classical Artin L-series. Grass's conjecture 

is known to be true when K is an abelian extension of Q, In the 

abelian over Q case it reduces to the case when P is a one

dimensional character, mp= 1, and the conjecture asserts that 

L~(s,p) Rp,Gross(p) A(p) IO at s=O. 

We shall give Gross 1 s variant of Ferrero-Greenberg's original proof 

of this fact. 

Gross developed his conjecture as a p-adic analog of a 

conjecture of Stark [90] and Tate [93]. Instead of giving the 

Stark-Tate conjecture in the general setting, I'll illustrate the 

idea by showing how it interprets the classical formula (see §II.5) 

:X"- -a L(l,x) = - d L.., x(a) log(l - S ) , 
O<a<d 

(1.1) 

where X is a nontrivial Dirichlet character of conductor d, S 

is a primitive d-th root of 1, and g = E X(a) Sa , x 
For simplicity, we take the case when X is a nontrivial even 

character and d = pN is a power of an odd prime p. 
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Let where is a primitive d-th root of 1, and 

let 

K = Q(n, 

= Q(( +(-1) be its maximal totally real subfield. Then 

Gal(K/Q) ru (Z/dZ)*, a (() =(a, and Gal(K+/Q) ~ (Z/dZ)*/{+1). a -

Let G denote (Z/dZ)*/{±1}, so that summation over aE G means 

taking representatives from half of the residue classes in (Z/dZ)*. 

Let g be a generator of the cyclic 

that d is an odd prime power), so that 

Gal(K+/Q). Let 
a -l 

E=(S-S-l)g 
cg - r;:-g 

group (Z/dZ)* 

a EGal(K+/Q) 
g 

(recall 

generates 

i;; - i;;-1 
Then it can be shown ([61], p. 85) 

K+ (also in K), i.e., {oas}aEG 

that is a Minkowski unit in 

generate a subgroup of finite 

index in the group E of units of K+. Let E c E denote this 
tye 

group of "cyclotomic units". (Equivalently, the OaE are multipli-

catively independent except for the single relation ITaEG OaE =NE 

"'1. The situation is a little messier when d is not a prime 

power.) 

Let C[G] be the group-ring over the complex numbers of G 

(Z/dZ)*/{±1}. Let I be the ideal generated by the element 

E <:1EG 0 • Then it is easy to see that E 
eye 

is a free rank-one 

Z[G]/I-module with generator E, where we define 

""II."" E 8a = (at:) , L.., a0 a E Z[G]/I; 

and E 0c is a free rank-one C[G]/I-module. eye 

Let X denote C[G]/I. Let LOG: X--+--X be the map defined 

on a basis element by 

LOG(o ) 
a 2 loglobo s! 

b E G a 

-1 
crb • 

The determinant of LOG is clearly the regulator of K+ (times 

the index [E:Ecyc]). We can write the map LOG explicitly as 

LOG(o) :2: loglt;;abg - t;;-abgl o~l· 
a bEG i;;ab_i;-ab 
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It is easy to check that this is a well-defined map from X to X. 

An irreducible representation of C[G]/I is the same as a non

trivial even character mod d. Let X be such a character. Define 

the 

LOG 

by 

x-regulator RX to be the determinant of the map induced by 

on V ~ X, where G acts on the I-dimensional space VX 
Xc[G] 

X· Here V @ X 
Xc[G] 

can simply be identified with the x-eigen 

space of X, i.e., the I-dimensional subspace spanned by E)((a)a. 
a 

Then 

LOG (r ){(a) aa) = " -1 ,l_, x(a) loglob0a£1 ab 
a,b E G 

Thus 

RX 

2 X(b) XCc) logjacr.:I a _1 b,c 1.:: G b 

( 2 x(a) logloa£1) ( 2 x(b) 
aE:G b€G 

2 X<a) 
a£G 

X(2) Cx(g)-1) 2 x(a) logll-c-al 
a£G 

d 
= x~Z) <x(g)-1) I x(a) log(l-c-a) 

a=l 

(because X is even, and 

(c ab) 

Comparing with (1.1), we see that the only difference between RX 

and L(l,x) is an algebraic factor; that is, RX is the trans

cendental part of L(l,x). It is this fact which Stark and Tate 

generalize in their conjecture. 

We get a companion fact about the behavior of L(s,x) near 

s = 0 if we use the functional equation for L(s,x), which relates 

L(s,x) to L(l-s,)(), and hence relates behavior near s=l to 
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behavior near s = 0. Suppose X is a nontrivial even character. 

Then the functional equation is (see, e.g., [41], p. 5): 

= g,X('a")s L(l-s. X°) 
L(s.x) f{s) cos(s/2) • 

If we let ~O and write f(s) = f{s + 1) /s, we find that 

L{O,x)=O 

trivial), 

(which we knew, since Bl,X = 0 for X even and non

and the Taylor expansion at s = 0 starts out 

L(s,x) 
•x -.= s 2 L(l,x) + higher terms. 

Hence, the transcendental part of the first nonzero Taylor coeffi

cient is the same as the transcendental part of L(l,)(), i.e., it 

of 

R-. Note that the non-vanishing of x -
L(l,X), and at 0 it implies that 

simple, .i.e., L'(O,X) 1 0. 

RX implies non-vanishing 

the zero of L(s,X} is 

More generally, the Stark-Tate conjecture can be stated equi

valently in terms of the behavior near either 1 or O, thanks to 

the functional equation. 

In the p-adic case, there is no known (or expected) functional 

equation, and so there are two completely different p-adic analogs 

of the Stark-Tate conjecture, one at s = 1 (due to Leopoldt and 

Serre), and one at s = 0 (due to Gross). 

2. Leopoldt 1 s p-adic regulator 

Let K be a totally real number field, n = [K:Q]-. By Dirich

let's unit theorem, the group E of units of K is the product of 

the roots of 1 in K and a free abelian group of rank n-1. Let 

el,'·· ,en-1 
¢: K~.11 

be generators of this free abelian group, 

n P 
algebraically 

be all of the n 

closed field iJ 
p 

K 

possible imbeddings of 

The Leopoldt (p-adic) 

of the (n-1) x (n-1) is defined as the determinant 

{ln $i(ej)}l<. '<n-1' 
p - J., J -

Let $
1

, ... , 

K into the 

regulator of 

matrix 

(2.1) 

Lemma. 
dent up to 

The Leopoldt regulator R ; 

± 1 of the choice of basis 

R (K) is indepen-p, Leopold t 
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{e.} and the ordering of 
J 



Any other basis e• = {e'} 
j 

(n-1) x (n-1) 

can be written in the form 

z and det M 

M 

±1. 
{"k/ 

The notation e' = eM here means that 

is an matrix with 

Then also ( mk·J IT ¢i ek J • and ln $.e' 
k p r 

lnp¢i(e,'.) = E II\.· ln ¢.(ek), 
k J p ]._ 

i.e., This means that 

replacing e by e' in (2.1) amounts to multiplying the matrix 

(2.1) by M on the right. Since det M = ±1, 

of choice of basis e is clear. 

the independence 

Rearranging the ¢ 1 , .•• ,¢n-l clearly changes the determinant 

at most by a sign. It remains to consider what happens if some ¢k' 
n 

1 _s_ k ~ n-1, changes plaiies with ¢n. Since IT ¢i(ej) = 1 for 

any unit e we have L ln $.(e.) = O, andi:~ adding all the 
j. i=l p ]._ J nf 

other rows to the k-th row gives ln ¢.(ej) = -ln ¢ (e.) 
i=l p i p n J 

the k-th row; hence interchanging ¢k and ¢n only changes the 

determinant by a minus sign, and the lemma is proved. 

The Leopoldt conjecture. 
real number field K. 

R (K) # 0 for any totally 
p,Leopoldt 

in 

In the simplest case, when n = 2, i.e., K is real quadratic, 

the non-vanishing of Rp,Leopoldt(K) simply says that ln 
p 

of a 

fundamental unit Since the kernel of the is nonzero. ln 
p 

e map 

consists of powers of p times roots of unity, while ord 
p 

of 

unit is 0 and e is not a root of 1, it immediately follows 

that ln e # O. 
p 

More generally, we shall prove Leopoldt's conjecture for all 

abelian extensions K of Q, The proof relies upon the p-adic 

version of the following deep theorem of transcendence theory. 

Baker's theorem [9]. If 

are linearly independent over 

0 # a. E Q c C and 
r 

Q, then {log ai} 
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are linea:::-ly 

any 

independeqt over Q. 

But before showing how the Leopoldt conjecture for K/Q abelian 

can be derived from the p-adic Baker theorem, we first give another 

interpretation of this conjecture, in terms of which one can state 

a natural more general conjecture. 

Let K be a number field with ring of integers 0 and group 

of units E. Let [K:Q] = n = r
1 

+2r
2

, where r 1 (2r2) is the 

number of real (complex) imbeddings. 

primes of K dividing p, and let 

pletion of 0 c K. Let Ni denote 

Let Pi' i=l,. •. ,g, be the 

Op. c Kp. be the P. -adic com-
' r r 

Let 

A = fI 
i=l 

the norm from Kp to 
i 

Q . 
p 

Let E
0 

c E be the subgroup of units of norm +l; E
0 

has index 

2 in E if 0 has units with norm -1, otherwise E
0 

= E. Then 

EOC Q~Qp. imbeds in A0 • 
r 

Let 

of what 

be the closure of 

looks like, let 

E
0 

in A
0

. To get a concrete idea 

e 1 , ... ,e + _1 E E be a set of 
rl r2 

fundamental units of norm +l, i.e., they generate E
0 

modulo 

roots of 1. Thus, E = 
0 

a root of 1}. 

let 

e' = 
j 

N be an integer such that 1 (mod Pi) for all i 
g 

For example, N can be chosen to be IT (q.-1), where 
i=l ]._ 

is the number of elements in the residue field 0/Pi. 

Then e' 
j 

can be raised to p-adic powers 

Now 

and 

q. = 
r 

Let 

in 

because its image in each is close to 1. It is easy to see 

that E
0 

c A
0 

6· n 
nrre.J e'. j 

is precisely the set of elements of the form 

where n is a root of 1, and 
J J 

Proposition. For K totally real, Leopoldt's conjecture is 
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equivalent to the assertion that E
0 

is a subgroup of finite index 

in A0• 

Thus, if K has r 2 pairs of complex i~beddings, a natural 

generalization of Leopoldt's conjecture is: A0/E0 is isomorphic 
r2 

to (finite group) x zp • 

Proof of proposition. First note that the fundamental units 

can be raised to some power 
NM 

e P 
j 

such that the image of 
M 

e~p -1 
J 

in op. has p-adic absolute value less than 
p-1/(p-l) for all 

1 

i, j. For example, if all of the 

N 

are unramified (and p > 2), 

then we need only take 

e~:l(modP.) 
J 1 

for all 

ej' where 

i, j. Let 

is chosen as above so 
NpM 

ej , let E' = e' 
j 

that 
a 

lITe'. Jj 
J 

CljEZ}cE
0

, E' 
O· 

{Ile' JI 
j 

Then E' has finite 

index in E0 , and E• has finite index in E0 • 

Note that, if we replace ej by e' 
j 

in the definition of R 

Rp,Leopoldt' 
obtaining a new determinant R ', the effect is to 

multiply the regulator by a nonzero constant (in fact, by 

or since each entry in the (n-1) x (n-1) matrix is 

multiplied by NpM, and we also have to throw in a 2 if E
0 

t- E) • 

Thus, the proposition is equivalent to: R' = 0 if and only if 

Let [Kp ' Q ] 
i p 

be the local degree, and let crit' 

••• ,ni' be the imbeddings KP.__,.. 0 
i p 

0 = o. Op . Let 
Pi,t it i 

I: yi=O}. Define 

B = l1 n 
p' 

LOG: A--+--B 

and let 

by 
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Let 

B = 
0 

t 1, 

Let 0' 
pi 

= l><O* I Jx-1Jp<p-1!<p-1li, 
pi 

which is a subgroup of 

finite index in 0* . (Since 
pi joitx- lip 

jx-lj .) Let 

is independent of the 

imbedding, we denote it be an element 
p 

with We claim that ln 
p 

map' O' = o. 0' 
pi,t it pi 

isomorphically to IT. Op , 
it i't 

To see this, 

first check that for any Ct€ op the series 
i't 

c1 + 'ITit)Ct = L (~)1Tit 
converges to an element of o· whose p-adic distance from 1 is 

pi,t 

ja'IT. I . Since ln and the exponential function give mutually 
it p p 

inverse isomorphisms between the open disc of radius p-l/(p-l) 

around 1 and the open disc of 

follows that O' 
pi 

op. 
(1 +'IT.) i 

1 

p-1/(p-l) 

'IT. op . 
it i't 

around o, it 

Thus, 
g 
IT 

i=l 
is a subgroup of finite index in gA which is 

LOG to the free rank-one (±)Op -module taken isomorphically by 
i=l i 

in B generated by ( ••• ln ('IT. ) ••• )._
1 

. ~1 · p it i- , ••. ,g,t- , ••• ,n1 
rank 00 = n, 

zP Pi 
it follows that rank

2 
LOG(A) = n, and 

_p 

Since 

rank
2 

LOG(A
0

) 
p 

= n-1. Since LOG maps E' c ITO' isomorphically to 
pi 

the Z -submodule of 
p BO spanned by 

{( ••• lnpoitej ••• )i,t} j=l, ••• ,n-1' 

it follows that 

[A
0

: E• J < 00 # [LOG(A
0

): LoccE•) J < "" 

# rank
2 

LOG('E') = n-1 
p 

# the set of vectors (2.2) has rank n-1 

# R' /- O. Q.E.D. 

The proposition just proved can be paraphrased roughly as 
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follows: Leopoldt's conjecture says that a system of fundamental 

units is independent not only over z, but even over 

We now prove Leopoldt's conjecture in the abelian over Q case. 

Theorem. Let K be a totally real abelian extension of Q. 

Then Rp,Leopoldt(K) # O. 

Proof. Fix an imbedding 

[K:Q]. Then the imbeddings 

be any fixed element of G. 

K. Then 

<jl: K~Q. 
p 

<jli: K~Qp 

Let {e.} be 
J 

Let G = Gal(K/Q), 

are {rJi 0 er}
0

EG. Let 

a basis of the units 

R Rp,Leopoldt(K) = Det {ln qio(e )}. { }" p j J=l, .•. ,n-1; er E G- o
0 

If R == O, then the rows of this matrix are linearly dependent 

over Q , i.e., p" 0 
L, aer lnprJlo(ej) 

o E G-{o
0

} 
o, j=l, .•. ,n-1, 

n= 

"o 
of 

for some a
0 

E Q not all zero. Since any unit 
0 p 

e is a root of 1 

times a product of the ej' we have 

Then 

2 
OeG 

aO ln "O(e) = 0 er P't' , a
0 

== O 
0 ' 

0 
for all uni ts e, (2.3)-

Let l1 [G] be the group•ring over Q of G. Define 
p p 

I { 2 a0 er E l1 [G] I 2 a0 ln qio(e) = O for all units e}. 
OEG p OEG p 

I is an ideal of Qp[G], since it is clearly closed under 

addition, and for any 'TE G, La o E I ::::} La ln rJlO(Te) 
o 0 er p 

0 

for all units 

element of I. Since a
0 

= 0 
0 ' 0 

0 
By (2. 3) , L a

0 
a is an 

this element is not a multiple of 

'0. Hence, we can find a nontrivial character x: G~Q; such 

f(o)=ao that (This is because the function a 

on G can be expanded as a linear combination of chaTacters of G: 

with if c = 0 for all non-x 
trivial x, then f would be a multiple of the trivial character, 
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and 0 
Laa a would be a multiple of Lo.) 

So let x 0 -1 
be such that L: a

0 
X (a) of. 0, 

Then, since I is an ideal, it contains 

and let 

0 
x 

Since the coefficient is nonzero, it follows that OX EI. 

all units that also 

Thus, I 

a
1 

= Lo EI, because II o(e) = 1 

contains OX - o
1 

2 (X(O) -1) o, 
O/.id 

for 

i.e., 

<x(o) - 1) ln <jlo(e) 
p 

0 for all units e. 

(2. 4) 

Note 

e. 

(2.5) 

We now use the p-adic version of Baker's theorem, which was 

proved by Brumer [15]. It is the same theorem, except that log 

is replaced by ln , 
p 

c is replaced by 0 ' p 
and we fix an imbed-

ding of Q in Q 
p 

instead of 

p-adic Baker theorem. If 

are linearly independent over 

dent over Q, 

c. 

0 -I 
Q, 

That is, 

cti € Q c Qp 

then they are 

and {ln o..} c n 
p i p 

linearly indepen-

Because of this theorem, we may conclude from (2.5) that for 

all e the set {ln $O(e)} G {"d} is linearly dependent over 
p 0 € - ]._ 

Q, i.e., over z. Thus, for every e there are integers 

such that ln qi( II o(e)mcr) = O, 
p OEG 

with i.e., 

is a 

zero, 

power of p 
m 

II o(e) 0 

times a root of 1. Since ord 
p 

of any unit is 

must be a root of 1. Thus, replacing by a 

multiple, we obtain: for each e there exist 

butwith mid""O, such that IIo(e)lllo""l 

not all zero, 

But, by a theorem of Minkowski ([73], p. 90), there exists a 

unit e such that 
ma 

II o(e) = 1, implies that all of the 

That is, there exist units whose conjugates are multipli-
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catively independent except for the single relation Ne 

This contradiction proves the theorem. 

IIo(e)=l, 

The Leopoldt conjecture for all totally real fields would fol

low from the following conjecture in transcendence theory. 

Conjecture (Schanuel) . .!f o.
1

, ••• ,o.r E C are linearly indepen

dent over Q, 

~ r. 

The same holds if a
1
,, .. ,ctr.: Qp are in the disc of convergence of 

the p-adic exponential function and are linearly independent over 

Q. 

To see how Leopoldt's conjecture would follow from Schanuel's 

conjecture, we shall suppose that K is Galois (the general case 

can readily be reduced to the Galois case), in which case Minkow

ski1s theorem cited above ensures the existence of a unit e which 

together with its conjugates oi(e), 

subgroup of finite index in the unit 

ai.: Gal(K/Q), generates a 

imbeddings K~Q • 
p 

group. 

In Schanuel's conjecture let 

be the 

r = n-1, 

lnp¢i(e), i= l, .•• ,n-1. Replacing the full unit group by the sub

group generated by the ¢i(e) only changes the regulator by a 

nonzero constant multiple. If we set ej=¢j(e), we have ¢i(ej)= 

¢(oioj(e)). The regulator for the ej is then the determinant of 

a matrix each of whose rows is a permutation of 

o.l o.2 • • • Cln-1 (-a -a -•••-a ) 
1 2 n-1 

~ith one entry omitted. Schanuel's conjecture says that o.1 , ••• , 

o.n-l are algebraically independent. But vanishing of the regula

tor would give a nontrivial algebraic relation between the a's. 

(The easiest way to see the non-triviality of the polynomial in 

al''·· ,o.n-1 is to note that if it were the zero polynomial, then 

the classical regulator, which is the same determinant with 

logl¢<oi(e))I, ¢: K~C, would also vanish, and it is well 

known that the classical regulator is nonzero.) 
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3. Grass's p-adic regulator 

Let K c C be a Galois extension of a totally real field k. 

Let T be complex conjugation. Suppose we ha~e an imbedding 

$: K~Q 
p 

other such 

which extends a fixed imbedding k~Qp. 

imbedding is of the form ¢00, o.: Gal (K/k), 

Then any 

By a complex 

conjugation of ¢(K) c Qp we mean the image of under any of 

these imbeddings ¢00, i.e., any of 

(¢oO)oTo(¢oo)-l = ¢o(OTO-l)o¢-l of 
the automorphisms 

<l>(K). If K/k 

then of course there is only one complex conjugation 

is abelian, 

¢oTo¢ -l of 

~(K). 

Let k be totally real. Suppose we are given a representation 

p: Gal(k/k)~Aut(V), 

where V is a finite dimensional vector space over Qp' which is 

trivial on Gal(k/K) c Gal(k/k), i.e., p can be considered as a 

representation of the quotient Gal(K/k). If p 

conjugation is the automorphism 1 (resp. -1), 

an~ (resp. odd) represent:ation. 

of any complex 

it is said to be 

Using results of Deligne and Ribet [21], one can associate a 

p-adic L-function L (s,p) to any even representation p, (If p 
p 

is not e.ven, the associated p-adic L-function is identically zero.) 

Lp(s,p) is a meromorphic function from 

jectured to be holomorphic, except for 

Z to 
p 

a pole at 

contains the tri\Tial representation. LP (s ,p) 

"p-adic Artin L-series associated to p." 

n . 
p 
s = 1 

It is con

when p 

is called the 

Example. Let k = Q and K = Q(C), where C is a primitive 

d-th root of 1. Let dim V 1, i.e., p is a one-dimensional 

character. Such characters p correspond to Dirichlet characters 

x: (Z/dZ)*......,...Q* by the correspondence 
p 

p(oj) e = X(j) e, oj E Gal(K/Q) ::::: (Z/dZ)*, 

where 

by a 

e is a basis of V = Q e and 
p 

as usual by o. (C) = Cj. Then 
J 
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E (Z/dZ)* is determined 

p is even (resp. odd) if 



X(-1) = 1 (resp. X(-1) = -1). In this case the p-adic Artin L-series 

associated to p is simply the p-adic Dirichlet L-series LP(s,X) 

which we studied in Chapter II. 

In this example, recall that Lp(s,X) p'-adically interpolates 

the algebraic numbers 

where w is the Teichmiiller character. Grass's conjecture concerns 

the expansion near s = 0 of the p-adic Artin L-series Lp(s,p). 

In the present example note that when 1-k = 0 in the above formula, 

the p-adic L-function is related to the classical L-function for 

the character -1 xw Specifically, 

LP(O,x) = (l-xw-
1

(p)) L(O,xw-
1

) 
-1 

= (1-xw (p)) (-B _1J 
l,xw 

(3.1) 

If x is even, then 
-1 

xw is odd. The Gross conjecture for the 

expansion of Lp(s,p) near s= O, which in some sense is a vast 

generalization of (3.1), will thus involve expressions associated 

to the odd representation p@w-1 • 

It will take us a while to work up to the precise statement of 

Grass's conjecture. We first define the "p-units" of a number field 

lelv=l for all valuations vtp}. 

This means that {l) in the factorization of the fractional ideal 
m 

(e) = IIP P only Pip occur; and (2) under all imbeddings K~C, 

e has complex absolute value 1. Note that the p-units are not 

contained in the ring of integers 0 c K. Condition (2) means that 

the m for P must be negative the m for any complex conjugate 

prime ideal o-ro-1 (P). If all of the m=O, then it is well known 

that condition (2) implies that e is a root of 1. 

In the above example, when K = Q(S), an example of a p-unit 

is a ratio of Gauss sums of the form (see Chapter IIi) 

g{X , ~ oTr)d/g(X-1 , ~ oTr)d. 
a TT a TT 

We shall see that these p-units play a crucial role in the case 
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when K is abelian over Q, which is the one case where Gross's 

conjecture is proved. 

The basic case which is of interest is when K is a CM ("com

plex multiplication") field, 

of a totally real field K+. 

i.e,, a quadratic imaginary extension 

In that case there is only one complex 

conjugation, namely, the unique nontrivial element T of Gal(K/K+), 

and we denote a = Ta for a EK and P = TP for a prime ideal P 

of K. Thus, if K is a CM field, (1) and (2) give 

=} (e)=Il(P/P)"'p. 
PIP 

(3.2) 

Writing (e) additively gives a homomorphism 

E(p) (K)--... © z (P - P), 

where the sum is over primes P of K dividing p, one from each 

complex conjugate pair. The kernel of this homomorphism is the 

group of rbots of 1 in K, and the image certainly contains 

G)h Z (P- P), where h is the class number of K, because, if we 

write the principal ideal Ph= (a), we have 

E(p)(k) 3 a/CT~ h (P-P). 

Thus, if we tensor the Z-module E = E(p)(K) (i.e., the abelian 

group with respect to multiplication, which we write additively) 

with Q (thereby killing roots of 1), we obtain a Q-vector space 

E@ Q ~ (j) Q (P - P). 
z 

We shall want to adjust the above homomorphism E ~© z(P-P) 

given by er-+- (e) = E mp (P -P). Namely, at each P insert the 

residue degree fp = [0/P: Fp]' where 0 is the ring of integers 

of K and Fp is the field of p elements. Also, insert a minus 

sign. Thus, let 

'±'(e) d~f - 2 mpfp (P - 15), 

This map 'f' extends to an isomorphism 'f': E0Q~(SiQ (P - P). 

It is not hard to construct the inverse W of the "divisor 

map" If'. Let h be the class number of K, and write Ph= (a). 
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Let e a;~ E E. Then e is determined by P up to a root of 

unity, and so the element 

<(P-P) = __:l_ e e E@Q (3.3) 
hfp 

is well-defined. Extend qi by linearity to (3 Q (P-P). Clearly 

qi and If' are inverse to one another, These maps allow us- to 

think of E@ Q as divisors, and to think of any additive function 

on E which kills roots of unity (for example, 

function on the divisors G) Q (P - i5). 

ln ) 
p 

as a 

We now define a function LOG (not the same function as the 

LOG in the preceding section) by letting 

all imbeddings, letting P¢ be the prime 

is defined by 

¢: K~l1p run through 

ideal dividing p which 

and setting 

LOG(e) = 

l¢Cx)! <l}, 
p 

2 ln <)(e) P ,, 
<) p ' 

Combining terms with the same P¢, we have 

LOG(e) = 2 ln (Np (e)) (P - P) e (±) Q (P - P), 
p p p 

(3.4) 

where the sum, as usual, is over Pip, one taken from each complex 

conjugate pair. Here Np(e) is the local norm NK /Q (¢(e)), 
p p 

where ¢ is any imbedding for which P = P¢. Since LOG kills 

roots of 1 and is linear on E (i.e., LOG(e1e2) = LOG(e1) + 

LOG(e
2
)), it extends uniquely to E@Q, and so, via <J:l, to 

(±) Q (P- P)' 

LQG, 0 Q (P - PJ-0 Q (P - P). 
p 

(3.5) 

Since LOG kills only roots of 1 in E, it is easy to see that 

its image in (3 Q (P - P) has Q-rank g, where 2g is the 
p 

number of primes P over p. 

But the interesting question is the Qp-rank of the image, In 

even Qp-independent as other words, are the vectors LOG(ej) 

{ej} runs through a "fundamental set 
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of p-units" (i.e., a maximal 

set of. p-units which are multiplicatively independent)? Gross con

jectures that they are. 

Gross's first conjecture. Let 

@ QP (P - P) obtained by extending 

.!.£ (S> Qp (P - P). Define 

R p, Gross (K) 

Then 

Det LOGQ • 
p 

Rp,Gross(K) I- O. 

LOGq 
p 

LOG 

be the endomorphism of 

linearly from (S> Q (P - i5) 

We continue to let K denote a CM field, a purely imaginary 

quadratic extension of the totally real field K+, and let k 

denote the totally real ground field. Let G = Gal(K/k), and let 

p: G~Aut(V) be a representation in a finite dimensional l1 -
p_ 

vector space V. (Note: Any continuous representation p: Gal(k/k) 

--+-Aut(V) which is even (resp. odd) factors through Gal(K/k) 

for some CM field K, where p is even (resp. odd) if its value 

on, complex conjugation is 1 (resp. -1); since we shall only 

consider such P~ there is no loss of generality in taking K to 

be a 9M field.) 

G also acts on the Qp-vector space 

X d~f (S> Qp (P - 15) 

by permuting the divisors P- i'. We write PCJ for CJP; note 

that pOT =OTP·= (PT)CJ. Note that complex conjugation acts by -1. 

We can combine the action of G on V with its action on X by 

looking at the subspace 

of G-invariant elements in the tensor product. (In our discussion 

of L(l,X) and the Stark-Tate conjecture in §1, we dealt 

V 0 X. For one-dimensional x. this is isomorphic to 
Xc[G] 

reflecting the fact that the behavior of L(s,X) near s = 1 is 
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related by the functional equation to the behavior of L(s,X) near 

s = O.) 

To see what (VG')X)G looks like, suppose that G acts tran

sitively on the primes P of K over p (i.e., there is only one 

prime of k over p), and let P
0 

be a fiXed prime ideal of K 

over p. Let DO c G be the decomposition group of We shall 

suppose that 

(V@X)G is 

the representation p is odd. 

isomorphic to the subspace VDO 
D 

Then as a vector space 

of V left fixed by 

p (0
0
): namely, let v E V 0 correspond to 

2 p(o)v@P~ E (v@x)G. 
a mod D

0 

To give a simple example, suppose that k = Q, K = Q(~), ~ a 

primitive d-th root of 1, G "" (Z/dZ)*, and p is one-dimensional. 

Thus, p is given by a Dirichlet character x: G___.,.Q~. 

suppose that p = n P0 splits completely in K, i.e., 
0 

Further 

d]p-1. 

In that case is spanned by the vector 2 x(o) P~. 
a,G 

OX E Qp[G) (Compare with the definition (2.4) of in the proof 

of Leopoldt's 

p "t. 1 (mod d), 

but (V@X)G 

conjecture for K/Q abelian.) More generally, if 

(V@X)G if x(p) = l,_ then the same element spans 

0 if x<Pl 'i. 
Returning to the general case of an odd representation P of 

G = Gal(K/k), K a CM field and k totally real, we see that the 

endomorphism LOG-n of X = (±) Q (P - i5) is G-equivariant. This 
p p 

is because, for e E E = E(p) (K) and o E G, 

LOG(oe) L ln ¢(oe) P" = L 1n ¢(e) P _1 = 2 ln ¢(e) P%, 
¢ P ' ¢ P ¢a ¢ P 

a since we have P 1 P" = oP directly from the definition (3.4). 
¢0- ' ¢ 

Thus, "LOGQ induces an endomorphism of (V@X)G, which we 
p 

denote LOGv. Grass's regulator for p is defined as 

Det LOGv. 
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If the first Gross conjecture is true, then 

morphism, and Rp,Gross(p) f o. 
is also an iso-

The earlier iegulator Rp,Gross(K) is a special case of 

Rp,Gross(p). Namely, let k = 0", and let p: Gal(K/K+)--.-{±1} 

be the unique nontrivial character. Then Cv©x)G ""X, and 

Rp,Gross(p) = Rp,Gross(K). 

Recall that if G = Gal(K/k) permutes the primes P of K 

lying over p --i.e., if 

P --then dim (V@X)G 

there is 

dim v0 o, 
only one prime of k lying over 

where "o is one of the decom-

position groups. More generally, if there is more than one prime 

r 
I 
Q 

Then for each i, 

Pi' and the same 

a vector space to 

G permutes the P · - 1 ij ' J - • • • • • gi, lying over 

argument shows that (V@X)G is isomorphic as 

(±) v
0
i, where Di is the decomposition group 

Then 

We let 

dim (V@X)G 
'\ D. L dim v 1 

i 

Rp,Gross(p) is the determinant of an m x m 
p p matrix. 

For example, if V is one-dimensional, i.e., if p: Gal(K/k) 

~Q; is a one-dimensional character, then m is equal to the 

number of primes Pi of k lying over p suchpthat p is trivial 

(and hence on all) of the decomposition groups Di of primes on one 

of K lying over pi In the case of one-dimensional P, 
turally the mp vanishing Euler factors 

Deligne-Ribet [21] function L ( p ) at p s, w 

(1-P(P.)) in the 
' s = 0 should lead 

conjec-

to an 

s = O; and it is further conjectured [29] that the 

zero is of order exactly 

Lp(s,pw) has a multiple 

mp But it has not even been proved that 

zero at s = 0 when mp> 1. 
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Gross'·s conjecture, which presumes that the order of zero is at 

s ~ in the Taylor expan-concerns the coefficient of least mp, 

sion at s=O of L (s,pw). 
p 

assertion that 

In terms of his conjecture, we shall 

zero see that the 

at s=O is equivalent 

Lp(s,pw) has exactly an mp-fold 

· h" f R (p) • to non-vanis 1ng o p,Gross 

Grass's conjectured leading coefficient of Lp(s,pw) at s=O 

inCludes a certain algebraic number coming from the complex-analytic 

Artin L-series whose special values are p-adically interpolated by 

L (s,p). we first recall the definition of the Artin L-series 

a~sociated to a representation p: Gal(K/k)~Aut(V), where now 

v is a finite dimensional complex vector space. Let P be any 

prime of k (not necessarily lying over p). Let q = Nk/cf'· Let 

p be a prime of K over p. Let Ip c Gal(K/k) be the, inertia 

group of P, and let Dp c Gal(K/k) be its decomposition group. 

Let Fp.:: Dp be any automorphism such that Fpx =- xq (mod P) for 

any x in the ring of integers 0 of K. This Frobenius Fp is 

uniquely determined up to an element of Ip· Hence the "local 

factor at P" 

Det (1- q-sp(Fp)jv
1P), 

Ip 
where V is the subspace of vectors fixed by does not 

depend on the choice of Frobenius for P. If we change the choice 

of prime 

and 

p of K lying over P, the effect is to conjugate 

by some element of Gal(K/k). Hence the determinant is 

unaffected. Thus, the above local factor depends only on p, P, 

and the complex variable s. The Artin L-series L(s,P) is defined 

as the product of these local factors over all primes P of k. 

This Euler product converges for Re(s) > 1 and has a meromorphic 

continuation onto the entire complex plane. The Artin conjecture 

asserts that it is holomorphic,except for a pole at 

contains the trivial representation. 

s= 1 if P 

Example. Take the simple case when k = Q, K = Q(~), c a 

primitive d-th root of 1, G = Gal(K/k) (Z/dZ)*, 

· · · ha ter X·" G ~C*. If the ideal (p) pr1m1t1ve c rac 

no 

and 

of 

p 

Q 

is a 

divides 

d, then it ramifies in K, and 1p 
of the map (Z/dZ)*~(Z/d'Z)*, 

(for any Pjp) is the kernel 
ord d 

where d' = d/p P • Since 

X is primitive, it is nontrivial on 

the local factor at p is 1. 

Ip, and so VIp = O. Thus, 

If, on the other hand, prd, 

local factor is (1 - p-sX(p))-1. 

L(<,p) = TT <1 - p-'x<p))-1 

pyd 

then Fp = p ~ (Z/dZ)*, 

Hence, 

which is the usual Dirichlet L-series. 

and the 

Recall that in the case of Dirichlet L-series, before p-adically 

interpolating its values at negative integers we had to modify it 

by removing the Euler factor at p: 

L xitl = TT c1 - t-'xCtl)-1 
pfn ns t;!p 

A similar modification is required in the general case of Artin 

L-series before we can make the transition to p-adic Artin L-series. 

Namely, given our fixed prime p, we define the modified Artin 

L-series L*(s,p) to be the product of the local factors at all 

primes of k not dividing p. 

gers 

of 

in the case of Dirichlet L-series, the values at negative inte-

X· 

l·-n are -B In.:: Q(x), 
n,x the field generated by the values 

A similar fact was proved for Artin L-series L(s,p) by 

Siegel [89]. Namely, first note that the representation p: Gal(K/k) 

--...Aut(V) car. be obtained by extension of scalars from a repre

sentation in a K-vector space VK, where K is a finite Galois 

extension of Q. (In other words, for a suitable basis of V, the 

matrix extries in p(o), OEGal{K/k), are all in K.) Then Siegel 

showed that L(l-n,p) EK, and, if crp, CT E Gal(K/Q), denotes the 

representation obtained by composing p with the action of 0 on 

Aut(V;>, then L(l-n,op) "'CTL(l-n,p). The same is then clearly 

true of the modified L-function L*(l-n,p). 

By fixing once and for all an imbedding we can 
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consider p as giving a p-adic representation, which we also denote 

p, in vK@n , which we also denote V. Then there exists a 
K p 

meromorphic function Lp(s,p) on Zp with values in rip which 

satisfies 

LP (1-n,p) L*(l-n,p@w-n), n~2 

(where we use the fixed imbedding Q ~n to identify complex and 
p 

p-adic representations and L-function values). When n = 1, this 

relation 

LP (O,p) 

is also known to hold if p is one-dimensional (or a direct sum of 

representations induced from one-dimensional representations); it 

is conjectured to hold for general p. Lp(s,P) is identically 

zero unless p is an even representation. 

Gross now defines a second modification L**(s,P) of the Artin 

L-series. Recall that to get the first modification L*(s,P), we 

threw out the local factors at primes P of k over p, by 

multiplying by the determinants (here P is any prime of K over 

P, q = NP) 

Det (1 - q-sp(Fp) Iv 
1
P). 

To get L**(s,P), we put back in part of that local factor, by 

dividing by the subdeterminants 

Det (1 - q-8p(Fp)jvDP) 

for Pip, where we restrict Fp to the part of v invariant under 

the whoi;-e decomposition group Dp. Since 

p(Fp) [v P ==identity, and so we define 
o~ 

-s -dim V p 
(1- q ) L**(s,p) def L*(,,p) TI 

P]p 

we have 

For example, if p is one-dimensional, this meahs that we put 

back in the ;Euler factors 

instance, if k = Q, K 

G = Gal(K/k) ~ (Z/dZ)*, 

(1 - q-8p(Fp) )-l when p(Fp) = 1. 

Q(S), ~ a primitive d-th root of 

and p corresponds to the Dirichlet 
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For 

1, 

character x. then L*(s,x) 

IL*(a,x) if 
L**(s,x) = 

L(s,x) if 

== (l-p-8X(p)) L(s,x), 

X(p). 1, 

X(p) = 1. 

and 

The reason for this second modification is as follows. The 
_, 

- q of the factors subdeterminants Det (1 
Det (1 - q_, p(FpJ]v

1
P) that are thrown in to get L*(s,p) bring 

of order dim vDP. Hence, L*(s,p) has an in zeros at S"'O 

s = 0, where m = I: dim vDP. 
p p 

mp-fold zero at 

interpolates the values L*(l-n, p), 

Since LP (1-n,p@wn) 

it is conjectured that 

Lp(s,pw) also has an 

follows from the mere 

mp -fold zero at s = 0, but this by no means 

fact that L (s,p) interpolate~ L*(- p) p 0 "• • 

To obtain the coefficient of the leading term of LP (s,p) at 

by the factors that conjecturally s = o, Gross therefore divides 

give the zeros at s = O. 

Thus, the function whose value at s = 0 is conjecturally 

related to this leading term is 

L**(s,p) 

where, as usual, the product is over all primes p of k over 

q = NP, and P is some fixed choice of prime of K over p 

each P. 

p, 

for 

Since is only a nonzero function when 

and since its value at 

p is even, 

s=O is related to L(s,p@w-1), if we 

we see that L (s,p@w) at s = O should replace p by 
p 

be related to L(s,p), or rather L**(s,p), for p an odd 

representation. 

For an odd representation p, Gross defines (A stands for 

"algebraic 

A(p) 

part"): 
Dp 

L**(O,p) n fpdim V , 
p 

where the product is over all primes 
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P of k over p, is the 



decomposition group of a priille P of K over P, and fp is the 

residue degree [O/P: Fp], where o is the ring of integers of k 

(fp should not be confused with the residue degree [0/P: Fp] of 

P, or with the relative residue degree [0/P: o/P] = l/Dp; in any 

case, this product term is just 1 if k = Q.) 

Without further ado, we can finally state Grass's main conjec-

ture. 

Grass's second conjecture. If p: Gal(K/k)~Aut(V) is an 

odd representation in a finite dimensional 

then L (s,p@w) 
p 

Qp-vector space V, 

-- ' dim v"P has a zero of order exactly mp u !'ct 

s = O, and 

lim 
a-+-0 

-m 
s P L (s,p@w) 

p Rp,Gross(p) A(p), 

4. Grass's conjecture in the abe1ian over Q case 

We now prove this conjecture when k = Q and G = Gal(K/Q) is 

abelian, The conjecture is unproved in essentially any other case, 

even, for example, when k = Q(-IO) and K/k is abelian. Without 

loss of generality we may suppose that K = Q(S), S a primitive 

d-th root of 1, since any abelian extension of Q is contained 

in such a K, and all of the expressions in the conjecture remain 

the same if K is replaced by a larger field, We first prove: 

Proposition. Grass's first conjecture holds in the abelian over 

Q case i.e., LOGQ is an automorphism of 
p 

(i)o (P - PJ. 
p 

Proof. It suffices to prove that 

0 
p 

LOGQ is an automorphism 

p (We want to go to an when we extend scalars from Qp to 

algebraically closed field, so that we can decompose by the action 

of characters of G = Gal(K/Q) ~ (Z/dZ)*.) Thus, we shall show that 

LOG; E@O-(i)O (P-P) 
p p 

er---+ :Z ln (Np(e)) (P- P) 
p p 

is an isomorphism, where the sum is over primes 
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p 

(4.1) 

of K over p, 

one from each complex conjugate pair. (Recall that 

~ IQ {$(e)), where $ 

1/,0] l<i<xJI <ll.J 

is any imbedding Kc....+ Q 
p 

Np (e) denotes 

for which P = 

p 

G 

that 
acts on both E@QP and E)np (P - P), 

LOG is G-equivariant. Let us decompose 
and we have seen 

both sides by 

characters X of G. It is easy to see that the x-component of 

each side is at most one-dimensional; it is nonzero if and only if 

X is odd and X(p) = 1, In that case the x-component (E@.Q )X 
is spanned by e L -( ) ( ) - p X d~f X n On e , where e = a/a is a p-unit with 

(a) ··Ph; 

P is any 
and (E)r:ip (P-P'))X is spanned by E )((n) p0 n, where 

fixed prime ideal of K over p. It: therefore suffices 
to show that LOG(ex) of o. 

If we denote G = (Z/dZ)*, D and f ifD, 
then by (4.1) we have 

LOG(e ) = 2f 2 
X mo::G/±D 

I X:Cm) ln N (o (e)) (Pan_ pan) 
n.:: G/±D P pCTn m 

Zf .L XCn)X(j)lnNa.(e) (Pan_pan) 
n,jEG/±D ppJ 

(j = ~) 
m 

" ( 2 X(n) ln N 0 (el) ( 2 j((n) (Pon_ p0
n)\ 

n.::G/±D pp n nEG ~ 

If this is zero, then from the p-adic Baker 

follows that lnp of the algebraic numbers 

theorem (see §2) it 

Npon(e) must be 

dependent over Q. For brevity let e 
n denote the product 

taken over all T € D, so that N -1 pGn(e) "'Np(an (e)) 

~(en) for $ any fixed imbedding 

j$(x) I < l}. Thus, for some m E z 
K~Qp for which P = {x.:: 0 j 

P n not all zero we have 

m 
This means that II en n must be a., power of p times a root of unity; 

replacing mn by a suitable multiple, we obtain mn r 

some r E Z. But the ideal decomposition of II e mn II:: = p 
n 
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( 

-1 -1 m~hf 

TI (Pon /Pon ) J • 
n E G/±D 

while (p)r 

proposition. 

( TI p 
0

n )r . This contradiCtion proves the 
n E G/D 

It is curious to note the resemblance between this proof and 

the proof of Leopoldt's conjecture for K/Q abelian: in both cases 

the key step was to use the p-adic Baker theorem to conclude from 

the vanishing of a character sum that certain units are multiplica

tively dependent. 

Theorem. Gross's second conjecture holds in the abelian over 

Q ~-

Proof. Again k = Q, K = Q(~), ~ a primitive d-th root of 

1, G = Gal(K/Q) ~ (Z/dZ)*. Since any representation of the abelian 

group G decomposes into a direct sum of one-dimensional characters, 

and since both sides of Grass's conjecture can readily be verified 

to be multiplicative with respect to direct sums of representations, 

we can reduce to the case when p is one-dimensional, i.e., is a 

Dirichlet character p: G (Z/dZ)*~Q*. (We shall continue to 

use the letter p for this Dirichlet character, rather than x, 
since the letter X will soon be needed to denote a completely 

different kind of character, namely, a character of the multiplica

tive group of a finite field.) 

Now there are two cases, depending on whether or not P is 

trivial on the decomposition group D = Dp = {pj} c G (P a prime 

of K over p), i.e., we must consider: case (i) p(p); 1, 

dim vD = O; and case (ii) p(p) = 1, m = 1. Without loss of 
p 

m e 
p 

generality we may suppose that d is the conductor of p; other-

wise, p factors through Gal(Q(S')/Q), where S' is a primitive 

(cond p)-th root of 1. 

Case (i) mp = o 

In this case R (p) = 1, 
p,Gross 

A(p) L**(O,p) L*(O,p) 
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(1-P(p)) L(O,p), and Gros,•, conjecture 'aye that 

Lp(O,pw) = L(O,p) (1- p(p)),· 

which is true {see §II.4); in fact, both sides equal -(1-p(p))B
1 

, 
,p 

is odd and We also know that this expression is nonzero (since p 
primitive, and P(p)#l), in other words, the order of vanishing 

mp= O. 
of at s = 0 is 

Case (ii) mp= 1, i.e., p(p)=l 

This is the more interesting case. 

We first compute 
if>: K~.Q be a fixed 

p 
imbedding, so that P 

Rp,Gross(p), Let 

{xoOl ]¢(x)j <1} 
p denotes a fixed prime of 

K over p. As before, let 

f = i!D. The one-dimensional vector space 

c G = (Z/dZ)*, and let 

(V@ X) G is spanned by 

2 
OE G/D 

Recall how 

Since 

LOG was 

(P /P)h 

© 
0 E G/±D 

defined on such an element. Let ph=(ct), 
for 0 ED, it follows that a/CT, and 

Ca/0.)cr £ 
or a ED differ by a root of unity (since their quotient 

is & unit o

2
f K with complex absolute value 1). The image of the 

divisoc p (a) p0 d 
un er the isomorphism W is (see (3.3)) 

0 E G/D 

- h
1
£ I p(o) (a/0.)

0 

0 E G/±D 
E@Q' 

p 

and, since 

NpT ((o:/D:)o) 

it follows that 

-1 - a 
NK /Q (¢oT (o/o) ) 

pT p 
( 

- OT-1 f ) 
- ¢ ((a/a) ) •root of 1 , 

LOG( 2 p(o) pO) 
0 E G/D 

= - h~ 2 p(a) 2 ln N T((o:/D:)o) P" 
CT E G/±D T E G/D p p 

(see (3.5)) 

-~ L p(a) ln ¢ (ca/ct) 0'-
1

) pT 
CTEG/±D, TEG/D p 

-~{ 2: P(T) pT)/2 p(o)ln ¢((n/a) 0)\. 
\, E G/D \a .::G/±D P / 
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Hence 

1 \ 0 
R (p)=--L., p{cr)lncjl(a), 

p,Gross haeG/D P 

where a is any generator of the ideal Ph 

Grass's conjecture asserts that 

L'(O,pw) = R G (p)A(p), 
. p p, ross 

where A(p) = L(O,p) = -Bl,p' 

We now use the following results from earlier chapters: 

(1) the formula for L'(O,pw) in §II.8 
p 

LP' (O,pw) = 2 p(a) ln r (a/d); 
O<a<d P P 

(2) the p-adic formula for Gauss sums 

and use the fact that ln TI 
p 

\ 
L., 

b<D 
ln r (<ab/d>) 

p p 

in §III.6, which, 

__!_ln (-p) = o; 
p-1 p 

after 

gives 

(see §III.6 for notation; here Xa is a multiplicative character 

of a finite field); 

(3) Stickleberger's theorem (§III.7), which tells us that 

the ideal decomposition of written additively, is 

.2 <a/j>d p
0

j, where < >d denotes least pbsitive residue mod d. 

J 'G 

We conclude that 

L' (O,pw) 
p 

L p(a) 
a E G/D 

2 
bcD 

ln r (<ab/d>) 
p p 

2 p (a) ln g(X:~1 ,l)JTT 0 Tr) 
a E G/D p 

l 2 p(a) L <a/j> d lnp¢(c:/
1
j) 

dh aEG/D j EG Ph= (N) 

_l_ 
dhf 

L p(a/j) 
a,j E G 

(where '-" 

<a/j> p(j) ln ¢(Cl
0
j) 

d p 

1 2 a p(a) 2 p(o) ln ¢(a
0

) 
dhf o<a<d a E G P 

(--' L ap(a)\(-~ L p(o) lnp¢(a
0 J\, 

d O<a<d J a E G/D J 
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as before) 

which is precisely (-Bl,p) Rp,Gross(p), as desired. Q.E.D. 

The above proof of Grass's first and second conjectures in the 

abelian over Q case is Grass's variant of Ferrero-Greenberg's 

original proof in [29J of the simplicity of the zero of Lp(s,pw) 

at s = O. The proof relies in an essential way upon several basic 

and diverse p-adic results: Brumer's p-adic Baker theorem, the 

formula relating L~(O,pw) to special values of the p-adic gamma 

function, Stickleberger's theorem, and the p-adic formula for 

Gauss sums. With ,this proof we conclude the main part of the book. 
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APPENDIX 

1. A theorem of Amice-Fresne1 
N 

The measure f.lz on Z defined by 
p 

µ (a+ pNZ) = za/(1-zp ), 
' p 

which was used to study p-~dic Dirichlet L-functions in Chapter II, 

can also be used to give a simple proof of the following general 

fact. 

Theorem .(Amiee and Fresne1 [4]). f(z) = Z:a zn E: rl [[z]] 
n p 

have the property that the coefficients an can be p-adically 

interpolatedl i.e., there exists a continuous function $: z~Qp 
such that $(n) = an. Then f (whose disc of convergence must be 

h 
·t d" n

0
(1-)} is the restriction to D0 (1 ) of a t e open uni isc 

Krasner analytic function f on the complement of D1 (1-). 

addition, f has the Taylor series at infinity 

00 

f (z) 2: ¢(-n} 
-n 

' n=l 

Proof. Define 

f(z) f <Pdµ,. 

Then on Qp - D
1 
(1-), the function 

I' I , i. p 

is the uniform limit as 

of the following rational functions with poles in 

2: N <P(n) 
O~n<p 

n 

' ---N 
1 - zP 
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(see (2.3) of §II.2). Hence is Krasner analytic on S1p-D
1
(1). 

Next, for lz] < 1 we have 
p 

f(z) = lim 
N..._oo 

lim 

Finally, if lzl > 1, then we have 
p 

f (z). 

$(-n} 
-n 

' 

aa N----P-oo, and the theorem is proved. 

2. The classical Stieltjes transform 

= 1, and so 

The Stieltjes transform of a function f: [0,00)~C 

G(z) J f(x) dx 
0 

x+ z 

ia 

(2.1) 

for all z such that the integral converges. (More generally, one 

can replace f(x)dx by dF(x) and define the transform of that 

measure to be the corresponding Stieltjes integral.) Usually f(x) 

is a rapidly decreasing function, and the integral converges for 

all z E C - (-oo,O]. The Stieltjes transform is the square of 

the Laplace transform L: 

L(L(f}} (,) I e-"(I 
0 0 

-tx ) e f(x)dx dt 

00 

J f(x} 
0 

I e -(z+x)tdt dx 

0 
f f(+x) dx. 
0 x ' 

It has been used extensively in the study of continued fraction 

expansions of analytic functions (this was Stieltjes' original 

purpose), numerical analysis, and quantum mechanics. 

The function f need not be rapidly decreasing in order for 

the Stieltjes transform (2.1) to exist. The Stieltjes transform 
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also converges for , I <-00,01 if f: [0,00)-C is a periodic 

function satisfying the conditions 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

f(x+d) = f(x); 

f E L1 ([0,d)); 

Jd f(x) dx = 0. 
0 

This is because 
ro nd 

II I (~<;; _ ,~~)l dx I 
n=l (n-l)d 

d 

< I ~ J jf(x)ldx 
n=l (nd)2 0 

< 

by (2.4) 

(2.2) 

(2. 3) 

(2. 4) 

where "const" depends on z but not on n. It is periodic f 

that we shall be particularly interested in from a number theoretic 

p_oint of view. 

We may suppose that in addition to (2.2)-(2.4) the function 

f: [O,oo)~C satisfies 

(4) f(x) O for x < 8 for some positive 6. (2.5) 

Example. Let X be a nontrivial ev·en (i.e., X(-1) = 1) Dirich-

let character of conductor 
lxl 

I x<•l. 
a=l 

d. Define 

(2.6) 

Then f obviously satisfies (2.2), (2. 3) and (2.5) (with 6; 1). 

x 
To verify (2.4), we compute 

d d d 

J f (x) dx I (d-a)X(a) I ax(a) -dBl,X 
; 0 

0 x a=l a=l 

for x even. (If x were odd, we would have to add the constant 

Bl,X to f and (2.5) would no longer hold; for ·simplicity in 
x' 

the discussion below, we want to assume (2.5) .) 

Suppose that f: [Q,oo)-c satisfies (2.2)-(2.5) · Then 
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(2.1) converges for z ~ (-00 , -0]. For lzl < 8 

G(z) 

00 

J f(x) dx 

0 
x+ z 

I (-z)n I f(x)x-n-ldx. 

n=O 0 
00 

,Note that the "negative moments" J f(x)x-n-ldx 
0 

integrals, and are e.9.sily seen to be oco-n) as 

(2. 7) is the Taylor series of G(z) in I zl < 8. 

In our example 

Joo -s-1 
fX(x)x dx 

1 

f , we compute for s > 0 
x k 

L '(_],_ -- 1 -)Lx(a) 
k""l s ks (k+ l)s a=l 

Thus for 

G(z) 

f "" fX we have 

lim ~xL + 
00 

I 
s~O n=l 

we expand 

(2. 7) 

are convergent 

n-00 So 

lzl < 1. (2.8) 

Returning to the general situation, suppose that f: [0,00 ) 

____..._C satisfies (2.2)-(2.4) (not necessarily (2.5)). Define 

f(-l) to be the integral of f with constant of integration 
d 

chosen so that ~ f(-l)(x)dx O· thus, if f is represented by 

the Fourier series with ao = 0 because of (2. 4)' 

,<-1) __d_ 2 a 2rrinx/d 
then has Fourier series _!l e Then define 

2ni n#O n 

,<-j-1) 
inductively as (,(-j)) (-1~ j = 1, 2, ... 

We obtain an asymptotic series for G(z) as z__... 00 (along 

any ray other than the negative real axis) by integrating by parts: 
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G(z) 

for any 

= I f(x) dx 
0 x+ z 

,C-1) (O) 

z 

n, For fixed n, 

00 

,<-1) (O) + J 
z 0 

{n-1)! f(-n) (O) 
n 

z 

dx 

(i-1)! f(-j) (O) 

zj 

J
co f (-n) (x) 

+ n' dx 
. 0 (x+z)n+l 

if z approaches infinity away from 

the negative real axis, then it fa easy to see that the integral 

term is 0 (z -n-1). Thus, -2 (n-1)! f(-n) (O) z 
-n 

fa an 

asymptotic series for G(z). 

For example, if f 'x (X a nontrivial even character), we 

have the easily computed Fourier series expansion 
[x] 

fx(x) 2 x<a) 

(here gx 

a=l 

La 
n#O n 

21Tinz/d 
e 

L x(a) 
211ia/d 

e 
O<a<d 

o, 

~ L(-j ,x) 
J . 

where 

is the Gauss sum for X). 

j even 

Then 

by the functional equation for L(s,x) (see, e.g., [41], p. 104). 
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Thus, for f 

G(z) _, 

fX we have 
n 2 L(-3,x) z-j 

j=l 

(since L(-j,X) = 0 for j even). 

n L ~ (-z)-j 
j=l -J 

(2.9) 

Comparing (2.8) and (2.9), we see that we have established a 

special case of the following theorem of Mellin-LeRoy (see [65], 

p. 109, 113). 

Theorem. Suppose ¢{s) is a function which is holomorphic and 

bounded on Re s 2:. 0. Then the Taylor series G(z) = 2 ¢(n) zn 

extends holomorphically onto C - [O,co) and has asymptotic series 

G(z) ~ -1:¢(-n) z-n as z_......._ 00 (along any ray other than the 

positive real axis), 

In our example $(s) = ! L(s,x) 
s 

(which is bounded even as 

s _,.._o, since L(O,X) 0 for X even and nontrivial), and we 

have replaced z by -z. 

Remarks. 1. This theorem is the classical analog of the p-adic 

theorem of Amiee-Fresnel in §1. 

2. Under a weaker assumption on namely, bounded expo-

nential growth, one has the same conclusion, except that not only 

[O,co) but a whole sector jArg zj .£ 8 rttust be excluded from the 

region where G(z) is defined. 

3. When 

function. 

£ = fx, 

In fact, we 

G(z) 

have 

is a "twisted" {by X) log gamma 

Proposition. Let X be a nontrivial even Dirichlet character, 

and let f be defined by (2.6). Then the Stieltjes transform G 

of f is 

L
oo f(x) 

_L_dx 

0 
x+ z 

(2.10) 
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rr 
' 

Proof. Let G (z) be the left side of (2.10). Then 
nd f (x) 

G(z) lim l _x:_:_ dx 
n-oo x+z 

dn-1 j 

lim fo;, ( (1og(z + j + 1) log(z+ ;l) I 
n-oo a=l 

dn-1 

lim L log(z+j) x(j) 
n-oo j=O 

d n-1 

lim k,x(a) L log(z+dj +a) 
n-oo j=O 

d n-1 

lim Lx<a) I (z+a ·~ log -d-+ J· 
n-oo a=l j=O 

On the other hand, using the standard formula 

r(z) lim 
n-oo 

(n-1)! n
2 

z(z+l) •• • (z + n - 1) 

(2.10) equals 

x(a)) 

we see that the right side of 
d 

lim L X(a) (1og(n-l) ! 
n--ro a=l 

n-1 

z+a "' (z+a ·)) + -d-log n - j....,log -d-+ J , 
J=O 

and th~ first two terms vanish, because I: x(a) = I: ax(a) = 0 for 

X nontrivial and even. This proves (2.10). 

4. If X is odd or the trivial character, then, in addition to 

the Stieltjes transform G(z), the asymptotic series for the 

twisted log gamma function on the right in (2.10) also includes 

a principal term. For example, in the case of the trivial charac

ter, we have the "Stirling series" (see [97], p. 261) 

1 
f(z) 

og ffl (z - ~) log z - z - J 
0 

x-[x] -1/2 dx. 
x+z 

Note that for the trivial character we take I 
e21finx 

f (x) = --.-
Xtriv 2trin 

In other words, the Stieltjes transform of 
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the first Bernoulli polynomial gives the error in Stirling's formula 
n 

n ! ,,..,., /2lTU ,g_ • 
n 

e 

5. As mentioned before, the classical Stieltjes transform can 

be defined more generally for a Stieltjes measure µ = dF(x) on 

the positive reals. For example, if X is a nontrivial even 

Dirichlet character of conductor d, then the derivative of 

d 

I x<a> log r(2 ~.a) = - lim 
a=l n~oo 

dn-1 

I x(j) 
j=O 

log(z+j) 

(see the proof of (2 .10)) ie 
dn-1 00 

df (x) 
- lim I :ili.l J ___x___:_ 

n_,..oo j=O z + j 0 
x+z 

where fX is the function (2.6), i.e., 

Thus, 

df 
x 

has point mass x (j) 
at j. 

d 

ddz I x<a) 
a=l 

Joo df (x) 
log r(z+a) = - ~ 

d 
0 

x+z (2 .11) 

This formula can also be obtained by differentiating (2.10) 

under the integral sign and then integrating by parts: 

d 

:z L x<a) log r(z+a) 
a=l d 

I , (x) 
- 0 ~dx 

f (x) loo 
= ...x.:_:_ 

x+z 
0 

I
"" df (x) 

- ___x___:_ 
0 

x+z Joo df (x) 
- ___x___:_ • 

0 
x+z 

The formula (2.11) is closely analogous to the formula for the 

derivative of the twisted p-adic log gamma function (see (8.6) in 

Chapter II). More precisely, define the p-adic log gamma function 

twisted by a nontrivial even character X as follows: 
d 

GP X(z) d~f L x(a) G (z ~a) 
' a=l P 
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_l_ ' n L, x(j) 
dp O<j<dpn 

(z+j) (inp(z+j} -1). 

Then G 
p,X 

can be expressed in terms of G c (z) = 
p,s 

lim 
n-+oo 

_l_ 

dp" 

L Sj(z+j)(ln(z+j)-1), where 
o:;_j<apn Pd 

G (z) 
p,X 

": L X(b) G b(z), 
b"'l p,t,: 

where S is a fixed primitive d-th root of unity and 

x(a)(a d/ ";(• 

g d 

So if we define a measure µX on Zp 

µx =".f L X(b) µ b' 

N Sab 
where µb(a+pZ)=---N, 

b=l ' 
' p 1- 'bp 

then we have 

- f ln {x+ z) 
2 p 

G (z) = p,x 

d 
p 

d ' (z+a) dz f=1x(a) GP -d- I dµ (x) 
- _]{__ 

Z x+ z ' 
p 

which is the p-adic analog of (2.11). 

Final remark. In the classical case an integer 

has point mass d 
~ " - ab df (a) = X(a) = a L, X(b) ( 

x b=l 

d 

as follows: 

d 

"x 2: 
a=l 

by 

(2.12) 

a prime to 

(2.13) 

Compare (2.13) to (2.12). As in our discussion of Leopoldt's for-

mula for Lp(l,X) in §II.5, we see that the p-adic construction 

is formally analogous to the classical case inside the open unit 
N ab 

disc (in (2.12) note that µ b (a+ p Z )~S as N---+-
00

), 

' p 
but the p-adic case only becomes arithmetically interesting when 

we extend to roots of· unity, which are on the "boundary" of the 

unit disc. 

In the remaining sections we shall give a systematic account of 
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the p-adic Stieltjes transform, following Vishik [95]. First we 

introduce a type of p-adic integration (not to be confused with the 

type used in Chapter II) which is the tool used to construct the 

inverse Stieltjes transform in the p-adic case. 

3. The Shnirelman integral and the p-adic Stieltjes transform 

A p-adic analog of the line integral was introduced by 

Shnirelman in 1938 [88]. It can be used to prove p-adic analogs 

of the Cauchy integral theorem, the residue theorem, and the 

maximum modulus principle of complex analysis, The main applica

tions of the Shnirelman integral are in transcendental number 

theory (see [ l], [17]). Our interest in it will be to construct 

the inverse Stieltjes transform. 

Definition. Let f(x) be an Qp-valued function defined on 

all x E Q such that Ix- al = r, where a E Q and r is a 
p p p 

positive real number. (We shall always assume that r is in 

IO I , i.e., a rational power of p.) Let r E Q be such that 
p p p 

lrlp = r. Then the Shnirelman integral is defined as the following 

limit if it exists: 

I 
a,r 

f(x)dx d~f lim' 
n n-+ro 

f(a+i;:f), 

where the indicates that the limit is only over 

divisible by p, 

Lemma 1. (1) If 

if 
a,r 

f(x)dxl 
p 

J f(x)dx 
a,r 

exists, then 

max lf(x)I • 
Ix-a[ =r P 

p 

n not 

(2) J conunutes with limits of functions which are uniform 
a,r 

limits on {xi ]x-al =r}. 
p 

(3) If r
1 

~ r ~ r
2 

and f(x) is given by a convergent Laurent 
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series 2 ck(x-a)k in the annulus r 1 5lx-alp5r2 , then 

J f(x)d~=-~ists and equals c
0

. In particular, the integral does 
a,r 
not depend on the choice of r with 

long as r 1 ::;r:s_r
2

• 

J f (x) (x-a) -k 
a,r 

More generally, 

or even on r, 

The proof of the lemma is easy. Part (3) uses the fa~t that if 

k#O, then 2 ~k = 0 for n> lk]. 
n < =l 

Lemma 2. For fixed z E fJP and for m > 0 

s -"-"--
a, r (x-z)m 

lz-al <r; 
p 

]z-8-I >r. 
p 

To prove this, note that for Ix-alp = r we have the Laurent 

expansion 

__ l_ 

(x-z)m 
/(

' k -k-l)m L (z-a) (x-a) 
k=O 

(a=z ~O (z-a)-k (x-a)kt 

if 

if 

lz-al <r; 
p 

lz-al > r. 
p 

Then use part (3) of Lemma 1 (with r
1 

= r 2 = r) • 

(3.1) 

Lemma 3. (1) .!,!_ f(x)i is a function on the closed disc of 

with center a, i.e., f: Da(r)-+-rlp' 

ck(x-a)k with rklck]p~o, define 

is attained when max [f(x)I 
xEDa (r) p 

eguals llfllr. 

max 
k 

Ix-al 
p 

(2) Any Krasner analytic function f: D (r)-----+-rl (i.e., f 
a P 

is a uniform limit of rational functions with poles outside Da(r)) 

is of the form in part (1), i.e., is given by a power series. 
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Proof. Making a linear change of variables, without loss of 

generality we may assume that a= 0 and r = 1. Multiplying f by 

a constant, we may also suppose that 

1£(x)jp = ILckxkl :S: 1 for xED
0
(1). 

11£1] 1 =max lcklp =1. Clearly 

be the reduction modulo MfJ 
p 

- - k -
Let f(x) = L ckx E Fp[xJ 

the maximal ideal in Q • 
p 

If x ' 

D0 (1) is any element whose reduction mod is nonzero and is 

not a root of the polynomial f, then and lf<xJI =L 
p 

This proves part (1). 

It follows from part (1) that, if fn is a sequence of rational 

functions approaching f uniformly, and if each fn is represented 

by a power series on Da(r), then the sequence of power series 

approaches (coefficient by coefficient) a power series which 

represents f on Da(r). Thus, it suffices to consider the case 

when f is a rational function. with poles otitside Da(r). Again 

we make a change of variables so that a= 0 and r = 1. Using 

decomposition into partial fractions, we reduce to the case 

(x-b)-m-l, ]bl > 1. But 
p 00 

(X-b)-m-1 (-b)-m-1 6a(k:J (~)k, 

which converges on 00(1). 

f(x) = 

Lemma 4 (p-adic Cauchy integral formula). If f is Krasner 

analytic in Da(r), and if lrl =r, then for fixed z E Q 
p p 

f 
a,r 

f(x) (x-a) dx 
x-z 

lz-a[p<r; 

lz-a[ >r. 
p 

(3.2) 

In particular, this integral does not depend on the choice of a, 

r, EE_ r as long as 

generally, 

J f (x) (x-a) dx 

a,r (x-z)m+l 

lz-al remains either < r or > r. More 
p 

l 
_l._ ,<ml (z) 
m! 

0 
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lz-al < r; 
p 

[z-al > r. 
p 

(3. 3) 



1f 
I 

Proof. By Lenuna 3 and the linearity and continuity of both 

sides (part (2) of Lemma 1), we reduce to the case f(x) = (x-a)n. 

Then write 

1 

(x-z)m+l 

00 L (k:l) (z-a)k-m-l(x-a)-~ if 

k=m+l 
00 

(-l)m+l L (k+m) (z-a) -k-m-l(x-a) k if 

k=O m 

Now use part (3) of Lenuna 1 to conclude (3.3). 

[z-al <r; 
p 

lz-a[ >r. 
p 

Lemma 5 {p-adic res·idue theorem). Let f(x) = g(x)/h(x), where 

g(x) is Krasner analytic in Da(r) (i.e,, by Lemma 3, a power 

series) and h(x) is a polynomial. Let {x
1

} be the roots of h 

in Da(r), and suppose that all ]x. -a] are strictly < r. 
l p 1 

Define res f to be the coefficient of (x-x1)- in the Laurent 

" expansion of f(x) at 

f f (x) {x-a) dx 
a,r 

x 
l 

Then 

Ires f. 
xi 

Proof. Using the partial fraction decomposition of l/h(x), 

we reduce to the case h(x) = (x- x.)m+l. 
l 

Then use (3. 3) with f(x) 

replaced by g(x) and z replaced by 'xi 

The next lemma will be stated and proved in the form we shall 

need it, although some of the assumptions can be eliminated (the 

Di can have different radii, and f(x) can approach a nonzero 

finite limit at infinity). 

Lemma 6 (p-adic maximum modulus principle). ~ f(x) be a 

Krasner analytic function on 

open discs of radius r. Further suppose that f (x)-+-0 £..§.. lxl 

-oo. 
i.e., if 

Then jf(x) [p reaches its maximum on the boundary, 

1£Cx)I ::;: M for all x with Ix-a.I =r for some i, 
p l p 

if(x) IP~ M Q - UD. 
p l 
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p 

Proof. By the definition of Krasner analyticity, we immediate

ly reduce to the case where f(x) itself is a rational function 

with poles bj € Uni. Let 

all i. We must show that 

z E Q 
p 

be such that lz-a.I >r for 
l p 

I f(zJ I 
p 

~ M. Choose r 2 large enough 

so that n0 cr
2

) 

that jf(x)j ~ M 
p 

D
2
(r2) contains 

for ]xlp=r2 • 

z and all of the Di' and so 

Let lr
2
1P=r2 • Bypart(l)of 

Lemma 1, 

I J f(x}dxl < M. 
z,r 2_ P 

On the other hand, by Lemma 5, 

J f(x)dx 2 res f(x) 
z,rz x-z 

f(z} + '\' resb f(x) 
L.j j x-z 

Now let lrl =r. By Lemma 5, for each 
p 

i 

L resb !~x~ 
bjEDi j 

f(x) x-ai dx. 
x-z 

(3. 4) 

(3.5) 

Since J x-z I > Ix-a. I for Ix-al Ip= r, it follows by part (1) 
p l p 

of Lenuna 1 that for each i 

res f(x)I 
b. x - z 

J p 

< max [f(x)j 
- Ix-a.I =r p 

l p 

< 

Combining this with (3.4) and (3.5) gives ]f(z)[ 

M. 

p 
i. M. 

This concludes the basic lemmas relating to the Shnirelman 

integral. 

Let cr c: flp be a compact subset, such as Z or Z*. 
p p 

Let 

n - a 
p 

be its complement. For z < a let dist(z,cr) denote 

the minimum of lz-xl as x ranges through 
p 

a. 

denote the set of functions ¢: 0--+-fl which 
p 

are Krasner analytic and vanish at infinity, i.e., 

(1) • is a limit of rational functions whose poles are con-
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tained in a, the limit being uniform in any set D0 (r) d~f {zEnpl 

dist(z,o)?: r }. 

(2) lim $(z) 0. 
I z 1----00 

p 

Remark. Strictly speaking, to say that ¢ is Krasner analytic 

on o a priori means only that for every r > 0 it is a uniform 

limit on D
0

(r) of rational functions ¢n with poles in D0 (r-) 

de'f {z E rip I dist(z,o) < r }. But if, for example, ¢n (z) = 1/(:-b) 

with [b-al = r < r for some a Ea, then ¢ (z) = E (b-a)J 
p 1 n j (z-a)j+l 

can be approximated uniformly on 

with pole a E o. Similarly if 

by a rational function 

(z-b)-m; and any rational 

function ¢n can be reduced to this case by partial fractions. 

Thus, the poles of ¢n can be, "shifted" to lie in o. 

Examples. l. Since 

2 
~ G (z) 
dz P 

lim 

2 
~{(z+j)(ln (z+j) -1)) 
dz \' P 

1 
z+j 

we have 

where is Diamond's p-adic log gamma function, see (7.4) in 

Chapter II. (It is not hard to show that the construction 

lim p-nI: f(z+j) discussed in §II.7 commutes with differentiation 

when f is locally analytic.) 

2. For any fixed E; ~ n
1 

(1-), the first derivative of the 

twisted log gamma function Gp,E; 

already Krasner analytic, since, 

(see (8.1) of Chapter II) is 

by (8.6) of Chapter II, 

_ J dµS(x) = 

Z x+z 
p 

- lim 
N_._ro 

3. If µ is any measure on Z and f(x) E H0 (Z ) , then it is 
p p 

not hard to check that g(z) = J f(x-z)dµ(x) E H0 (Z). In other 
z p 

words, H
0

(Zp) is stable under ~onvolution with measures on Zp. 

The function ~ G (-z) in Example 2 illustrates this. 
dz p,E; 
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For r > 0 the set Dcr(r - is a finite (since cr is compact) 

disjoint union of open discs of radius r: Dcr(r-) =Una. (r-). For 

example, if a z -n n+l 
1 

= p and r = p there are p such discs. 

Similarly, D0 (r) def {zErlp I lz-alp~r for sofue aEcr} is 

a finite disjoint union of D (r), o ai ai E • 

Recall the definition D (r) "" r.l - D (r -) {zEn I lz-aj <:.r 
0 p 0 p p 

for all aE: o}. 

ll¢llr d~f "!ax l¢Cz) I . 
zE:Dcr(r) P 

iet For Obviously, 

if r
1 

< r. By Lemma 6, 

=x l¢(z) I · 
dist(z,o)=r P 

We introduce a topology on H
0

(0) 

neighborhoods of zero 

by taking as a basis of open 

U(r,E) = {¢1 11¢11 < E}. 
r 

Note that ll<J>Jlr is a continuous decreasing function of r. 

To see continuity, one easily reduces to the case when qi is a 

rational function with poles in o, and then by partial fractions 

to the case when Q>(x) = (x-a)-m, in which case it's obvious. 

We next introduce a space of functions which will play a dual 

role to H0(G) via a pairing defined using the Shnirelman integral. 

Let 

B 
r Br(o) = {f: D (r)--rt I f def o p is Krasner analytic on 

each D (r) c D (r)}. 

By Lemma 3, 
a

1 
a 

B 
r 

If 

!£I on each 

series 

Da_(r), f is given by a convergent power 
i . 

I:j cij (z-ai)J, i.e., rjlc .. l-o 
lJ p 

j-= for each i}. 

rl < r, then restriction to no<r1) gives an imbedding 
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B C.........-B r r
1 

We denote L(o) = lJBr. By definition (see the 
r>O 

beginning of §II. 7), L(o) is the set of locally analytic functions 

on o. 

For f E B we set 
r 

11£11 d"f max lc .. I rj, 
r e i,j iJ p 

which is finite by definition. By Lemma 3, 

Note that the inclusion 

with respect to II II r in 

B ~B for 
r r

1 
B and II llr 

r 1 

is continuous 

Let L*(o) be the set of continuous functionals on L(o) = 

UBr' i.e., the set of linear maps µ (compatible with the re

striction B C......-B ) such that for a11 r 
r r

1 

llµllr d~f max lµ(fll/llfllr 
Of-fEB 

r 
is finite. Note that llµllr 2: llµ[[r if r 1 < r. We do not re

l 
quire that IIµ llr remain bounded as r-0. 

Key example. Let µ be a measure on o, i.e., a bounded 

additive map from compact-open subsets U of o to ll . 
p 

As in 

the case o = Zp (see §II.2}, the map 

µ: fr-- J fdµ = lim'L f.(U .. ) µ(ui,.) (3.6) 
0 

def j i J lJ 

(where fj is a sequence of locally constant functions which 

approach f uniformly, and the Uij are compact-open sets on 

which fj is constant) is a well-defined functional on the 

continuous functions on o, and a fortiori on L(o), 

Lemma 7. µ E L*(o) comes from a measure on o if and only if 

]lµllr is bounded as r-0. 

max 
u 

Proof. Using (3.6), it is easy to check that lim llµll 
r......-o r 

< 00 whenever is a measure. Conversely, suppose 
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µ E L*(o) 

denoted 

has llJJllr S: M for all r. Define a function, also 

µ, on compact-open subsets U of o by 

µ(U) µ(characteristic function of U). 

(Note that any locally constant function is in B for r 
r 

is obviously additive, and S llµllr· l'lchar fn of 
for all u. 

Choose f with Jrl 
p 

f. . (z) 
iJ ,r (' -/'i 

This proves the le11llll8.. 

= r, and define 

restricted to D (r). a, 
By Lemma 3, Br is the set of all series f = E cij 

cij~o as j_______,._00 for each of the (finitely 

llf[I =max le. I . For µEL*(o) clearly 
r i,j ij p 

llµllr 0 maxlµ(f .. )I. 
i,j iJ,r p 

f .. 
lJ ,r 

many) 

small.} 

ullr 

(3. 7) 

with 

i, and 

It can then be shown that the weak topology in L*(o), which has 

basis of neighborhoods of zero 

(3.8) 

is equivalent to the (a priori stronger) topology having basis of 

neighborhoods of zero 

(3.9) 

We shall prove this in the next section as a corollary of a general 

lemma on p-adic Banach spaces. 

We shall often denote µ(f) by (µ(x), f(x)). 

Definition. For µ E L*(o) the Stielt1es transform Sµ: o

Qp is the map 

¢: z~(µ(x), _l ). 
a-x 

(3.10) 

We write $ " Sµ. 

Note that (3.10) makes sense, since for fixed we have 
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as soon as r < dist(z,O). 

Remark. If µ comes from a measure on CJ (also denoted µ), 

then 

Sµ(z) J d;~~ , 
a 

This is slightly different from our earlier use of 

tjes transform" for the dlog gamma type functions 

dd
2

G(z) = Sµ'(-z). 

the term "Stiel

_:!_G • namely, 
dz ' 

Definition. For ¢ E H
0

(0) the Vishik transform V¢ of ¢ is 

the functional on L(CJ) = UBr defined by 

B 3 f 2 J ¢(x) f(x) (x-a.)dx, (3.11) 
r i ai ,r i 

where this integral is the Shnirelman integral defined at the 

beginning of the section. 

Lemma 8. (3.11) does not depend on the choice of centers ai 

or the choice of r with lrlp=r, and it is compatible with 

the inclusion B ~B for r
1 

< r. 
r r

1 
Proof. For fixed f, the right side depends continuously on 

¢ (with respect to ll<!>llr)' so we may r(lduce to the case when 4> 

is a rational function with poles in a. In that case, by Lemma 5, 

the right side of (3.11) is simply E res(<j>f), and the lemma 

follows. 

Remark. A function $EH
0

(0) and a function fEBr(cr) have 

an annulus around a as a common domain of definition. The pair

ing (<j>,f) = V¢(f) can be thought of as a pairing which evaluates 

the sum of the residues of the product. For example, if 

simply the point {O}, then ¢(x) ="' b xm, f(x) = 
L,m<O m 

and 

(¢,f) = coefficient of ! in 
x 

¢(x)f(x) = 2 b c .• 
m+n=-1 m n 

a is 

2 n c x , 
n>O n 

Theorem (Vishik). V and S are mutually inverse topological 

isomorphisms between H
0

(0) and L*(a). Under this isomorphism 
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the subspace M(a)c L*(a) of measures on a corresponds to the 

set of $EH0 (0) such that rj)¢llr is bounded as r-o. 

Proof. Step l. $µ E H
0 

(CT), and S is continuous. 

Notice that for fixed z E D,,.C:t) and f < d Ir I 
v or r

1 
r an p=r

1
, 

the image of - 1- in 
z - x 

f.. 
l.J ,rl 

was defined in (3.7)). Then, since 

·ll«J r II. = 
' 1 "-1 

it follows that 

(µ(x), _l_) 
z-x 

(where 

is a uniform limit of rational functions with poles ai Ea and 

value zero at infinity. At the same time we see continuity, since 

if i.e., if )[µII < E, then 
rl 

_!!!ax I (µ(x) ,__!__)I .$ max 
ZED

0
(r) z-x p 

ll(µ(x),-1-J.ll = 
z-x r 

i,j 

< ;: , (3.12) 

in other words, Sµ E U(r,E/r). 

Step 2. For ¢ E H0 (0:), the functional V¢ is continuous, 

i.e., V maps H
0

(0:) .!£. L*(a). 

Let fEBr(a). Then 

I (Vo,£) I = I 2 
p i 

J ¢(x) f(x) (x-a.)dxj 
ai,r i P 

max l¢(x)f(x)(x-a.) I 
Ix-a.I =r l. P 

i p 

.$ max 
i 

by part (1) of Lemma 1. But this is at most 

r max IHxll 
dist(x,a)~r P 

max lf(x) I = rlloll 11£11 
dist(x,a)=r P r r 

Step 3. V: H0 (0>-L*(a) is continuous. 

If ¢.::U(r,E), thenwejustsawthat j{V¢,f)I <rEjjtll 
P r 
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for feBr. Thus llV¢l[r <re, i.e., V¢ € V(r,rs). 

Step 4. VS= identity. 

To see this, let µ € L*(O}, f E Br (o) , and denote ¢ Sµ. We 

must show that (Vcji,f) = (µ,f), 

We have 

(Vcji,f} 2 f (z-ai)f(z)cjl(z)dz 
i ai,r 

2 f (z-a.)f(z)(µ(x), ~)dz. 
i r i z x ai, 

Since µ is linear and continuous, it commutes with the Shnirelman 

integral, and we have 

(V¢, f) (µ (x), "' J ,-a. ) L., f (z) z _~dz • 
i ai,r 

(3.13) 

Without loss of generality we may suppose that r ~ {I a-b Ip ] a, b 

€ o}, in which case r
1 

can be chosen less than r but close 

enough so that D
0

(r
1

) is obtained from D
0

(r) b.y merely shrink-

ing each of the discs D (r) (i.e., no elements of O 
ai 

so no new discs have to be added to cover o). Now for 

the integral on the right in (3.13) is equal to f(x), 

are lost, 

4; Thus, the restriction of ' J f(z) 'z-ai dz to B 
L., r z-x rl 
i ai, 

the same as the restriction of f(x). Hence, {Vcji,f) = (µ,f). 

Step 5. S V = identity. 

Let cjl € Ho(O). 

We first suppose that ' is large, say 

r is taken large enough so that o c D
0

(r) = D
0

(r) .ca Let 

any point in o. It is easy to see that cjl(x) =' c L.,j=o j 

for x € Il
0

(r) (as in the proof of Lemma 3). 

Then 
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where 

a be 

(x-a)-j-l 

sv ¢ (,) (V¢(x), _l) ,_x 

f x ¢(x) -
1
- dx 

o,r z-x 

J (x-a)cjl(x) - 1-dx 
r z-x a, 

J 
0,1/r 

!¢(!}-1- dx 
x x z-1/x 

by the definition of the Shnirelman integral. Thus, 

sv. (,) I f tP<!> _1_ dx 
z 0,1/r x x-1/z 

c! c!¢(1/x) 
z resl/z Xx-1/z by Lemma 5 

¢ (z). 

(Alternately, we could expand \jJ(x) =Lc.x-j-1 
J 00 

SVq, (z) = 2cj J x-j ,::xdx = 2c. J 2 
o,r J o,r k=O 

¢(z). ) 

and compute 

xk-j 

k+l dx 

' 

By Step 1, we know that SV ¢ (z) eH
0

(0). Since 

$(z) are both Krasner analytic on 0 and agree on 

must agree everywhere, 

SV $ (z) and 

D
0

(r), they 

Step 6. If µ E L*(o) and tjJ $µ, 

In Step 1 we saw that for any r > r 
2 

ll<Pllr =' r1 llµll · 
2 2 r 

(We have replaced r and b rl y r2 and r, respectively, in 

(3.12).) Letting r 2~r and using the fact that ll¢llr 
continuous in we obtain 

On the other hand, in Step 2 we saw that I (µ,f) Ip s 

llµllr or ll¢llr · llfllr for all and hence 
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Step 7. S(M(cr)) ~ {¢,H
0

<ii)I rll¢llr is bounded}. 

This follows immediately from Step 6 and Lemma 7. 

The proof of the theorem is now complete. 

Remark. Amiee and ve1u [S] and Vishik [94] have studied so

called "h-admissible measures" on O. These are elements fl € 

L*(o) which instead of boundedness are required to satisfy the 

weaker condition 

rh-j lµ(f 'j ) I _..o 
i ,r p 

as r-o for all i, j 

(fij,r is the function (3.7)). For example, when a"" Zp, j=O, 

and -N 
r"' p 

some a+pNZ , 
p 

so that f .. 
iJ ,r 

is the characteristic function of 

this condition says that 

slower than phN It is not hard to show that h-admissible meas-

ures ].1 correspond to functions for which 

approaches zero as r~O. 

Even the broader class of h-admissible measures are only a 

small part of L*(o). For example, when o = {O}, then M(O) is 

simply the constants, which correspond to elements $ € H0 (0) of 

the form $(z) = const. The h-admissible measures on {O} corres

' pond to the polynomials of degree at most h in l/z (with no 

corresponds to all series E c z -j constant term); while L*(o) 

for which r -j I c. [ -+-0 as 
J p 

4. p-adic spectral theorem 

for every 
j 

r. 

We start by discussing p-adic Banach spaces. For a more com

plete account, see [82]. In the process we fill in a technical 

gap in the last section, namely, we prove that in L*(o) the 

topology determined by 

vf,c = {µI lµ(f) IP< El (4.1) 

is equivalent to the topology determined by 
( 4. 2) 
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Let K be a field which is complete under a non-archimedean 

norm I Ip (in· practice, K will be a subfield of Qp). 

Definition. A Banach space over K is a vector space B 
supplied with a norm II II from B to the nonnegative real 

numbers such that ;for all x, y <:: B and a€ K: 

only if x=O; (2) llx+yll <max(l!xll,llYll); 
(4) B is complete with respect to II II· 

(1) II xii = 0 if and 
(3)ilaxll=lal llxll; 

p 

We shall also assume that llB[I I Kip' i.e., for every x /0 
in B there exists a€ K such that II axjj = 1. 

By Hom(B1 ,B2) ,we mean the vector space of K-linear continu

ous maps from B
1 

to B
2

; Hom(B
1

,B
2
) is clearly a Banach space 

under the usual operator norm. We denote End(B) = Hom(B,B). 

is a Banach space over K
0 

c K, by B = B @K 
K 0 

we 

mean the completed tensor product, i,e., the completion of the 

vector space 

Example. If B = {f = L c.xjEQ [[x]Jj lc.j___....O}, with 
J p J p 

11£11 =max lcjl , 
j p 

then B
11 

= {f = L c.xjEQ [[xJ]j le.I ~o}. 
p J p J p 

In practice, most interesting 

defined over a finite extension K 

Q -Banach 
p 
of Qp' 

B = B @n for some 
0 p 

K-Banach space B
0

• 

spaces B are really 

in the sense that 

Canonical example. Let J be any indexing set, and let K(J) 

denote the set of all sequences c= {cj}jEJ suc.h that for every 

only finitely many llcll = max le. I . 
J p 

Let > c. are 

ple, 

j 

Note that K(J) @n = Q (J). 
p p 

Proposition. Let K be a discrete valuation ring (for exam-

a finite extension of 

Then any Banach space 

or the unramified closure of 

over K is of the form (i.e., 

isomorphic to) K(J) for some J. 
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Proof. Let 0 = 0 
K 

,=TIO, k=O/M. Let E 

{aeKI lalp"l}, 
{x<BI llxll oU. E = E/'ITE. Let {e.} 

J jEJ 

be elements of E whose reductions mod TIE fqrm a basis for the 

k-vector space E. We claim that B is isomorphic to K(J). 

Given x EB, find a EK such that IJax[I :5:1. Then for some 

with lc1 . I "1 
J p 

and only finitely many c 1j nonzero 

we have: ax -Lc
1

.e. E lTE. 
J J 

Repeating this process for 

we successively find ax = 
i 

~ (flT cij) ej, Let cj 

and let x correspond to {c.} E K(J). Conversely, let 
J 

every {cj} E K(J) correspond to L cjej. It is easy to see that 

this correspondence gives an isomorphism B ~K(J). 

Such a set is called a "Banach basis" for B. 

Example. The space Br(o) in the last section has Banach 

basis f.. (see (3.7)). 
J..J ,r 

Corollary. 

extension of 

If an Qp-Banach space B is defined over a finite 

Qp' then B is isomorphic to Qp(J) for some J. 

Definition. The dual space B* of a K-Banach space B is 

Hom(B,K), which is a Banach space with the usual operator norm. 

Lemma 1. ..!!_ B .:::.:K(J), then B* is isomorphic to the Banach 

space of bounded sequences lb. I . 
J p 

with 
def 

max 

In fact, if {ej} is a Banach basis, let {bj} be the map 

Ecjejt---l:bjcj. It is routine to check that this identifies B* 

with the space of bounded sequences. 

Definition. Let B be a K-Banach space. 

x
3

, .•• is said to be weakly convergent to x 

forallhEB*. 

Lemma 2. Suppose B ::::::.K(J). If xi_...x 
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A sequence x1 , x
2

, 

if h(xi)____,....h(x) 

weakly, then 

Proof. Since any countable set of elements of B is in the 

Banach subspace generated by a countable subset of our Banach basis 

for B, without loss of generality we may assume that J is the 

positive integers. Replacing 

generality we may suppose that 

xi by 

x = o. 
without loss of 

Suppose II xiii does not approach zero. By passing to a sub-

sequence, we may suppose that I[ xiii>£ for all 

B with K(J), and let xi {aij} E K(J). Then 

i. We identify 

llxill = Jxlaijlp. 
II xi II, and let Let ai denote the first for which laijlp = 

Si denote the last for which laij Ip= llxijj, 

Case 1. is bounded. 

Then there exists some such that for infinitely 

many i. Let h EB* be the j
0
-th coordinate map, Then for in

finitely many i we have 

lhCx.) I = 
i p la. I 

iJo P 
> e, 

a contradiction, 

Let 

Case 2. ai is unbounded. 

Let 

a. , where 
"1 

a. , where 
"2 

ai , where 
n 

i 
n 

is chosen so that a. > sl 
"1 

is chosen so that a. > S. 
J..2 ]_l 

is chosen so that a. > S 
in 1 n-l 

h E B* be the sum of the jn -th coordinate maps, i.e., 

h({a.}) =La 
J n Jn 

Then for all m 

and again h(x.) 
i 

fails to approach o. This concludes the proof. 
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x. € B, has the property 
l 

that h(xi) approaches a finite limit for all h € B*, then {xi} 

converges in the norm to some x. 

Proof. Let By Lemma 2, But then 

{x
4

} is a Cauchy sequence (since 11~-x II:::. max ]]x.-x.+1 11), 
_,_ N M:::.i<N 1 1 

and the corollary follows from the completeness of· B. 

·corollary 2. The topologies on L*(o) determined by (4.1) and 

(4.2) are equivalent. 

Proof. Since the V(r,£)-topology is trivially stronger than 

the vf,£-topology, it suffices to show that a sequence µk which 

converges to zero in the V -topology must converge to zero in 
f,E 

the V(r,£)-topology. Suppose that for every fEL(O)= UBr we 

have We must show that for every r, llµJ;---o. 

Without loss of generality we may suppose that 

a, b € a}, 

For any r, L*(O) maps to the dual * B* ""-fl (J) 
r p 

indexes the f. Namely, µC---{µ(f.. ) J. . ' 
1],r 1,J 1] ,r 

to see that the norm in B* 
r 

corresponds to l[µllr· 

r j !la-bl I 
p 

where J 

and it is easy 

Note ,that the 

image of µ has coordinates which approach zero as j----+-- 00 for 

each i. This is because, if we choose r 
1 

< r but large enough so 

still contains O (this can be done because a is that U D (r
1
) 

i ai 
compact, and no 

which approaches zero as 

ibility requirement with 

special element of B*. 
r 

Now the subspace of 

j-----+- co. In other words, the compat-

forces to be a very 

B* 
r 

consisting of elements whose coordin-
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ates approach zero is of course isomorphic to " (J). p 
to show that it suffices to show that 

for all But if under the isomorphism in 

Lemma 1, then 

g(µk) = ?. gij µk(fij,r) 

"' 
µk(f "j ) 1 ,r

1 
~(f)' 

where f = 2• r J r-J ' ij 1 .. 1J ,r
1 

µk (f)--->-0 by 

assumption. 

We now discuss operators A E End(B). 

If B = K(J) with Banach basis {ej}jEJ' then A corresponds 

to a matrix {a,.J. j J in the usual way: 
J 1, E 

Aej = :Laijei. 

It is easy to check that this is a norm-preserving isomorphism 

End(B) and the Banach space of matrices having between 

finite II !aiJJ II d""t max la .. I 
e i,j 1J p 

and having the property that for 

each j, 

A can be 
ai~o 
thought of 

rows are in B*. 

as i__,...co. In other words, when B=K(J), 

as a matrix whose columns are in B and whose 

An operator A is said to be "completely continuous" if it can 

be approximated by operators having finite-dimensional image. In 

terms of matrices, this means that aij--+-0 

formly in j; in other words, the norm of the 

as i~co uni-

i-th row approaches 

zero. Such operators occur in Dwork's theory (e.g. [25]), and in 

[82] Serre gives a Riesz arid Fredholm theory for them, 

However, many simple operators are not completely continuous: 

the identity operator, for example, or the operator 

( h .n) whic has diagonal mat_rix aii = 1 • 

on 

For simplicity, we shall assume our Banach spaces are of the 
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form Qp(J). As mentioned before, all Qp-Banach spaces which are 

n 
p 

are of this form. defined over a discrete valuation subfield of 

Defi ni ti on. For A E End(B) let o A 

have an inverse in End(B)} denote the 

{)"" I A-A •p 
spectrum of 

does not 

A. 

Definition. An 

"resolvent" operator 

operator A E End(B) 
-1 

RA (z) = (z-A) 

is•called analytic if the 

is Krasner analytic in the 

complement of o A, in the sense that for all x E B and h E B*, 

If B = Q (J), 
p 

then in terms of matrices this is equivalent to the condition that 

each matrix entry in RA(z) be a Krasner analytic function of 

on OA (and vanish at infinity). 

Vishik's spectral theory applies to analytic operators A 

n . 
p 

is a compact subset of 

' 

whose spectrum OA 

d 
Example. xdx acting on c.~O} 

' 
has spectrum 

and its resolvent is Krasner analytic on z. 
p 

It is possible for A to have a compact spectrum but not sat

isfy the analyticity condition, Here is an example of Vishik where 

the spectrum is ~· (Since the only Krasner analytic functions 

on all of Qp' by Lemma 3 of §3, are everywhere convergent power 

series, and since only the zero power series has value 0 at 

infinity, it follows that in the case of an empty spectrum RA(z) 

has no chance of having matrix entries in H0 (0A).) 

Example. Let B be the set of {ai}iEZ such that ]l{ai}ll d€f 

is finite and a~O as 

shift operator A({a.)) = {b.) 

' ' 
Claim. For all Z E Q , 

p 

a = f .({b.}) satisfies 
i z,i J 

Case (1). [zip S 1. Set 

where 

(z - A} 
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Let A be the 

has a continuous inverse f . 

' 

which converges because bj__..O as j~-<». Clearly {ai} EB; 

zai - ai+l = bi; and this map fz is continuous. 

Let B 

-1 -2 
ai biz +bi+lz + •••. 

and the map is continuous. 

be a Banach space of the form Q (J), Let 
p 

an analytic operator-valued function on the complemen_t 

Again 

F (x) be 

of a compact 

set o, i.e., for all y EB and h E B* the Q -valued function 
p 

Fh,y(x) def h(F(x)y) 

belongs to H
0

(0). Let a E o, lrl = r, and suppose that there are 

no b E o such that jb-al =r. 
p 

Definition. Let s 
n 

1 
n 

J F(x)dx d~f lim 
a,r n_..."", pfn 

2 F(a+Sr). 

Sn=l 

s . 
n 

Then 

(4. 3) 

Lemma 3.. The limit (4.3) converges in the operator norm to a 

continuous operator. 

Proof. Let 

follows that the 

yEB. For all hEB*, since Fh,yEH
0

(0), it 

ordinary Shnirelman integral J Fh (x)dx exists. 
a~r ,y 

approaches a finite limit for all h, By Coral-

lary 1 to Lemma 2, Sny converges in the norm. By the uniform 

boundedness principle, Sn converges to a continuous operator. 

Note that from the proof of Lemma 3 it follows that 

h( J F(x)dx y\ 
a, r 'J 

J Fh (x) dx • 
a,r ,y 

(4.4) 

Spectral theorem {Vishik). Let B.:::::QP(J), and let AEEnd(B) 

be analytic with compact spectrum oA. Then the operator-valued 

distribution 
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where V is the Vishik transform in §3, gives a continuous homomor

phism from the algebra L(OA) to the algebra End(B). For f € 

Br(oA)' the operator µA(f) is defined as 

2 J f(x) (x-ai) (x-A)-l dx, 
i ai,r 

\) D (r) is a covering of o by discs of radius r. a, 
In addition, the following inversion formula holds: 

Coro 11 ary 1 . For all j :'.:; O, 

Proof of corollary. For any fixed 

and lzl > llA[I, we can write -
1

-
p . z -x 

z 

! 

(4.5) 

with lzl .> max lxl 
p xe:O p 

. 1 j A 
z-J- x in (4.5). 

j=O 

] z I > llAll, we also have 
p 

~ . 1 . 
R (z) = L z -J- AJ 

A j=O 
By the Since 

this gives us 

Since this holds for all large 

"' -j-1 j Lz A 

z, the 

coefficients can be equated, and the corollary is proved. 

Remark. For j = 1, if we write (µA' f) using the J notation, 

we obtain the usual form for a spectral theorem: 

A= J x dµA(x). 
a A 

Proof of the spectral theorem. First of all, it is easy to see 

that µA(f) is a bounded operator, and that µA: L(OA)~End(B) 

is continuous. The key assertion is multiplicativity: 

µA (flf2) µA(fl) µA(f2) for fl' f2 e: L(oA), 

Suppose that '1' '2 ' B • Let r>r'>r
1

, Ir• IP= r', Jr ,Ip r 

= rl. We can choose r' so that r' I {la-bl I a,bEOA}' in p 
which case rl can be chosen so that Do (rl) is obtained from 

D
0 

(r') 
A 

Un Cr') a, 
A 

by merely shrinking each disc. Thus, D
0 

Cr
1

)_ 
A 
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U D (r1). Now a, 
f 

(x'-a.)(x-a.)f2(x')f
1

(x) 
µA (fl) µA (£2) 1 ]._ ' 

(x, 'A) (x A) dxdx • 
ai ,r 1 

1 Since 
(x'-A) (x-A) 

((x'-A)-l -1 
(x-A) ) , this equals 

22 
i j 

f 1 f (x-ai)fl(x) 
(x'-a.)f2Cx') (x' -A)- --x~--x-7' -- dx dx 1 

a r' J a~ ,r
1 j' -'-

+ 2 2 
i j 

f 1 f (x'-a.)f2(x') 
(x-a.)f

1
(x)(x-A)- , dx' dx. 

r i r• x x 
ai' 1 aj' 

But by Lemma 4 of the last section, the inner integral in the first 

si.lm is zero, and the inner integral in the second sum is zero for 

j#i and is f
2

(x) for j=i, Thus, 

µA(f 1 )µA(f 2) = ~ f (x-ai)f1 (x)f2 (x) (x-A)-1 dx = µA(£
1

£
2
). 

i ai,rl 

Finally, to prove the inversion formula, for any y € B and 

he: B* we have 

h(RA (z) y) RA h (z) = SVRA h (z) by the theorem in §3 
' ,y • ,y 

(vRA,h,y(x), z=x) = h((µA(x), z=x) Y) · 
Thus, (4.5) is an immediate consequence of the theorem on inverting 

the p-adic Stieltjes transform, This completes the proof of the 

theorem. 

Corollary 2. Under the conditions of the theorem, the follow-

ing two conditions are equivalent: (1) dist(z,cr) !IRA (z) II is 

bounded as z--P- a ; (2) µA is a projection-valued measure, 

i.e., a bounded homomorphism from the Boolean algebra of compact-

open subsets of oA to the algebra End(B). 

=ddist(z,cr) llRA (z) II) = =x ]]µA (U) II 
ze:OA U 

In this case 

The proof is exactly like Steps 6 and 7 in the proof of the 

theorem in §3. 
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Corollary 3. Let B and AE End(B) be as in the theorem. For 

r > 0 the resolvent RA (z) can be uniformly approximated on 

by rational functiona :f:1. Aij (,-ai)-j with operator 

coefficients and with poles in OA. 

The proof is just like Step 1 in the proof of the theorem in 

§3. 

Remarks. l. One could alternately take Corollary 3 as the 

definition of an analytic operator, in which case the spectral 

theorem would hold for an arbitrary Banach space. However, in 

practice the "weaker" definition is often easier to check than the 

strong condition in the corollary. 

2. The operators in Corollary 2 are the closest p-adic analogs 

of normal operators or operators of scalar type [24) in a Hilbert 

space, 

3. It is not hard to prove that operators for which 

correspond to 

"h-admissible" µA (see the remark at the end of the last section). 

4. Vishik has also proved a generalization to functions of 

(the spectra of) several analytic operators. Namely, let A
1

, ... , 

An E End(B) be 

aA , ... , oA 

commuting analytic operators with compact spectra 

Let a = a x• ••xo c ll n and use the completed 
Al An p' 1 n 

tensor product to define B (o) 
r 

and L(o): 

L(o) = L(oA )0···©L(oA). Let 
1 n 

be the continuous homomorphism from the algebra L(o) to the 

algebra End(B) which is made up from the in the theorem. 

Vishik shows that 

f(A1 , ••• ,An) is an analytic operator with compact spectrum 
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of(A1•····An) c f(oAl·····OAn), 

have 

In addition, 

then 

µ(tof). 
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and for we 

i.e., if £.EL(f(oA, ••. ,o )), 
1 An 
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Homology of Fermat curves 59-61 

Hypergeometric series 44 

Iner.tia group 66, 110-111 

Integration 26, 129 

Interpolation, p-adic 29-32, 
34, 41, 110-112, 120 

Isosceles triangle principle 
8, 13 

Jacobi sums 56-58, 62-63, 
69-70, 85 

Krasner analyticity 18, 37-38, 
120-121, 130-134 

Kummer congruences 6, 32 

L-series for algebraic varieties 
61-70 

Laplace transform 121 

Leopoldt conjecture 91, 96 
generalized 98 
proof in abelian over Q 

case 100-102 

Leopoldt's formula for Lp(l,X) 
36-40, 128 

Lifting 10, 20, 74-76 

ln (log ) 17-18, 22-23 
p p 

Locally analytic 18, 46, 47, 136 

Locally constant 18, 26 

Log ganuua function, p-adic 18, 
45-50, 51-52, 118-119, 127-128 

162 

Maximum modulus principle, 
p-adic 132-133 

Meas~res 25-27, 136, 151 

Mellin-LeRoy, theorem of 125 

Mellin transfonn 32-33 

Minkowski unit, 101-102 
' MObius function 14-15 

Newton polygons 19-23 

Non-archimedean geometry 8-9 

Operators, p-adic 
analytic 148, 152 
completely continuous 147 

ordp 7, 11, 17 

Ostrowski's theorem 8 

p-adic integers 9 
norm, metric 7 
numbers 7 

p-units 89, 104-105 

Periods of abelian integrals 
44-45, 61 

Power series 13-18, 21-23 

Primitive character 33 

Radius of convergence 13-14 

Ramification index 11-12 

Regulators, classical 88-89, 90 
p-adic (Gross) 89, 91-92, 

103-119 
p-adic (Leopoldt) 89, 90-

91, 95-102 

Representations 
L-function of (for 

braic variety) 
odd and even 103 

an alge-
62 

Residue at 1 of Dedekind zeta 
function (classical and 
p-adic) 90 

Residue theorem, p-adic 132 

Resolvent operator 148-152 

Riemann zeta function 24, 29-31 

Ring of integers 9, 12 

Schanuel's conjecture 102 

Shnirelman integral 129-142 
operator-valued 149 

Special affine open sets 

Spectral theorem, p-adic 
in several variables 

73-74 

149-151 
152-153 

Spectrum of p-adic operator 
148-149 

Stark-Tate conjecture 92-94, 97 

Stickleberger's theorem 86-87, 
118 

Stieltjes transform, classical 
121-127 
p-adic 50, 127-128, 137 

Stirling series 49-50, 51, 123-127 

Teichmiiller character 33 
representatives 9-10, 12 

Twisted L-functions 25 

Unramified closure of 11, 68 

Vishik transform 138 

Weak convergence 144-145 

Weierstrass preparation theorem 

Wilson's theorem 16, 41 

Zeta function of variety 
over a finite field 
67-70 

defined 
44, 62, 

Zeta function, p-adic 6, 29-30, 
32-33, 45-47, 90 

'IT 14, 15, 16 

n 13 
p 

21 
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